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IN a family where there are several servants, a reliable woman to aae-ist in housekeeping snd sewing. Address J. P. BAXTER, Cl Deering St.
dlw
apr5

$2.60

Salesman
C.

jA. card.
AM dooirou* of aasociating with me as Agent
for this cit y, a thoroughly live,energetic gentleand
man, pm&essed <-f go d buai ess
integrity, and wi'h whom 1 am able to make a very
satisfactory arrangement. I a s » desiie agents at
so eral promi cut places throughout the state (previous knowledge of the busin ss not necessary), and
also a "Special Ageot” to travel, who is not to "h gti
toned” to w rk for business. I do not wish too employ any "ofliee manager,” or any one to fit in an oftice while other men do the work. Our city agency
has been very satisfactorily tilleafor'he Dasi four
months by Mr. W A. Morris who retires from it to
enter upon business in a distant State.
Address,

I

Maeager Agcucien. Union ITlvtnal

1'IIE 4TBE.
.Proprietor & Manager.

Frank Curtis

qualifications

J. F. F FitI1IS,

PORTLAND

ON

Wanted.

Celebrated

FEW good agent- to introiiuce the Household
and Farmer’s Cyclopedia through every town
in Cumberland County. Such a work has long been
no ded by every fanner, and an extensive sale is
iully insured bv the spontaneous demand. Apply
ut once to JOHN KUSSKI.L, General Agent, Office
176 Middle street, Portland.
ap3rtlw*

A

RENTZ-SANTL.EY

Sovelty & Burlesque Company,

The finest and most distinguished organization in
America comprising Hie most accomplished Artists
riand Leading Celebrities of tlie English and Am
can Stagm
pwsIXIVK NOVELTY.
First production on any stage of the New ami

Original Burleripte, introducing
anil alt the

the Doub

WAITED.
SITUATION

\

Stage

e

II.,

dress E.

Fr<

Superb
every detail. Beautiful
Costumes ami all necc.sary Auxiliaries.
Reserved Se^ts secured Two Days in advance at
Box office. Usual prices.
M B. LEAVITT...Sole Proprietor
E.
ABK LEAVITT.General Agent
,ilw

i.ear

Portland. Me

OF THE

—
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city.

BALL,

apldtf

LKi

Grand Cor.cert for one hour by 4’HA ft DliE R *8
BAN I*, commencing at 8.30 o’clock. Clothing
ckecked free. Music for dancing by
CH4N01.JEK W QFAOBILLE E*ANi>.
Refreshments o4 first c ass quality for sale in Reception Hall by Mrs. Ulmer.
TICKS TS. admitting Gent and two Ladies, fel.UU
ap4d w
Ladies’ ticket25 cents.

LET.

j

part of house No. 2 St Lawrence Place,
Rent $10 per mouth. Inin good repiir.
quire at 000 Congress St.
_mar30dtf

LOWER

j

GRAND TRIP

Let.

o

any
making
special opening we shall
offer during the present
Without

week

ISTETW

BENEFIT

.TIAl.1t: GENERAL. HOSPITAL,
vo’.at which the following artists have generously

Suits and Kilts,

*
Mlls.8 RUTH «'. » OIG, outrnlfo,
TIIE *'EH El A 4'IX'll,
'»H« WEBEK tMi«,

AFK1L 13th,

BOSTON ENGLISH OPERA CO.
Hilbert and Sullivan's .Esthetic Opera,

Many of

EXPENDITURES IN 1881.

Music

Stockbridgc's
3d. Reserved
morning, Aprilcents.

seats

store
35 and

Admission 25
35
rrjaiin* e—Reserved seats 2o and

Monday

oO

styles

our

are

Owen, Moore & Co.

With Full Orchestra aad Chorus.

<ltf

>mar30

ceniB.

regards Policy-holder'',
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.ts, Cliil-
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GILSON,

EVENING,

AND

on

it and you will use no other.
Put up in bags of 10. 25, 60 and 100 t ounds.
Gg£r=*Directions in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & Wliitney's Market Square, W. C. Sawyer & Co.‘s, No. 7
Preble street, Geo. Biancbard & Brothers, No. 46
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner High aud
Commercial Street.

C. W. BELKNAP & SON,
142 & 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND,

ME.

dtf

mh20

ELEGANT

—

TABLELAMPS

WEEK (COMMENCING APRIL 3,

Farrell,

THOMPSON,

ZENAS

BETTINA.Biss LEILA FABBELL
Annie Libby;
Lorenzo, Clias. Green; Fiammetta,

32 & 38 Union

Pepi'O. Cbas. Cram; Fredrick, Aunie Rogers. Rocco,
Ld.
Louise Wells; Par*fonte, G(*>. Clark; Matteo,
Bibber; Luigi, Miss Eva Bartlett; Paolo. Miss Cora
Woodman; Fraucesca, Miss Eunice Hunter.
Sale of seats, Monday, April 10th._

]@9W
FOR BLOOD, BRAIN AND
NERVES.

CINE, RICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
A CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK..A J Highly
recommended by Chemists and Physicians as
A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAY8
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,
it does not stimulate the brain or irritate
tho system and leave deleterious effects. On
the contrary, it furnishes just that which is
necessary to the brain, strengthens and quiets
tho nerves, purifies the heart’s blood, and
thereby makes only the best flesh, bone and
muscle.
|y It works wonders, curing
NERVOUS and GENERAL DEBILITY,
MALARIA, DYSPEPSIA, INSOMNIA.
Produces a healthy action of the Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against the
miasmatic influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and bronchial difficulties. DELICATE FEMALES, NURSING
MOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
And no remedy equal to this healthful blood
and nervo food tonic. CSTFor sale by all Druggists. gl.00 per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.,
Office 19 Park Place, New York City.
as

FORD,
T.

For

Assembly

ASSOCIATION,

TIIIIBSDAV Evening. April

mimic by C'HANDIiEB.
Admission 6u cents.
_ap4al'A

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres.

YVM. J.

BRIDE, Treas.

BOSTON LEAD UFO. CO.

Gilbert’s Assembly

Office,

Sale Wholesale an<3 Retail.

&. E. JOSE &

co,,
oclO_dU

A prominent New Nork
Artist
photographed a
short time ago Mr. Oscar
Wilde, the iEst hetic apostle,
in many positions which
are very characteristic, as
being explanatory of the
doctrines of this new disciple. Among many of the

compositions which
emblematic,

2 i and 26 Obvcr Street.

Boston,

Mass.

compositions

KKD LEAD AND LtTItiKGE.

& SHEET LEAD.

LEAD PIPE
TIN & TIN LINED

PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER,

&c

GOLD MEDAL aw*rd <1 by the Massachusetts
Clistriiable Mechanics’ gYs-ociailon in 1881.
marl
eodOm

—AND—

EASIER CARDS

NEW ENGLAND
Mortgage

HAILEY & NOYES’,
Exchange

Due 1905.

mL28

iNTERESTiNG

This security is a first mortgage upon
this road and its properties.

In order to reduce our Slock to make
for (Joods of our owu manufacture.

We offer at COST for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire -took of Ladle*’,
dent*’, Boys’, Mis*es’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. Thi is a rare opportunity a- our Stock is large, a> d cou-i ts
of good* from Hue hand sewed to comno not fail to call
mon medium grades,
and examine our goods before buying

WINES &
of ail

AMERICAN LOAN & TRUST CO.,

d2w

LIQUORS

kiadh, in the

ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,
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LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VESETABLE COMPOUND.
Is

ft

Positive

Cnre

Complaints nnd Weaknesses
so common tooiirliestfewulo population.
worst form of Female Comthe
cure
will
entirely
It
plaints, oil ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and eipel tumors from the uterus In
to canan early stage of development. The tendency
Its use.
cerous humors there la checked very speedily by
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for all thoso Patnftil

oct!7

M

W&Fly

NOTICE.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE 00.,

found in New England,
comprising (In: New Sleeping
Coach, flic NViislnty [ilanHfaciuroilier tiist class
ing Co., and
Vo

Cor, Union Si.. Under Falmouth Hotel.Jtt

be

mysterious
seem

Wedding; William S.

Lowell,

On and after May 1st,the Wattes
or Cosil Teamsters and Yard Men
will be Eleven Dollars per Weeh.
d3t

apt!

Visiting
Cards.

no more

sent a civilization more remote than the one
which invented that story.
But the most interesting

OF CANADA.

signed.

SECOND HANK,

W A G O A &

Montreal, March 17tli, 1882.

IH1

CONCORD, GROCERY AND EXPRESS

F.’ §7.

Manager.

mar20tf&F3w

KFNISON
k«s opened

an

office in

Portland and can be found
at

,

Bingle and double, to bo fold at onco. finely or
lots, for WHAT TIIKV WILE B EC ft G,

this
con-

taining their traditions and beliefs, which is
preserved only in memory, and takes twentyThe Iliad can be recited

six hours to recite.

in

Odyssey in seven, so
Cushing has a poem one half longer than both, that may contain matter equally valuable, and give us an insight into a
nine hours and the

that Mr.

great past of this old “New World.” It certainly cannot fail to richly reward him for
the patience and perseverance which he has
shown in laboring to obtain it, and all will
wish him God-speed in his mission.

the sugar, has

been

investigated

by

the

New York Board of Health, which has
reached the conclusion that the practice is
not dangerous if the glucose is free from
sulphuric acid, which is not often the case.
The Board has found that yellow candy is
usually colored with chromate of lead, a
dangerous poison. Ground coffee adulterated with chiccory, says the Cincinnati Medical News, can be known by squeezing a
pinch. If it cakes and sticks together, there
is chiccory in it, as ‘ground coffee will not
adhere. If a little is stirred in water, the
chiccory will sink and the coffee will not.
A weak solution of chloride of lime deprives chiccory of its color, and a simple
test is to pour a weak solution of this on
coffee grounds. If a portion of the coffee is
bleached chiccory is present. The adulteration of tea can be most readily detected by
examining the leaves after boiling; hut familiarity with the shape of the real tea leaf
is necessary.

Gov. Crittenden, of Missouri, has taken
hold of the work of suppressing train highwaymen in his State by the handle. He has
done the same thing before. Governor Crittenden was a Union Colonel during the war,
in charge of a group of Missouri counties
which he brought into order with a firm
hand aud firm executions. He is dealing
with the same class of evils now. Train robberies in Missouri are a survival of the utter
disorganization into which war brought that
scourged State after it had been receiving
for two generations the outlaws of half the
land. The notorious Jesse James goes down
-with his boots on—a very good way to get
rid of a cut-threat who can’t be disposed of
any other way—and the Governor intends to
keep up the fire until there shall be peace
within his jurisdiction.
The news that General Ignatieff has discovered the existence of an arrangement between Germany and Sweden, in which the
contingency of a Russo-German war is anticipated and provided against, is not very
in

important
than was

itself, for it is nothing more
expected. It is in keeping

to be

with Bismarck's recent declaration that he
had arranged combinations in view of auy'

might arise,

and that a Rus-

Ho. 276 Middle St.,

in
at

Fdwardi & Walker’s
hardware store,
from
Sttfa to'.£4fb.

over

oc!7

April

dtf

war

The widowed

aud

destitute mother of

Mary Wade, the Gettysburg girl who was
killed during the battle while baking bread
for Union soldiers, has applied for a pension
of $8 a month, and the committee has reported favorably. But the committee has
reported favorably to three Congresses before this, and still Mrs. Wade has received
no pension.
Autkam, the widow of the
French poet, wanted to do the fair thing all
around; so when she died the other day, she
left a will directing that her heart be buried
with the poet, aud iter body with her previous husband, an American named Fitch.
Madame

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General

j

poem

fact, is without any especial significance, its
publication maybe attended with bad effects
as its tendency will bo to aggravate a feeling
among the Russians which has already been
inflamed to a dangerous degree.

and Invitations I
The Company desire to make ar1
for Weddings and iteceprangements with stea s ship comtions a Specialty
panies lor a line of first class
steamers to run between Portland
513 CONGRESS STREET.
and Halifax N. N., and another
dtf
mchll
line between Portland and St.
John, N. B. for the carriage of pasFor
senger and freight traffic.
pariirnlsrs apply to the nnder)
NEW AND

thing about

have a sacred

C. DAY, JR., & CO.,

Engraved Cards

CARRIAGES,

they

tribe is that

is among the possible emergencies of the future is not to be denied.
But while the fact, assuming that it is a

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

Stationer.

East In-

emergency that

apii

AND

The

Fairy Traveling Carpet was
incredible, and these Indians repre-

dian tale of the

makes.

No. 187 Middle Streetdlw

CARD PLATE ENRRaVER

must our

to

iron horses that breathe fire.

as

c

5

elsewhere.

&cON, importers, MAINE STATE PRISON.
dim
POUTLAND.TIfc.
mh27

IDA PORK »T.,

STOCK

dark close-fitting
them, and is it possible that
they can comprehend the arcanum of a
stove-pipe hat? No wonder they think people are god-like who can transport them a
hundred days’ journey in four days, with
and

clothes

with

No family should bo without LYDIA E. PINKIIAM'S
LT'UR DLLS. They cure constipation, biliousnsss
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
jg3T Hold liy all Druggists. “W

THE JLAKOEST

Zuiiis.
“We regard the Americans as great gods—
as we do the Sun,” said the Chief in his
Worcester speech. How strangely sombre

The adulteration of ordinary cane sugar
glucose, which only costs half as much

c
(3

harmony with the laws that govern tlie female system.
For the cure of Kidnoy Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. riNKlIAM'S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. S.'ntbyinail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Taper.

room

IMPORTED

FOB SALE BA'

LYDI/TeTiPINKHAM. OF LYNN. MASS..

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always i>onnanentiy cured by Its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act In

BOOTS and SHOES.

100

Street,

POIS'l'l.A.'VM.

MRS.

for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Doblllty, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

AND

NEW YGKK

eodtf

feli'O

eodeow&eowlynrm

ap3

next

Such a party of ancient Magians might
have journeyed for such a purpose from Ceutral India to Tyre, and Tyre the Magnificent
would have seemed to them no more won.
derful than must have seemed Boston to the

so-German

PUKE WHITE LEAH

Jtt

used,

were
was

then the artist
equally
happy in their arrangement
The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest
satisfaction, as does the
iEsthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photographer of the State of
Maine, whose new and elegant studio is located in
How’s Block, 514 Congress
Street in this city.

“BOSKH ^TAK BRAND”

Thursday Evening.

some,

were

with the dim and shadowy
patterns of sunflow ers and
lilies on the waHs, and used
as acce sories in the interiwhen exterior
ors, and

Janl

<OHKODEKSAND MANUFAC URER8.

Tickets, admitting Geat with L dies, 50

were

to those in wont of

Would relurn his thanks for the liberal
patron ige received during his short stay
in Portland: and tiling oblig d to leave
for the West for a short time will leave
his business with K. Dana, Jr 59a Congress St., who is one of the oldest Druggists i the city, and whose experience
in fitting of Trusses is sec n<i to none in
the city, wi l f e a sure guaranty of
fair and h> lmrable dealing, and will inWhile
Mi'e a large share of patronage.
absent, Sr Dana will apply them and
guarantee to h >l<! all cases treated by
iiim or refund the money.
F. 0. 1 HOMES.
ap4d2w
Portland, April 4,1882.

Army and f^avy Hail,

JBW29

dlw

F. O. TIIOMES

BY THE

55 CONGRESS STREET,
Hiinmon* Building, 11T.1"”
d)-1

I

JLS,.

X65

1st

Street,

FOKTMND, ME.

ap3

61 x

&]>4_

Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

English Duplex,

a

of
designs and unequaled finish, to which the
inaction of the riding public is respectfully solicited,

with the following cast of characters:

cents.

—

latest

THE MASCOT

ROWING

OF

Fitted complete with the

Elegant Family aod Pleasure Carriages
arid lioad Wagons

which occasion will he pres nted

Fifth Grand

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarrcguemines"
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

DURING

—

CUMBFRLAND

LIQUID

& Soil

keep constantly

jgg*“Try

mUl SPRING EXHIBITION

—

Biss Leila
on

Great

Dressing. OSCAR WILDE
Belknap

Centres*

BENEFIT
OF

f
THE

t3TA SUPERIOR NUTRITIVE MEDI-

SPECIAL ACE

times.

and Manager

Fast Day,

—

&wly_

118 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass.

AUG. H.

With beirutfui Pottery

AFTERNOON

b2l

$127,411,677 00

....

pious and time-honored

* *
and poured to all the dead
Libations,—milk and honey Urst, and
Rich wine, and lastly water, scattering
White meal upon them.

THE GREA

"CURE FOR

mm pm

Symptoms are moiBturo, stinging, itching, worse at
night; seems as if pin-worms were crawling about

the rectum; the private parts arc often affected. As a
pleasant, economical and positive cure. Swathe’s
Ointment is superior to any article in the market.
Sold by druggists,or send 5D eta. iu 3-ct. Stamps. 3
Dozes,81.25. Address, Da. S wayne & Son, PbUa.,P«»

janlS

d&wly3

The guardian angel who hovers in the vicinity of Jay Gould, ready to receive auy
j blow intended for him, is Madden, the bruiser who trained Sullivan for his recent fight
near

New Orleans.

ters tending to

prolong party

contests.

outgoing steamship carries

amount of

an

im-

to Ireland.

money home

___

*
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to the Extension o( the full amount of the Insurance f-.r eu h period as the full value will pay
FIRrsT
for at the Company’s Published Hates: or, SKIU'W-Oa surrender of the O ig nal Policy within Three
ILirSTUA *01>: Policy No.
Mon hs fr n. da-e of Lapse, to the purchm-e of a Paid-up Policy.
68 4S6 was issued Oct. 20 1871, for $5,i>< 0 on the Animal Life Plan, at age 37, annual Premium
in
S13S.8U. Ten Pr. miums were paid, which, less Dividends, nmouuted to $1 072 55. The Policy lapsed
for
1881 and the Company app ied t»»e K*. serve Va ue of $680.70 to tbe purchase of Term lnetiranc©
ft ft 000 for the period of lo year? aid 7 daysjso that the 10 Premium? paid for over 20 years of insurance,
It was optional
th« average yearly cost being $53.67, which is at the rate of but $10.71 per thousand.
a Paidwith the At-sured to take the Extended insurance as above, or to surrender the origiual Policy for
up Life Policy of $1,300.

NEW PORTXAND THEATRE.

Curtis.Proprietor

diseases.

absolutely Non ForfeitaEvery Policy issued by this Company contains tbe followi- g conditions,
ble- In case of 1 apse after tw or more Fall Years, Premiums have been pail, the lull Four Percent.
Heserve Value will be applied bv tbe Company, at the option of the assured, iu either of tvo ways:

Opening

on

Kidney

and

and is

..

ce

Grand
^HalVfare to Matinee Maine Central.
inn3ultd
Trunk and Portland & Rochester K. K.

Frank

Lung

.....
2,317,101.36
(Haims by Death,
.....
399,130.88
Endowments aud tanilities,
484,879 10
Surrendered Policies,.1,394,268.87
Dividends to Policy-holders,.
-.
982.019
32
All other Expenditures,

_

The Washington Star confidently predict3
that the session will extend far into the
becomes very
summer, unless the weather
warm aud tho majority determine not to
matpress the Dakota question, and other

ocean.

tral Asia to the Mediterranean, or from Central Alrica to Lower Egypt. It seems like a
tale of the Father of History. Their worship
of nature deities resembles what we are told
of the ancient Aryans. Their sprinkling
the Sacred Meal upon the Ocean and invoking the Father and Mother of the Waters,
the God under the Earth, and the God above
the Earth, reads like a bit of Homer:

pepsia, Indigestion, Malaria,
Weakness, and relieve all

$5,813,223.33

......

...

hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in he wo Id;
every article of which it is composed is food for
grtss. It also eCectually Irives earthworms from
the lawns, and lik wise hills moss, which is often so
troublesome in old lawns. After applying stable
alsD Superphosphates and many
manures to lawn
other lawn dressings now in use, it is a lo g ime
before he children can be allowed to play on th* m
N-»t so with the
on accou*t of the offensive odor.
composition which we offer to the public, for there
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent chil
dreii using the lawn as a play ground at any and all

exclusive and will no doubt
sell quickly.
All invited to examine.

PATIENCE 2
TioHe'8

Total,

Manufacture and

QUARTETTE

at

RECEIPTS IN 1881.
$4,000,302.46
Premiums,..
-.1,812.920.87
Interest,

Messrs. C. W.

celebrated

mar29__™L~
CITY HALL,
Fast Day Afternoon and Evening,

in

Abstract of Annual Statement made to the Insurance
Commissioner of Maine.

Lawn

OP BOSTON,
BB. HAHVEY tll’BKAir, Accompanist
Sold at Stockbr dge’
TIIHiTH $1.00.
at d
bur*day morning, Ajar, li 3< tli,
Music Si ore
tickets
o’clock. >umber* given out at t. Only six
sale.
Bold to one person at the openiug

TEMPLE

Brown’s Iron Bitters is
composed of Iron in soluble
form; Cinchona the great
tonic, together with other
standard remedies, making
a remarkable non-alcoholic
tonic, which will cure Dys-

ments.

The Irish Emigration Society reports that in
forty years it has been the means of sending
$32,000,000 of American money across the

The Romance of To-day.
The recent remarkable pilgrimage of the
Zufii Indians from their home in New Mexi.
co twenty-six hundred miles to our coast to
obtain the sacred water of the sunrise ocean
for their religious rites equals in romantic
It
interest anything of the kind in history.
is equal to a pilgrimage from England to the
Holy Laud, or from the Himalayas in Cen-

John K. Allender.

a™**

.CAR 'ST,

have taken several different

DODD, President.

AMZI

28 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
OFFICE
apr3

MISS ANNIE lOHSE

e

JST* J”.

AG£NT,

unteered:

ami t*

l

lilSiffiTOi

H. C.

THE

OF

backhand great

the United States, and the provisional committee of the American delegates to the recent ecumenical council have sent out a
communication to the various Methodist
bodies asking for the appointment of delegates to confer with them on the arrange-

mense

people

physicians

For Missachusstts, Maine and New Hampshire,

II

I

a

Words Misused.

It is proposed to celebrate iu 1884 the centennial of the introduction of Methodism in

Evert

MAINE.

us from the Pilgrim Fathers,
and found so suitable to our love and veneration, I,
Harris M. Planted. Governor, by and with the advice and oonsent of the Council, do hereby appoint
and set apart Thursday, the thirteenth day of Ap:il,
next, or a dav of humiliation, f sting and prayer.
of nr
And I do recommend to the Christian
St-ste to keep this their annual fast; refrain from
labor, business, amusements, and in their homes
and houses of public worship, humble themselves
before Him whose mercy endureth forever; supplicating His favor upon themselves, the Stt.te and
nation; confessing tneir sins and seeking forgive“If we conness of the same, in humility of spirit
fess our si s, He is faithiul and just to forgive us
our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.’’
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta
this thirty-first day of M *rch, in the year of
our • ord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-two, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hundred
and sixth.
Harms M. Plaistkd.
By the Governor.
Joseph O. Smith, Secretary of State.

for my liver, kidinent
neys, and spleen, but 1 got no relief.
I thought 1 would try Brown's Iron
Bitters; I have now taken one bottle
and a half and am about well—pain
in side and back all gone—soreness
all out of my breast, and I have a
good appetite, and am gaining in
strength and flesh. It can justly be
called the king 0/ medicines.

HEDGES & HODGES, STATE AGENTS,

HALL)

In accordance with
custom, come down to

medicines, and was treated by prom-

—

Tuesday Evening, April
FOR THE

Clothing!

Drill and Ball.

GRAND CONCERT

tite.

Journal.

A PROCLAMATION.

my breast, with snooting pains all through my body, attended with great weakness, depression of spirits, and loss of appe-

ST.
CO., 511 CONGRESS jan30eodtf

OF

our

BY THE GOVERNOR.

Mansfield, Ohio, Noy. 26, i88x.
Gentlemen:—I have suffered with
pain in my side and

claiming to represent

STATE

How ? By getting one
bottle of Brown’ Iron Bitters, and taking it regularly
according to directions.

prices which cannot rail to interest

We have made

goods.

of every person

You can continue feeling
miserable and good for nothing, and no one but yourself can find fault, but if you
are tired of that kind oflife,
you can change it if you
choose.

soreness on

Surplus

XICKKTS for the round trip including adTickets for sa e at P. J. McCalmission $1.50.
lam’s furnishing goods store, 50U Congress street.
ap4
__(Uw_

CITY

but first class

Number of Policies in force, 16,652, lusuriug,

Guards.

Montgomeiy

AT

trash,

....

MONDAY, APR5L 10th,

—

not

....
$5,577,399.53
Total
.....
Assets Dec. 31st, 1881, Market Value,
Liabilities, (Deserve at 4 per eent.).808,16^.52

LEWISTON,

Exhibition

of the best makes.

one

dim*

18

TO

BY THE

feeling tired and
of aches
instead
out,
and pains, wouldn’t you
rather feel fresh and strong ?
Instead of

worn

DEKKA SHAWLS, $10 and $15, former price, $50.
CLOAKS, $5.00, former price, $28 00.
FRENCH and ENGLISH CRETONNES, .25c former
prices, .50, .62 and .75.
DRESS GOODS, 12-12 to 1.25, former prices 25 to 3.20.
PIANO COVERS, $3.25, former price, $6.00.
PLAIN SILKS, .70 worth 1.00.
LOT DRESS GOODS, .121-2 worth .25
than half price.
LOT < 'LOAKINGs, less
“
DRESS BUTTONS
VELVETEENS and CORDUROYS, half price.
CHILDREN’S WOOL HOSE,
CASSIMERES at very low prices.
BLACK WORSTED DRESS BRAID, 4 ets. per piece
TLis is

regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and betel managers
will confer a favor npon us by demanding credentials

health and avoid sickness.

JAM.SOtli.

COUUflEWCIJYG

if
luruislied
Power
business.
March 17, 1882.
A. A. MITCHELL.

d.

mar

Every

Out Sale,

Grid February lari Dai and Closing
MOi»A¥,

manufacturing
want

Portland

___

No. 2

TO

10th.

Night, April

to work on a
H. J. LIBBY,

Uni >n Wharf, corner of Comrner
Yd-iress box 1717, Portl aid, Mo.
clal >t1 ti81.
or B. SHAW, 48A/L’ Exchange Street.
ap3eod2w
Portland, April 3d, 1882.

STORE

SEEK

Me.

Hall, Market Square, Portland,

feb25

J. II. DYER &

To Lei.

—

<Jra«»,
Ac.

Carden, Flower, Bird Seed*,

Ad-

cashier.

man

Address

TO

SAXjXi,

CITY

l.nnn d:r i», drchiml

$

a

on

jSL.

Irish American Relief Association,
Easter Monday

H

small farm.
Wife mu»t be a
go »d butter maker. Address A. B., box 1983.
dtf
mar 18

CARRY

ap3_

ANNUAL

I

•

Farmer Wanted.

ROSENBAUM.Manager

19th

the

PI

W
T

Office.ap5d3t*

ss

EXPERIENCED single

4N farm

Complete in

XX-

or

Wauled.

tne Mascot
Haze-L-KirKe. orih. Revt*ngn ofMusic.

A.

saleswoman

as

modern improvements, entitled

X.

Railroad Wharf.
ap4 dtf

Steamer City of Richmond.

DNIFtiKMAL FAVORITES,
The

dlw

Joiners Wanted.

TWO 3XTAO-XI'tr,S3?
Friday and Saturday, April 7tii & 8th,
TUE

Life In-

Mir »ncc UoinpHiif,
POKTLAIVO MAINE.

ap4

T

Market

CO.
dtf

ap5

ENT ER TAIN M EN TS

M

We do not road anonymous letters and commun-

oationi. Thu namo and address of the writ are In
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for indication but as a guaranty of good faitb.
Wo cannot undertake to return or preterre communications that are not used.

in

to sell Groc-

s

Rates ok Advlstising: One inch of! space, the
.englh of column, constitutes a “square. cents
per
$1.50 per square, daily first week; 75
week after; tnree insertions or ’ess, $1.00; eontinn
50
cents.
first
after
creek,
other
ijj'T every
day
Half •■‘(juare, three insertions or less, 75 centos
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week, three insertions or leas. $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Piik«8 (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each -ube uent
inaer ion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING GO.

SIFW

4,^

Ki# Ad*

wanted
Experienced
and Flour. Reference* required.
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E.
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Timothy, Tlover Flni, Mui*
garimi, millet, Bed Tup, Blue «ra»>

Bonier*
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KENDALL & WHITNEY,
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Salesman Wanted.
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Dollare a Year. If paid In advance.
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Representative Proctor Knott stands
a very good chance of receiving thd Democratic nomination for Governor of Kentucky
next year.

Chewing tobacco is

to

of merit in the Illinois

be used for rewards

Prison,

State

well behaved convict receiving
plug once a week.

a

oach

paper

or a

Congressman Ellis of Louisiana, who
has evidently thought about it a long while,
says that Mr. Blaine has in him the makings
of a President.
Preparations for the
and industrial

have

so

exposition

national mining
at

Denver, Col.,

far advanced that it is

safe to announce its

opening

for

considered

Aug.

1.

Cutting the Jack.
A

Quiet Little Transaction Between Two
Gentlemen on the Cars In the West.

[Philadelphia Times.]
‘■Playin’ poker is mighty dangerous biznees,
boys,” said old Jerry Greening the other night
as bo came iuto the Williamson House barroom
at Lackawaxen.
Some oI “the boys” were indulging in a little game of draw-poker, with a limit, just to
thechampass away the time. Judge Ridgway,
pion sucker fisher of this region, asked Jerry if
he would take a hand. “No, thankee,” said
the veteran yarn spinner, as he helped himself
“I aint
to a “chaw” of ’Lije Felton’s tobacco:
a takiu’ no stock in keerd
playin’ nowadays.
I’ll
keerds
chuck
down
fellers’ll
Ef you
yer
lay
penhies t’see who pays for th’ drinks, an’ then
I’ll tell ye a leetie story ’bout )>oker playin’.”
Tbe cards were laid down, the coins wore
pitched, and “Si” Terwilliger was the unfortuReinforced with a tumbler of “gin
nate one.
and tansy,” the old man took oil his slouch hat
and heavy throat muffler and prepared to spin
the promised yarn.
“Lsm’me see,” started Jerry;“Iguess 'twere
nigh about Teven year go, I were goin’ out
West with a party o’ city folks to hunt on tb’
pura’ries. We was a travelin’ in powerful fine
style in one o’ them palace keers when we see
di’moad buza reel nice lookin’ feller with a
znm pin coorn into the keer. He sot. down nigh
of the keer—
the
owner
be
an’
got
me,
bimeby
which I remarked at the time were a nigger—
He got a playin’ keerds
to get a table for him.
all Tone by hisself, an' bimeby 'notlier nice
looking’feller came in. an’ them two Toilers
got a playin'. Artor a while tbe two city fellers that'were a goin’ out West with me took a
han’in the game, an’’foro we got t’Cliicargo
round
my two fellers hadn't ’rough spondulix
’em to buy a square drink o’ likker, let 'leue
o'
one
my
’uough togo furder West. Fiu'lly,
men—I ailors calls ’em my men, bekaso they
was going West with me, you know—said to
th’feller with th’di'mou’ buzzum pin, ‘Let's
change ill’game. I’ve got jest $3,009 cash lu
m’ grip-sack that b’longs to my ol’ man in Chicargo; let’s play euctier for a change.’ ‘Now,
I’ll tell ve what I’ll do,” said tl-o buzzum pin
tliet I kiu
man; “I’ll jus’ bet yer even 93,000
take them keerds an’ cut th’ jack o’ hearts the
‘By darn! I’ll do it,’ sez my
very first time.’
man.
‘Well,’ sez I, ‘I’ll hold the stakes.’ ‘All
right,’ sez the buzzum pin man. Dunn’ this
little conversation my man were a shufflin’ up
the keerds kinder nervous-like, so he laid ’em
down an’ told me to keep an eye on ’em while
he got his cash. Ha come back with the monMr. Buzzum-pin got
ey an’handed it t’me.
out his cash, but with what he bed won from
hed
he
what
an’
man
money
my
short
he were
jest a hundred dollars.
‘Well,’ ssz I, ‘rather than see th'.s yere fun
broke up. I’ll len’ ye th’ hundred.’ So I pulls
out an o.c stocking I hod in m.y grip-sack an'
gut out five ta.ei.tv dollar gold pieces. ‘Ttiar,’
sez I, ‘now get down V biz.’i
Wall, they got. Mr. Buzzum-pin took the
keerds in his ban’s, an’, drawing a bowieknife outen bis hip-pocket, he cut them keerdr,
right in two, quicker’n liglituin’. ‘Thar,’sez
he, ‘I cut th’ Jack o' hearts th’ fust time, mister, an’ I reckon I’ll freeze onto that thar cash.
Fork her over, mister,’ sez he t’ me. Just
’bout that time I see th' pint o’ th’ scheme, an’
I luffed till I putty nigh busted. I jist got
down onto th’ floor an' Jaffed, an’ ’ttrere close
t’five minits ’fore I got cooled down agin. I
were jest ready t’ pay th' buzzum-piu mau th’
S3,000, an’ his face were as smilin’ as a man’s
is when he looks at bis fust baby, when all to
oneet my man sez, ‘Mr. Greenin', I reckon
you’ll pay that hull pile over t’ me.’ ‘The
’greemeut was that I wene t’ cut tli’ Jack th
fust time,' sez Buzzum-pin, ‘an’ I done it, so
I'll take the dough, if ye please. I cut it, didn’t
]?’ ‘Wall, no,’ sez my man, pillion th’ Jack
o’hearts outen his left sleeve, ‘I reckon not!’
Wall, boys, ef you could a seen that feller’s
face drop you’d smiled a smole. The fust
thing he done were t’ reach for his sliootiu’
iron, but my man sez, ’Oh, don’t do that,’ au’
kinder raisin’ the lapboard they were playin'
Mr. Buzzum-piu a six-shooter
on be showed
pintin’ iu ih’ direction o’ his hoart. an’ twere
full cocked, too. ‘Wall, I’m done brown far
once,’ sez the buzzum-pin man, an' sez lie,
‘Who bo ye, anyway, stranger?’ ‘Wall,’ sez
my man, ‘I don’t mind ’bligisg ye with my
York,
eog’omen. I'm Billy Birdsall o’New
an’ I’m the man that invented that little
in’
friend,
scheme o’ cuttin th’ Jack, an’ now,
I’ll give ye a little piece o’ advice. I let ye
win all m’ cash so I could cleau ye out. Ef I’d
a tried t’ clean ye at poker I could a done it,
but you’d a stopped playin’ ’fore ye got broke,
Arter this when ye’er goin’t’
so I laid for yo.
cutth’ Jack, don’t let anyone handle th 'keerds
fust. Mr Greening’ll give yo >50 outsn th'
stakes, an’ I guess you’d better light out at
Chicago, an’ye want t’keep yer eye peeled,
ye know them Chicago people’s noted fer their
big feet, and they ain’t in any way del’cate
’bout usin’ ’emef they gets skinned by a sharper.
Good evenin’!’ Wall, I payed the buzzum-pin man his fifty dollars, an’ he got out at
Me an’ them two fellers lied a good
t hicargo.
laff over the way we tiaxed him, an’ since that
I hain’t played no keerds. Of course I don’t
s’pose any of you fellers’ll cheat at keerds, and
I’ve no ’jections to playin’ with you, though I
did see Bill Oarkuff slippiu' a nace dowu onto
his lap t lay fer a nace full. Yo see now, boys,
why £ don’t play no keerds. Let's oliuck
agin for the drinks, an’then I guess I’ll go
hum, for I’ve got to try a case for ’salt and
batter' tomorrer mornin’ ’foro Squire Dewitt.”
Having “chucked” for and disposed ot his
drink, Jerry bade the crowd good-night and
started home, and the gams of poker was re-

Some

An anecdote of Vanderbilt and Meissonier is
thus related by a correspondent of a western

journal:
Mr. Vanderbilt's reception to his gentlemen
friends and to the artists, was a vory marked
His famous Meissonier, “Information
success.
—General Dcsaix aud the Captured Peasant,"
is the specimen of this artist’s genius. It is
the subject of a very pretty story, which runs
runs:—

Mr. Vanderbilt was sitting to Meissonier for
his picture, aud in chatting with the great
painter, the latter observed:—
“My best picture is in Germany, in the hands
of my enemies. I have ottered all 1 am worth,
to get it again, but they will not sell it to me.”
Mr. Vanderbilt got all the particulars, aud
left the room. Summoning Avegy to his side,
he told him to telegraph to every gallery in
Germany, aud to find that picture; to buy it for
him, whatever it might cost.
In a week the picture was in Prai3, so potent
a waud does this our modern Prospero wield.
Then, asking Meissonier to breakfast, a picture was seen on au ease), covered with a cloth.
The painter supposed it was the portrait of Mr.
Vanderbilt which he had just seut homo.
said Mr. Vanderbilt,
“Well, monsieur!
pleasantly, “mv friends do not tiiiufc that, picmust
ask you to change it a
me—I
like
ture
little.”
“Not like you! niouami!” said Meissonier,
disgusted; “ah! it is your livmg image.”
Well uow, raise thecloth aud see if it is at
all like me!"
Meissonier went to the o.isal and very angrily tore away the drapery.
There stood his loved aud lost picture—“In-

formation.”

He could not believe bis eyes.
“Ah! mou ami! Oh, femme, mes enfauts—

mais, je suis heureux?” said the excited artist.
He danced, he sang, and lie shed tears.

Mr. Vanderbilt offered him the picture.
“No,” said the grateful Meissonier, “take it
to your noble America, the friend of freodom
and the friend of France."
“Do I not love my opnlont friend, the Vanderbilt,” old Meissonier says, as he tells this
story.
At the receptions iu that lordly gallery where
haugs Ge'mme'a Fortuny's, Madrazo's. Millet’s
aud Mitlias', Zamaeois and de Neuville’s mas
terpieces, there is always a cr iwd around this
picture with its generous legond.

Never bo Used and

[Examiner.)
In tire category of words that should never
be used come first misformod words, as lit"
for lighted; “plead” as the past participle of
the verb “to plead.” Instead of pleaded;

“proven” for proved, a form now obsolete except in tbo Scotch version of “not proven.”
These are wliat might le termed grammatical
but they are very common among those
who pass for fair writers and educated men.
Less venial faults arc the use of such vulga-

errors,

risms

as

“on

to” for

on or

upon, which

i9 be-

coming increasingly frequent among careless

writers;

aud whose

blood has not run cold at

reading advertisements in our religious papers
of baptismal ''pants?''—to be worn, we suppose,
by tliose reverend “gents" who minister weekly “in our midst,” preach “lengthy” sermons
that “enthuse” tlioir hearers, aud are generally reputed to be “reliable" men, whose acts
will never “jeopardize” the good name of their
flocks; albeit they sometimes have a “helpmeet or “helpmate” or “companion” or" lady”
—:lut is to say, a wife—whose words and acts
need to be judged with great “leniency.”
There! “atono fell sfvoop" we have reprobated all but th-ca of tha words and phrases, condemned by Mr. Ayres, that we are now considering. No well-bred man will ever speak of
such a garment as his “pants,” nor will he call
his wife any thing but his wife. “Helpmeet”
is a stupid word, as has often been pointed oat,
and owes its exis'eoce to a careless perversion
Genesis ii., 18, “I will make him an help-

of

meet (i. e. suitable, fit) for liim,” aud “helpmate” is a still stupider perversion of “helpmeet.” If we are to say “lengthy," why not
“screngthy?" aud besides, our good old friend

“long” will answer every purpose. Wo say
‘•leniency,” whan lenity expresses the same
shade of meaning. Why add so clumsy a word
as “jeopardize” to the language when “jeopard" is already there for the same purpose?
Why use tha Ill-formed word “reliable” (which

should be rely-upon-able, to mean what is Intended), when we luve trustworthy aud credible? “Enthuse” is one of those horribly Illformed words whose mere pronunciation Is
their condemnation, in the mind of one who
has enongh acquaintance with the history and
genius oi the language to be qualified to express any opinion on tha subject, while “in our
midst" is a carele.ss way of saying, “in ths
midst of us,” which is intelligible English.
Aue

Ollier lliree worus ui»t err.

Ayres

wouiu

are
“preventative,” a clumsy and
useless substitute for preventive; "graduate,”
as an active intransitive verb (a student doe*
not -graduate” from college, the college graduates him—1. e., admits him to its gradus; aud
the student therefore is graduated) and “mistake
(when what the speaker means is, “Yon
do not understand mo” for “Yon mistake.”)
To Mr. Ayers's list should be added, we think.
non-English words asanent. auditorium, bogne.
nonce, taboo, tapis; such slangy words as •'disgruntled,” which is a favorite word in the poresurrect," which i*
litical vocabulary, and
used as a verb in many a sermon ; such misformations as gubernatorial" aud-‘post graduate”—how can one graduated from a college,
aud thus made “a graduate." ever become a
post graduate?” One should write "A graduate's course of study. the former having the
preference. We assume that uo reader of Th*
Examiner needs to be warned against any such
pedantic words as "authoress" and "poetess":
sncli vulgarisms as “crank,” which the Guiteau trial lias made so common; or sncli a
wrong-headed idiom as “different to." of which
If they do
some English writers are so fond.
not need any warning we beg of them eschew
And
we are inwords.
those
each and all to
clined to add to the list “donate" and “donation," which are at least unnecessary while we
have so many words as “give.” "grant,” “bestow,” "present," and their substantives, to
exoress the same idea.
Words used in wroug senses fall naturally
into several classes, first among which are I he
words sometimes called "reporters’ English,”
words misused because they are thought to
sound fine. Examples of this misuse of words
are:
"Apprehend” when the writer means
merely "think;” "condign” in such a phrase
as "condign
punishment,” when the writer
“casualty” lor acmeans severe punishment;
cident "predicate” for declare, and the like.
Some writers can never begin anything; they
always “inaugurate” or "initiate,” or at the
very best “commenced” it; if a speaker or
singer is well received bv his audience, he receives an “ovation;” if a man is kind-hearted
he is called a humanitarian,” (i. e., a believer only in the human nature of Christ), which
is to attribute a grave heresy to a jpan
under pretext of complimenting him; and if
one of this ilk goes to church, he always speaks
of it as tlie “sanctuary.” Wo exhort all who
read this article to eschew these aud all similar errors. Whatever you may say in the freedom of conversation, when you take your pen
If
use plain words to express plain meanings.
you mean granted, don’t say “accorded;” if a
speaker has talked for fifteen minutes on a subject, don’t say that he "alluded” to it, which
means merely to touch and pass by a topic; if
you mean think don’t say “consider,” which
denotes the careful weighing of a thing; don’t
say “residence” for house, “individual” for
for buy,
person, "portion” for part, "purchase”
aud be chary of “vicinity” for neighborhood.
In short, don’t be stilted.
Allied to this class of orrors is that careless
and slangy use of words which results from an
effort to be colloquial aud easy in writing. It
is not easy to be familiar without becoming
vulgar, but tlio art can be learned in writing
a* well as in social intercourse. Careful writers
will avoid all snob phrases as the following:
“Balance" for remainder, “bound” for determined, “claim" for assert, “indorse" for apA
prove, "loan" for lend, “own” for confess.
very common kind of mistake is the misuse of
to
as
mere
carelessness;
smail words through
to use
sty "less” where fewer is meant, or
“such” for so. This list might be indefinitely
increased.
Tbere is also a class of misused words, all too
common, that are positively vulgar. Under this
head, of coarse, comes all slang, of which ne
well-bred man ought to be guilty under any cirTo slang may be added such
cumstances.
words as these: “And” in phrases like “try
and do;” “apt” used for likely; “got” in comfortune;”
binations like "be has got a
“healt i»" for wholesome (lobsters are usually
considered
but
are
unwholesome);
they
healthy,
“companion” for wife; “female” for woman;
“lady" for woman or wife (these last three are
the superlative* of vulgarity); “party" for person; “posted” for informed; “retire” for go to
bed; “superior" a* thus applieti, “ahe is a very
superior person.” Probably these examples
will suffice.
Still another class of misused words are misemployed in such ways as to leave room for the
charitable inference that the writer is ignorant
of their real meaning. When one uses''alternative,'’ the preposition “between,” and the
conjunctions “both-and” or “neither-nor,” to
refer to more than two objects, it is evident
that he is guilty of nothing worse than gross igrance. The same conclusion follows when one
calls two objects a “couple” when the object*
are not united by any sort of bond; it is doubtful whether "pair" should not also be restricted to two objects so united. “Distinguished”
is often wrongly used by those who are not accustomed to discriminate between two words
of Bimilar meaning.

proscribe

[Brooklyn Eagle.]
The Chinese

newed.

Vanderbilt and Meisaonier.

That Should

Others That are Commonly Misplaced.

“I tell you these

Question.

Chinese must

go,” said

a

dilapidated looking tramp, leaning against a
lamp post near the City Hall, and jamming his
fists into his pants pockets. “There's no show
so long as those yellow devallowed to be among us.
Why them
fellows is just beatiu' down wages until a deoout
white man has got to starve or steal.”
“You aro right,” said a brother tramp.

for honest laborers
ils

are

“What’s the use o’ tryin to earn a livin anyway. I tall you, there’s bound to be a row if
them fellows ain’t cleared out o’ the country,
and that soon. It’s enough to make an honest,
decent gentleman like you or me sick to look
What chance has a hearty American
at ’em.
citizen got agin’ ’tm anyway? Why they just
live and grow fat on nothin’ a day all the year
round.”
“Not the ghost of a chance,” said tramp
number one, fishing about in his pocket and
finally producing the stump of a cigar. “Now
I was five years in Sau Francisco, without gettiu the chauce to do a single day’s work and all
1 was willin enon account o’ them heathen.
ough. but 1 couldn't live on rats and that settled it. Why oue fellow actually had the cheek
to offer me a dollar and a quarter a day for
driviu’ a truck. I'm a fino able bodied man to
earn a miserable dollar aud a quarter a day.”
“Awful,” said tramp number two, “aud It’s
broakin’ things up all oyer the country. Why,
I'm so disgusted
ft’s gettiu’ just as bad here.
with the whole business that 1 haven't even
asked for a job in six months. There’s no use,
It's a great deal cheaper doin’
J tell you.
nothin’ and a fellow saves his self respect into
the bargain.”
“Yes, "said tramp number one, seating himself on the edge of an ashbox, “gentlemen like
cornin’ into comme and you should be above
petition with them long eyed, skinny thinks.
I’m a Republican, but if the President veto’* the
Ouuiese Dili, I’ll be hanged if I don t turn
Democrat.”
'I m
“Right again,” said tramp number two,
a Republican myself, but I’ll turn Gieenbacker
dou
bill
go
that
through.
if
or anything else
Let all tuem heathen go, and the quicker the
I swear I won’t do another stroke till
better.
them yellow skins is out of the country.”
“Nor I," said tramp numbsr one, and they
slouched oil to work a stack of empty beer
kegs for a drink.
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BY TELEGRAPH.
DESTRUCTIVE FIRE

A

Raging This

in

Morning

Lynn,

Massachusetts.

THE

EASTERN

DEPOT

RAILROAD

BURNED—TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATION CUT OFF.

Boston, April 7.—News is just received by
way of Lawrence, Mass., that the largo depot
of the Eastern railroad at Salem, Mass., is
burning and will he entirely destroyed with all
its contents, consisting of baggage, freight, etc
Two telegraph offices are burned oat and comThe ticket cases
munication is destroyed.
were saved and all cars in the yard hauled out
of danger. The fire caught at 1 a. m. and at
o’clock is still raging. The loss will reach
at least 560.000, insurance not known.
two

MAINE.
Accidentally Shot.
Lewiston, April 6.—Reed Nichols of Lewiston was fatally shot today. In passing through
loaded gun the hammer
caught, discharging the load into his hip.
Shank Factory Burned at Waterville.
Wateryille, April G.—Last evening the
the woods with

a

Potter & Wat-

boot shank factory operated by
son of Boston, was entirely destroyed by fire.
Loss 815,000; insured 84,000 on building and
running gear and 84,000 on stock and machinery.
E. & N. A. Railroad Station Burned.
Bangor, April 6—The station of the E &N.
A. railroad at Greenbush caught fire about 11
o'clock this forenoon aud was entirely destroy,
ed. Loss 8650; partially insured.

Special Meeting of the Executive Council Called.
Augusta, April 6.—Gov. Plaisted has called
a special session of the Council for Monday,
April 10th, to act upon the choice of steward
the trustees of the Maine Inand treasurer

by

sane

Hospital.

Democratic State Convention.
The Democratic slate committee held a
meeting at the Augusta House this evening. It
in
was decided to hold the State Convention
Lewiston

on

the 37th of June.

WASHINGTON.
Miscellaneous.

monitors.
The President will give a reception to the
diplomatic corps and officers of the army and
navy and their families, Tuesday _evening
next. The next reception to the public will be
the following week.

POSTAL OFFICIALS.
to

Municipal

Offices.
Assistant
Washington, April 6.—First
Postmaster-General Hatton has written the
at
Cincinto
the
letter
postmaster
following
nati in reply to a ^question touching the eligibility of postal clerks and other employes to
local municipal offices:
Sir,—Your letter of the 22d ult. has been
duly considered. The inquiry in regard to
whether the executive orders, pages 321 and
323, P. L. and reg. 1879, include employes of post offices is answered in the negative unless the employment interferes with the
efficient discharge of duties in the post office.
A post office clerk may under this limitation
accept the office of alderman.
In regard to provisions of the order relative
to participation in a political campaign so far
other emas applicable to postmasters and
ployes of this department I desire to say, a
fact that a citizen is deemed worthy and competent to fill a public station should not in my
judgment deprive him of any of his rights as a
citizen so long as he does not neglect duties
I believe It the right of
entrusted to him.
every man to use his best efforts to promote
by all proper means the success of all public
measures that will in his judgment be beneEarnestness in the disficial to his country.
charge of their duties as citizens should not iuvolve offensiveness on the part of public serOn this subject let me quote from the
vants.
letter of Gen. Arthur in accepting the nomination tendered him by the Republican conHis l&nguage is peculiarvention at Chicago.
ly applicable to the inquiry you make. He
says: “I must add that by the acceptance of a
public office, whether high or low, one does
not, in my judgment, escape any of his responsibilities as a citizen or lose or impair auy of
his rights as a citizen and he should enjoy absolute liberty to think and speak aDd act in
political matters according to his own will and
conscience provided only that he honorably,
faithmlly and fully diiBCharge all of his official duties.” Within the limit indicated a public officer is a free man, socially and politically,
with a man’s duties and responsibilities to answer for.
_

GARFIELD'S MURDERER.
How Guiteau Feels as He Nears His End.
Washington, A pril 6.—Guiteau has recently increased considerably in flesh Though
confinement in jail has the effect usually of
giving the complexion an unnatural whiten obs
Guiteau’s cheeks have somewhat of a ruddy
glow. Recently he has devoted almost all his
spare time to the preparation of his book.
The straggle to get possession of Guiteau’s
Clothes has been a curious and not altogether
reputable competition between the leading
Coup has
circus companies of the country.
carried off the prize. The figures of Guiteau
and the others coocerned in the tragedy have
been made with great care by McDonough the
sculptor, and will no doubt be curious objects.
The sale of the clothes was a bona fide one and
of course the first thing that Guiteau aid was
to stick it in his pocket with the evident intention of keeping it there. He w»s obliged however to disgorge part of it at least to pay Scoville for services in his defense. Guiteau’s action in this as in all other matters was hateful
in the extreme. Coup’s agent says that his observation of the priioner shows him to be a
human rattlesnake.
Meanwhile Iobs than three months remain
Guiteau prebefore the fatal 30th of June.
tends to be indifferent, but those about him
say that it takes all bis powers of egotism and
ugliness to keep up heart under the shadow of
approaching doom. In any confidence which
he may have or affect he is absolutely alone.
His counsel will go through the form of arguing in his behalf on the bill of exceptions now
prepared, but they have no idea that the original verdict as to punishment or date will be
Ssoville says there seems to he no
set aside.
chance of getting any one else to take hold of
the case, and he will have to look after it himself.
_

LABOR TROUBLES.
Cleveland Carpenters on a Strike.
Cleveland, April 6.—A strike among the
carpenters of this city was ordered yesterday by
the Carpenters’ National Brotherhood. About
100 men quit work
Monday, demanding S3
Yesrerday 500 more joined them,
per day.
practically stopping all building in the city.
The maBter builders say they cannot accede to
this demand.
The New York Marble Cutters’ Strike.
New Yobk, April 6.—There is no change today in the strike of the marble cutters and polishers, and both employers and employed adhere to their determination of not yielding on
either side. This morning about 100 men emploved in other shops quit work and joined the
strikers.
Extensive Strike in Toronto, Canada.
Tobonto, Ont., April 6.—500 carpenters, 300
female shoe operatives and all the laborers employed at the Grand Trank freight sheds are
on a strike for higher wages. The cigar makers and painters have given their employers
notice that they will strike unless their wages
are

increased.

ICE

AND

Once More Before

FLOODS.

Thrilling Experience of Eight Hundred
Emigrants.
Winnipeg, April 6.—A train with 800 emi-

grants is frozen in three miles from the nearest source of supply, ‘provisions being carried
It will be three or four
to it by a relief train.
Captain
days before the train can be got out.
Kenirau who returned partly on foot and partthe
train,
ly by Bleighs says a man is dyiug on
and hat it is piteous to bear little children cry
lng for bread during the night. A barrel of
biscuit and oneoheese were discovered on board
and were dealt out.
There is no danger of
starvation but fuel and lights may give out.
A Railroad Submerged.
On the St. Paul line near Crookston five
miles of the road is submerged and there is no
sign of traffic being resumed. It is not advisable for emigrants to start for a week yet.
A conspiracy to extort money from Hon.
Chas. Francis Adams was discovered last
night. He is about 7(1 years of age, and sharpden on
ers induced him to go into a gambling
Boylstonstreet and finally to sign and endorse
The
checks for over $19,000 in three checks.
largest one, for $17,500, was presented and
beon
has
cashed at a bank.
J. S. Morrison
arrested as the guilty party and other arrests
will follow.

the

Committee.

The

President Nominates

Secre-

taries of .Interior and Navy.

HIS ACCOUNT OF THE ORIGIN OF THE

COMPANY.

and Representative Rice conducted the examination.
The witness stated in reply to a question,
that the Peruvian Company owns the claim
of Alexander Cochet and not that of Landreau;
claim
that they became possessed of the
through a natural sou of Alexander Cochet,
who owned or claimed to own one-third of all
The witness
the guano deposits of Peru.
compiled a prospectus of the Peruvian Company, preparing it from papers and pamphlets
The first docuwhich were famished to him.
ment furnished to him was a written translation of an old Spanish pamphlet which was deposited at Lima, Peru.
Question—Never during the negotiations of
the company has the original of that manuscript been shown in this country, has it?
Answer—No, sir.
The witness then added that the company
has in New York original manuscript in the
handwriting of Cochet which was a complete
duplicate of the pamphlets allttded to.
Question—This Cochet made claims upon
Peru during his residence, ai d to these claims
\our
company claimed to have succeeded.
What were his claims?
Answer—Cochet made investigations relative to the commercial value of guaDO, which
He gave
led to trade with Europe in guano.
several years to scientific investigatious and
The questo the development of the trade.
tion has arisen as to who first made the disthat
decided
The
Peruvian
Congress
covery.
five thousand tous of guano should be awarded to the origiual discoverer of the value of
guano and gave it to Cochet on condition that
he should give the government the value of
certain discoveries he had made, but he refused the conditions and consequently never
asserti-d his right to the five thousand tous.
Tho only thing settled by the award was that
Cochet first discovered the commercial value
The claim set up by the company
of guano
to one third of the guano deposits is purely by
virtue of his right as sneh discoverer. The
witness stated that he had been unable to
learn that any settlement was ever made with
Cochet by the Peruvian government.
The witness was then questioned in regard
to the validity of the claim of Galeteio Cochet,
tho natural sou, and stated that at first they
had supposed Cochet died intestate, but subsequently they (the Peruvian Company) found
a will in Paris in the hands of the notary with
whom it had been deposited.
Question—Who found it?
Answer—Mr. Hevner, the same gentleman
who found the pamphlet in Peru.
The witness declined to state what was paid
to Galeteio for his olaim.
The witness was asked to explain the discrepancy in the prospectus wherein he referred
to the Peruvian company as already organized
in October, when as a fact it was not organized, aud stated that when that portion was
written it was the intention to organize at once
under the laws of the state of New York, and
he too thought such an organization should be
effected before the publication of the prospectus; that in the meantime the Georgia charter
availed
and the company
was discovered
themselves of it.
11 nau

any

muio nuot-

The
replied
witness stated thatilie correspondence with
Hurlbut was begun by a letter written by him
(Shipherd) May 28.
The witness was questioned in regard to his
interview with Hurlbut May 30, as detailed by
him (Shipherd) at a former hearing, and said,
“I think I can give Hurlbut’a exact language.
Iu speaking of our claims he slapped his hands
upon his knees with some emphasis and said,
■Mr. Shipherd, I need not come all the way
down here from Washington to assure you how
infinitely our government would prefer to settle all these matters through the opportunity
your company offers
The witness was closely pressed with questions, with a view to extricating something
definite relating to the encouragement if any
He stathe had received from the executive.
ed that Hurlbut did not speak of the President
an
in
ambassadorial
or Secretary ot State, but
way he used the expression the government,
which led him (8hiplierd) to believe that he
(Hurlbut) spoke by authority. The only evidence the witness had that the President ever
saw any papers or knew
anything about the
business of the Peruvian company, was a letter
he (Shipherd) received from J. Stanley Brown,
the President’s Secretary, stating, “Your letter
received and referred to State Department.”
Shipherd was asked in regard to his letter to
Hurlout offering 8250,000 interest in the claim
of his company, why he did not submit the
proposition to him orally at their interview in
New York, and replied “Because I feared I
could not. control the direction of his mind or
the view he might be led to take. I wanted it
put iu writing. I wanted to be responsible for
exactly what I said and wanted to say exactly
what I meant. I did intend to convey to him
the idea that if upon a knowledge of our plans
and purposes it should seem to him perfectly
proper to do so that he or his friends should receive au interest of 8250,000. I meant to influence him to the extent of preventing him from
opposing us.”
The witness admitted that lie would not have
approached Hurlbut bud he believed him to
have been a man of probity aud above taking
a bribe, aud yet insisted that he (Shipberd)waa
not guilty of any wrong intentions in makiDg
the offer.
In response to further questions, the witness
stated that Hurlbut never acknowledged the
receipt of the letter iu which this offer was
made to him, and never again called to see
him. Hurlbut was on his way to his home in
Illinois when he had the interview iu New
York, and told the witness he would call upon
him again upon his return, but ho did not do

“No, sir.”

so.

you that these great
interests which Hurlbut so emphatically stated
the
to you were considered by
government “as
strong as law and equity could make them,”
moment to warrant him in
were of sufficient
calling upon you agaiu when he returned to
New York?
A —It certainly did seem so to me. I suppose he (Hurlbut) did not call upon me because he was iu the pay of the Credit Industrial, and was paid not to call. That was my
supposition. We never got him to do anything for us, and for the reason I have given.
So far as his being corruptly influenced in our
favor, it would be just as well to drop the
He never was interested
subject right here.
in our favor to my knowledge.
Bice—Then we will pass to Blaine. Your
correspondence or negotiation' with him were
opened by yourself, were they not?
A.
My first interview with Secretary
Blaine was suggested by Senator Blair, my
counsel, and took place July 25th.
Bice—Your interview with Hurlbut, in
which he told you the government thought
your claim a perfectly good one, and led yoa
to expect aid of the government, took place
May 30th, and your interview with the Secretary occurred nearly two mouths afterwards.
Was there no correspondence between yourself
aud the Executive in the meantime?
A.—No sir.
Bice—Then so far as the government was
concerned this important matter had slumbered daring all this time?
A
Yes sir.
Bice—In that interview with the Secretary
was any suggestion made that he or his friends
should become interested pecuniarily in your
company or their claim?
A.—No sir; for the reason that it never ocnrred to me to approach Blaine or any other
fficer, |witli the exception of Hurlbut, and
then only to stop him from working aeainst us.
Bice—Did you not know if you made such a
proposition to the Secretary that you would at
once be shown to the door?
Mr. Shipherd (turning very red in the face)—
I see no reason why any member of this committee should put such a question to me. I
think the implication conveyed has gone too
far.
Bice—Never mind; the committee are the
judges of that. If you expected to derive a benefit from securing Mr. Hurlbut’s aid or noni iterference, did you not know that Mr.
Blaine was his superior and could be of far
greater assistance to you?
A.—It never occurred to me to make auy
pronositiou to Mr Blaine. I did state toathim
the
what I had written to Mr. Hurlbut,
I recapitulated
opening of our interview.
in
had
done
I
that
my
negotiations
everything
with auy officer of the Stato Department and
no exceptions were taken by the Secretary. He
simply nodded his head affirmatively, and told
me io go on.
Bice—You say you approached Mr. Hurlbut
beceuse you deemed him purchasable, and that
you would not have approached apy man you
thought to bo of probity and above being
bribed, and yet you say you did not hesitate to
mention before Secretary Blaine and Senator
Blair, that you had made such a proposition to
Mr. Hurlbut.
Shipherd (evasively)—As I said before, I recapitulated all that had occurred. Some remark was made, jokingly, to the effect that
that would not catch him.
Mr. Bice—Did yon state to Secretary Blaine
what Mr. Hnrlbnt had said to you in New
York two months previous, that the government was perfectly satisfied of the validity of
vour claim?

Q.—Did it not

seem

to

—

Ans.—No sir,

1 aia not.

Rice—Ane yet you safi Secretary Blaine rais
ed several objections to the legality of your
claim, doubted tbe validity of tbe transfer of
chose in action as between two nationalities,
and remarked to you “You Americans have
purchased the claim of a Frenchman aud now
come here and ask tbe United States to enforce
it. Did it not occur to you there was considerable discrepancy between the position of the
Secretary aud what Mr. ffurlbut had said to
to aBk him why
you, aud did it not occur to you
Mr. Ilurllmt had made such statements.
Ans.—My mind rarely works in that wav. I
was prepared to meet the question affirmatively on the merits of the claim.
Rice—Did the Secretary ever do anything
more than to give the notice you requested
him to give to Chili and Poru of the fact of
assertion of the American title to the guano?
Aus—Yes, he did.
Rice—Well wo will reserve that for future

long statement
thau gave
infdr.r&hipherd
him
to what the Secretary said to
a

relative
about the Freuch company who claimed title
to the guano aud added “He said to me laughfor
ingly, now I will give you a suggestion of
nothing. This French company has plenty
casii and you have wliat they want—an American title
Why don’t ynu joiu interests?”
After a few more questions touching this interview which however elicited nothing of imthe committee adjourned till to-mor-

portance
row.

Releasing Imprisoned Americans.
London, April C.—The Times’ Dublin dissuspatch says the report that Irish-American that
pects have been liberated on condition
they will quit the country, except twe or three
who reiused to accept the condition, is un-

About six of the suspects who are
naturalized citizens of the United States have
been released the last three weeks, but only
others who
on the same grounds as were
Their citizenship is entirely
wore liberated.
unconnected witli their release, the exec utive
holding that all persons resident in Ireland
are liable to British law and are to be treated
as British subjects. Among those of this class
who were released was Mr. Boytou, who was
There are
liberated on account of ill health.
only four suspects of the 6amo class now imfounded.

Washington, April G.—The examination of
was
Shipherd by the foreign affairs committee
Chairman Williams
resumed this morning.
th
presided
being unwell, Representative |0

The witness was askea
scripts to present, and

Representative Talbot from the committee
on naval affairs today reported to the House a
resolution recommeuding an appropriation of
82,500,000 for completion of five unfinished

Touching Their Eligibility

Shipherd

OTHER NOMINATIONS MADE- ACTION
TAKEN BY THE

SENATE.

Washington, April 0.—The President sent
the following nominations to the Senate to-day;
Henry M. Teller of Colorado, Secretary of
the Interior.
William E. Chandler of New Hampshire,
Secretary of the Navy.
William H. Hunt of Louisiana, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to
Russia.
Roland Worthington, Collector of Customs
for the district of Boston and Charlestown.
Aden B. Underwood, Surveyor of Customs,
district of Boston and Charlestown.
Daniel Hall, Naval Officer of Customs in the
district of Bostou and Charlestown.
Fitz J. Babson, Collector of Customs for the
district of Gloucester, Mass.
Johu Jay Knox of Minnesota, Co mptroller
of the Currency.
The Senate in executive session immdiately
confirmed Senator Teller’s nomination to be
Secretary of the Interior and referred the othto the approer nominations received to-day
priate committees.
The Senate also confirmed Wm. J. Wallace
of New York to be United States Circuit
Judge of the second judicial district; Samuel
Fletcher, postmaster at Charlestown, N. H.

XLVIIth

Congresa-lst Session.
SENATE.

Washington, April 0.
Mr. Dawes introduced and moved present
consideration of a bill appropriating $50,000 to
provide for a deficiouc in subsistence of the
Cheyenne and Arrapalioe Indians. Pas-ed.
Mr. Farley introduced a bill to execute certain treaty stipulations in relation to the
Chinese. It is identical with the vetoed bill
except the term of suspension is made 10 years.
Referred to the committee on foreign relations.
Mr. Rollins introduced a bill to enable corporations to become sureties on official bonds.
An
for adjournment from today
order
until Monday was adopted.
Mr. Vest from the committee on commerce
reported adversely the bill to exempt vessels of
less titan 25 terns on inland waters of the United
States and not engaged in transportation of
Inpassengers, from inspection and license.
definitely postponed.

A number of minor Senate bills were passed
and the Presidential count bill came up as unfinished business.
Mr. Pugh reviewed the features of the bill
commending particularly its fundameutal
propositions vesting the elective power solely in
the states and couuting power solely in the two
Houses. He reviewed what he regarded as the
positive dangers ol the present system to show
the desirability of the measure.
Mr. Garland in opposition to the bill argued
that the matter was to be reguiated not by legislation but by an amendment to tbo constitution. He thought in attempting to construe
and enforce a constitutional clause the bill
merely added to existing difficulties.
mr.

murgan

saiu ue

wuuiu vote lor urn

uui

because tt would secure some* agree meat for
counting the voto, but he did not regard it as
of any practical utility because the Presidential vote might be counted in violation of the
statnte and no tribnnal would undertake to reverse the result of the count as declared by the
two Houses.
Mr. Biair said the provisions of the bill surrendering to state tribanals power to declare
who is an elector, was an abandonment of national power to state jurisdiction, as the power
to count the vote was inherent in Congress. He
was willing to go to tbe extent of saying that
Congress should be overruled by the state
where the two Houses disagree as to counting
He submitted an
of the vote of that state.
amendment on that point, which, after remarks by Mr. Hoar to tbe effect that the judicial power of a state is more likely to be impartial than CoDgress on the question, was rejected. The bill then passed by a viva voce
vote.
Adjourned until Monday.
HOUSE.
Mr. Calkins, chairman of the committee on
elections, reported tbe resolution in the LynchCbalmers contested election case from the Kith
Congressional district of Mississippi declaring
entitled to the seat.
the contesiant Lynch
Laid over for future action
Mr. Ryan of Kansas from the committee on
appropriations reported back the Indian appropriation bill with the Senate amendments
and recommending concurrence in the same
but non-concurrence in a majority of the
amendments. Tbe report was agresd to.
Mr. Page asked unanimous consent to introduce a bill to carry into effect treaty stipulaIt reduces the period of
tions with China.
suspension to ten years.
Mr. Springer stating that the House had already passed a bill for that purpose objected;
wtiereupon Mr. Page declared he would ask
for consent to introduce it if it took until the
end of the s-ssion.
On motion the Valentine hill was passed appropriating S20,000 for purchase and distribution of seed to the sufferers from the overflow
of the Mississippi river and its tributaries.
Several bills were introduced and referred
and the House went into committee of the
bill.
tariff
commission
the
whole
on
Mr. Kassou slating, in reply to a question,
that he hoped to ask a vote on the measure by
the Middle of next week.
The measure was discussed by Messrs. McKinley and Simonton, the latter gemlemau
denouncing the bill as a cowardly refusal by
Congress to meet its constitutional obligations.
Tbe committee then rose.
Mr. Page then introduced his Chinese hill
and it was referred to the committee on education and labor.
Messrs. Willis and Berry introduced similar
bills and they were referred to the same committee.
Mr. Van yoorhis introduced a bill (already
published) to regulate immigration. Referred
to the committee on commerce
A message from the President was read
transmitting a communication from the
Secretary of War asking for an appropriation
of 8501,230 to suppiv deficencies in the matter
of army transportatioa of supplies. Referred.
Adjourned until to-morrow.

THE

PRESIDENTIAL

prisoned.

Foreign Notes.
The pressure of emigration is so groat that
an additional ship of the Allan line, the llestoriau, sails today for Boston.
The Dagblad says Sweden has engaged to invade Finland in the event of a war between
Russia and Germany.

_

MARINE NEWS.

California

mining Stacks.

yesterday.
Fast day in Boston

by

a

yesterday

observed

was

general suspension of business and usual

church services.
The Indian agents have been ordered to furnish supplies to the Cheyenne and Arropohoe
tribes, which removes all fear of an outbreak.
Joseph Gumple was killed and two other
laborers fatally injured yesterday in Wethers’
sugar refinery in Jersey City by the bursting
of a centrifugal machine.
Operatives in the Harmony Mills in Cohoes,
N Y.. have been notified of a reduction of
10 per cent in wages. The company claim
they pay higher wages than Lowell, Mass.,
mills. A strike is imminent.]
METEOROLOGICAL.
THE NEXT
HOURS.

FOR

INDICATIONS

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal j
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April 7, 1 A. M. )
For New England,

Partly cloudy weather, light southerly
shifting to westerly winds, lower barometer,
higher temperature.
Cationary signals continue from Kitty Hawk

Eastport.

to

[special bulletin.]
Tie barometer is lowest iu the upper Lake
region and highest ou the New England
coast.
Rain =ig reported from the Lake region, New England, Middle Atlantic States
and Ohio Valley. Winds on the Atlantic and
Gulf coasts are southeasterly.
Temperature
has risen 10 to 25 degrees in the Lake region,
and in the other districts it has remained near-

ly stationary.

Clearing weather is indicated for the Lake

region and fair weather for the South Atlan-

tic and Gulf States.

are the
San
closine Quotation* of Mining stocks to-day:
4%
Best & Belcher.

By*
Bodie.
1
Co Virginia.
21%
Eureka
Could 8t Curry. 2%
Hale & Nor cross... 1
B%
Mexican.•.
8
Northern Mle...
2%
Ophir.
1
Savage
Sierra Nevada
«J/g
9%
Union Con .....
1
Yellow Jacket..
•.

Chicago Live Ntock market.
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago, April 6.—Cattle Receipts 7,000 heart:
declined 10; exports at
3Gn0:
shipping
shipments
B
6 90@7 60; shipping 6 40 §7 0 ».
head: shipments 9000
Keceipi*
22,000
Hogs—
head: market 5 higher; light at 6 46®*? 80; mixed
packing at 6 60 •• 6 90; heavy at 7 00@7 40.
*Jbeep receipts 3000 head; shipments 1900 head;
16@25 higher; poor to choice 4 60@G 40.
fBv Telegraph.)
Youk, April 6 Freeing.- Flour market
a shade stronger and moderately actlvo export ami
local trade demand.
Receipts Flour G08 bbls; exiiorts 6,952 bbls:
sale* 16,800 bbls; No 2 at 3 00®3 80; Superfine
Western aurt State 4 2034 86; common to good ext
Woe tern and State 4 95@6 40; good to choice We*Wbl e
ter»' extra at 6 50719 00 common to choice
Wheat Western extra 7 25®8 25; fancy do at 8 30
6
10@8 60
a 9 00; common to good exifra Ohio at
common to choice extra St. ljouis at 6 10 a 9 00
t*
*hoi<»*‘
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 5038 00
d >uble extra at 8 10-39 00, including 2500 bbls of
bbls
6
120*>
76@« 80 for W I;
City Mill extra at
No 2 at 3 0O@3 80; 760 Superfine at 4 20@4 86;
GOO bbls low extra at 4 95 a6 26; 4100 bbls Win
ter Wheat extr* at 6 10@* 00;6600 bbls Minnesota

southern floor very firm: comextra 6 0 @9 00
mon to fair at 5 60@6 76; good to choice at 6 80®
exports 69
8 60. Wheat—receipts 15.60" bus*
369 bosh; cash lo*s 1@2% lower;optlous opened Vi
lower, subsequently recovereil and advanced
%@lc. closing firm at shade under highest raies:
export demand somewhat bet er with a moderate
business on speculative account; sales 1,718 000
busb. Including 23",*KM» on spot No 2 Spring 35
ungraded Red at 1 18@i 44; No 3 do at 1 86% delivered; No 2 Red 1 4 in store, 1 41 V2@1 42 y2 for
new, 1 48% (31 43% old; Mixed Winter 1 34; an
graded White 1 33®1 38; No 1 White. 32,00*> at
l 38@1 39. Rye is higher State at 94c. B irlev is
firm. Malt firm. Coro opened %@%c lower, afterwards recovered and advanced %@%c, closing
firm at best prices with moderate export and specul
ative trade; receipts 16,600 bush. exi*>rts 60,463
00 busb, including 163,*KK) busb
bush.|sales
on spot. ungraded at 78%@84V2c; No 3 at 81% c
No 2 at 82@H2% new, 83% old; White Southern
at 90@93c ungraded White at 89@90c; No 2 for
April at 81%@82c, closing at 82c: Mav at 80y2@
at81%c; June 80@818/sc closing at

1,316;*

8iy2c, closing

818/8c; July 8o@80%c. closing at 8iy2c; August
closed at 81%c. Own* leB» active and l@2 lower
and unsettled; closed stronger on options: receipts
26.710 bush; exports 2482 busb. sales 233,000
bush; No 3 at 62c; White do at 63o; No 2 at 62% *
63 new, 64 old; do White at 62362%: No 1 at 63;
White do at 64c; Mixed Western 6O&680: White do
at 60:®65c; Mixed State 6<*%@63y2c Wliite do 6 S
@65%c.lncluding 70 OOP busb No 2 for April 5*<%
®69%c; 60,000 May at 54%@55%c; 40,000 June
at 53@53%c; August closed 47% bide, "timar is
firm; fair to good refining 78/s@7%c; refined firm.
White ex 0 8% ®8% olf A 8%@9Vs; standard A
at
9%c;powde»ed 10@10%o; Cubes lOy*; crushed•»•*lo8/a: granulated at 9% ; Confec. A at 9%.

lsteady. Petroleuxu is higher:; united at
6,50**
78%; refined at 7%, Tallow firm: sales
tbs* 7%@8. Pork less active but quite firm: sales
at 17

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Albert Jeuks, aged 18, was drowned at
Mansonville station, Conn., Wednesday night,
while crossing the ice. The body has not been
recovered. His father, who went through the
ice at the same time, was rescued.
Dorr & Barney’s steam mill employing 25
men, was burned at East Arlington Wednesday nigbt. The origin of the fire is unknown.
Loss $8,000.
Hiram Halibird of Branford, who has been
for a long time despondent, committed suicide

Wednesday by stabbing.

The Chinamen of New York citv are prea
mass
meeting to express their
thanks to President Arthur for vetoing the
bill.
Chinese
J. R. Galt, a travelling agent from Boston,
was shot it is believed fatally by an insane
man named Campbell at LaSalle, Wis.
Alfred Rice placed Paris green in flour used
in tbe family of Jared Howard, keeper at tbe
town farm in Bennington, Vt., and was detected because of the bad job he made in attempthorses.
ing afterwards to poisou meal fed to
An investigation prevented fatal consequences.
school
reform
The lad was sent to the State

paring for

yesterday.

The United States steamer Lancaster has arrived at Leghorn.
the
Arguments were concluded yesterday iu
Unitea States Circuit Court at Charleston, 8.
in
information
C., on motion to quash the
election frauds cases, Decision reserved.
Charles McGuire of Warn ego, Kan., shot
and killed Minnie Lapbam, the young daughter of the man wiili whom he lived, and then

Probably deranged.
shit himselt fatally.
New York carpenters demand S3.50 per day
and will strike Monday if it is refused.

for New York.
Ar at Aspinwall

60(tt
old mess on spot at 16 76; new do
17 75; options are dull and nominally unchanged.
Voxro ouened 10@!2%lower and heavy,afterwards
recovered most of decline, closing strong with good
business sales 21* '0 tes prime steam on spot 11 46
@11 50. city steam at 11 20; refined for Continent

Daily Wholesale market.
Portland, April 6.
Trade in most branches was quiet to-day, but the
recent advance in Grain and Provisions is fully 6us
tained, and in Flour we quote Spring Wheat Patents
25c higher; the market for all other brands is very
strong and tending upward; millers are exceedingly
lirm in their views and are holding flour at considIn our report yesterday of the
abia advance.
markets a serious error occurred in our quotations
of Seed, and while there hns been no marked change
in prices, the market is firm but a little auiet at
present; Cl*»ver is selling at 88/i@10Vfec, Red Top at
4.00@4.I2ya and Herds Grass 2 70@2.85; Alsike
Clover 16@18c, according to quality. Sugar shows
a decided advance to lOVfec for granulated and 9%c
Extra C.
The following are to-day's quotations of Floor.
Psrilnuil

Grain. Provisions, &c.
uraio.
ftanr.
8; portico..... 4 7636 60 ! H. M. cld Corn.
car lots
90@
Bxtra Spring. 6 7636 26
£X Spring—7 0037 60 New Corn,
car lots,
Patent Spring
88@89
60
Whoats.8 60g9 25 Oats,
Sacked Bran
00@28 00
Michigan Win00
Mids..
28
tor best.7 0037 25
Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
Common
lots
34
00
bag
Michigan....6 76g7 00
92
Com,bag lots..
St. Louis Win
88
7 2637 60 Meal,
ter
fair
66
Winter good. 7 6037 76 Oats,
30 00
Win tor best. 7 76@8 00 Bran,
3JOO
Produce.
Midi,
1 3t
Sweet potatoes6 26@5 60 Bye,
Provision*.
16318
Turkeys.
Mess Beef 11 00@11 60
Chickens.
@
Ex Mew.. 12 26@12 60
18320
Fowl.....
Plate.14 60@14 76
183^19
Eggs
Plate..l5 00@lo 26
Ex
00
2
bbl,
75@3
Hijoofi,#
Porkbbl
Grc berries,
Backs.. ..22 00@22 60
Maine 9 ‘KVSSlO 00
Clear-21 00® <51 6o
Cape Cod.12 00@16 00
190« @19 60
Mess
Sugar.
Granulated.10^8 Ha. as.12jgM 2%
ttoand
9Vs
Hogs....
@9
C.
Extra
(jar<i
Frai‘
...12
ib
50
Tub,
fc)
@12%
R.aisins2
Munc’ll
7n@3
tendon LayersS l(K«3 16 Tieroos, lb $».11%@12
11 Ys@ t2l4 Pall. 12%%i 3
Valencia
Bran*
Turkisb Prunes. 7 Vfe@8c
French Prunes.l2MB@14 Pea. ...3 7F@3 80
Medinas .3 66@3 76
Granger
Palermo* pbs 4 5035 00 Yellow Eye*. .3 10@3 26
Butter.
tfe*sina,$l'box.4 6035 00
Valencin Peace 8
Creamery..33@36
@8
Gilt EdgeVermont33@36
8
Extra large
<(
..

..

..

....

22@28
Good.20@22
Store.16@17
Choice

itunons,

Messina..3 5034 60
i»*rn;o* .....3 00 ft4 0< >
PSaeese.
Malaga.2 76@3 00
Nuts.
daine.12%@14% I
Vermont... .12%@14%
Peanuts—

Wilmington. 1 76@2
Virginia—2 2532

2d
60
1
Ten r,etwee... 8032 00
v‘@1 Oc
Gastana^ to.
Walnuts
12*A@14c
4o
12 Va
Filberts
13
Pecan
@16o

Factorv.l2%§14%

■i Y
Skims.

7%@

8

Apples.
Per bbl..
..2 26@3 25
Cooking.2 5o@8 00
Evaporated....... 14@ 16
Dried Western. ...6%@7
dn

Rustem_

w neat rower;
Chicago, April 6.—rioursteaay.
No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 36@1 36 cash; 1 36 for
26% for
for
l
26%@1
May;l
April; 28%'a.l 28%
June 1 22% for July; No 3 do 1 08® l lt;rejectnl

78®82o.

■

lower at

m

69@71%c

cash.

69@89Vsc

73%c for May; 71%@71%cfor
June; 71%@71%c tor July; rejected at 71 Vs®
71 Vac. uat* are easier 47%@47%c for cash; 49c
Bye
for Mav; 47%@48c for June; 44%c for July.
Fork lower at
and Bariev steady and unchanged.
17 26®17 30cash: 17 32%®17 35 May; 17 62%
@17 66 June; 17 7o July. Lard easier at 11 07 %
@11 1<> for cask; 11 2"@11 22% fo Vlayjll 32%
for July. | .ulk
@11 36 for June 11 46@11 47%
Meats shawie higher; shoulders at 6 86: short rib
forApril 73%

u

9 90
At

closed
the afternoon call of the Board,
generally higherfat 1 3o% April; 1 28%@1 28%
1
for
23
July.
for May; 1 26%@1 26% for June;
Corn shade higher at 69% April; 73%c May; 71 %
@7i%c.mne. 71%@72c July. Oats irregular at
at 47%c asked for Apr 1. 48%c May; 48c for June
44% July. Pork is stronger at 17 32%@17 So for
May; 17 66 June 17 72%@17 80 July. Lard is
ttrmer but not higher.
Keceipe—12,000 bbls flour, 18,000bush wh-ai,
42,COO oust corn, 66,000 rush o*ts, 420 oust
ty*. 10,000 bash barley.
ahtumeuis-10 000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat,

bush corn, 83,000 bush oats, 10 0 bust
rye. 24.000 bush barley.
Wheat lower;
ST Louis, April 6 —Flour quiet.
No 2 Bed Fall at 1 28% for oasn; 1 30% for May,
1 21% June. 1 07% July; No 3 at l 24; No 4 at
1 14% bid. Corn lower at 72c cash; 71c for April;
72% May: 71%c June; 71%c for July.
receipts—6.000 Ubis floor, 18,00 -rsb whee«,
67 ooO uusn corn, 0,000 bush oats. 0,000 bush rye,
00 000 bush barley.
Shipineut*-8,n00 bbls flour, 8,000 bush weeat,
49.000 bush corn, 000,000 bush cats, 0,000 Onsi
darlev. 0.000 bush rye.
Detroit, April 6.—Wheat firm; No 1 White spot
and April 1 29%; May at 1 29%, June at 1 27%

bid; July 23%.
Receipts 3,» OO; shipments 0,000 btub.
NEW York, April 6.—Cotton is quiet; Middling

uplands

....

Burbanks.1.
Grand Trunk
■facksons and White

..

....

Scotch

@85
@8">

..

Brooks.75*80

....

The above prices are for
ots about 6o higher.

cm

wts

76<@80c

of Potatoes; small

Fresh Beef Market.
Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dres sed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 9%@10% Hinds.12 @14
Rattles. 6
Fores....7 @8
@7
Backs. .8%@9% Rowids. 9%@10
Rumps.14 @15% Loins ......-16 @19
Rump Loins.14 -£@17

TUUKItOFH.

In Freedom, March 3, by Rev. A. W. Hobbs. Silas
B. Durginof Cornish and Miss Mabel Wadlolgh or

Buxton.
in Woolwich, April 4, Asa Hatborn and Miss Lizzie E Cnrliss
In Biddefrod, March 20, Charles S. Carle and Lizzie Nason.
In Saco, March 4, Goo. F. Eastman of Biddeford
aud Anna A. Burnham os Saco.
.,,

Foreign Imports.
HVERES, France. Bark Bolivar-680 tons salt
to Eraerv & Furbish.
CARDENAS Schr Gov Hall—365 hbds sugar to
Phinney & Jackson.
Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Peruvia—26,663
bush wheat, 8400 do peas, 1980 sacks flour; 26,760
lbs chee-e, 6.67 do butter,95.600 do bacon, 68,100
do lard, 19 bbls pota-h, 213 do pork, 452 do apples,
1239 pcs timber, 275 bags clover seed, 16 packages
leather. 55 case9 boots and shoes,9 organs, 600 bags

oatmeal,

piano, 1,598 cases

1

Receipts

cannei

goods.

Central.
Portland, April 5.

of Maine

For Portland, cars 21 ntfscollanoous morobandi^ior connecting roads 1 6 cars miscellaneous mer

Ciauiise.

By

W.

UGATB8

In Westbrook. April 4. Bebecca Babb, aged 84
years
In Westbrook, April 6, Helen Wllnier Small, aged
5 years.
In Bath, April 6, Annie L., wife of Noah H. Goodwin, aged 30 years 11 mouths.
In Bath, April 4, Mrs. Sarah 0., wife of A. F.
Williams, and daughter of O. S. Walker of Pownal,
aged 34 years
In Woolwich, April 3, Miss Lizzie H. Carter, aged

23 years.
In Bri tol, March 26, Mrs. Sally D. Fitch, aged 83
years

0 months.

in Damariscotta, March 28, Mrs. Frederick Hitchcock, aged 40 years.

HAILING DAVHOrHTKAllSBIPH.

Parthia.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
conveyance—1900 bush Ooramc&l to G
_

Drain Market.
Portland, April 6.
The following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminie
& Co., 157 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago.-Wheat-. -Corn-• -Oats—»
Time. May.
June. May. June. May. June.
73
71
127
48% 47%
9.89 .129
71% 48% 47Va
10.30 .1288/4 12H% 73
11.30. 128% 126% 73% 71% 48% 47%
4 %
12 30..128% 126% 73% 71% 49
1.03 .128% 12«Va 73Va 71% 48% 47%
.1288/a 126% 73 Va 71% 48% 48
Oal)
April Wheat, 1.03 p m at 136, call 135%.

York..Liverpool... Apl

City of Brussels. ..New Fork.. Liverpool... Apl

St Germain .New York. Havre.Apl 19
Scythia.New York..Liverpool... .Apl 19

Sarmatiau.Portland....Liverpool.Apl
Parisian.Boston.Liverpool.... A pi
MTV1ATI'RK

20
27

—fc-H

—

ALMANAC.APRIL 7.

Ban ...
Sun gets...

ou

6 34

xi>gu

wawii 'x

i.w

I Mood rises.

10.54

NEWS.

Iflarket.
Tlia following quotations are wholesale prices and
Bros.
&
Co., Dry Goods,
corrected daily by Storer
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
Urv n«9(lH %Vh©8e*ale

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

Heavy 3G in. 7Vi®
aed. 38 in. OVi JS
Light 38 in. 6 Cm
fine 40 in. 7 Vi®

sVi Fine 7-*.14@17
7Vi Fine 8-4.18S22
6
9

Fine
Fine

9-4.22a}26

10-4....27**§32V*

BLEACHED COTTUSo.
Fine e-4.15
@20
Fine 7-4.19
8
@23
@1 1
Fine
8-4.21
7V4
6
@2H
@
jlgiitSRln..
Fine 9-4.25
@30
fine 42 in..10 @14
10-4 ,.27V4@32S4
Fine
@17
pine 6-4....11
Best 88 in.
Vfert. 38 in..

TIOKIHOB* BTC.

noting*,
Best.15
Medium.. .11
Light. 8

..

y

Corset Jeans.... 7
8
Satteens. 8® 9Vi
@10 Cambrios. 6® 5Vs
Sileslas.10® 20
| Cotton Flannels. 7 316
Ducks-Brown 0 @1*
TwlneS
|
Warps 18® 2 8 Vi
Fancy 12V4@1®^»

@1»
@1*

Denttni..12V,|l6V4

Batting—Best-.STTSiru.
York Stock nod Money market.
(By Telegraph.)
New Yoke. April 8—Evening. Money loaned
down from 4 to 6 and closed ottered 0; prime mercantile paper at 5%@H. Exchange steady at 486%
for long and 489% tor short. Governmems strong
New

vJajVt higher. State bonds dull and generally
Irregular.
higher.’'Kailroad Bonds
at cne stook
and

Exchange Rggregat-

i'„» transactions
el 600.00J Bharo'.
The following are to

day 8 closing quotations of
Government t-ecuritieB:
101%
Unitcii States 6s, ex
United States 6’s ext.102%
United States new, 4% s, reg. 116%
United States new, 4ya's ooup.116%
Unite States new, 4’s, reg.. .119y»
United States new, 4's, coup...119V8
130
PaoiUo G’s of 95.
The rollowing are the closing quotations of stocks:
180
Ohioago & Alton.
150
Omuag.' & Alton preferred
..

.,

BTyulnoy.,,.132%

C.
36%
Erie.
Erie nreferred. 74
Illinois Central.186%
Lake Shore... 11 %
..
81%
Miohtgan Central.
New Jersey Central .*. 80%
Northwestern— ...128%
Northwestern preferred...138
New York Central. ...130%
..

Kook Island
Milwaukee & St. Paul.

180

111%

April

THURSDAY, April 6

7’s
*
7’s
Clevelaud
“
6’s
St. Louis
6’s
County of St. Louis
5 1-2’s
City“of Fort Wayn*, Indiana,
5’s
Akron, Ohio,
6’s
Portland Water louipnny
6’s
Ohio
vkron,
7’s
Maine Central R. R.
6’s
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R
)
6’s
Sew York & Ketv England R. R.
6’s
Southern Pacific It- R.
(Payable In Gold Coin Secured by Land Grant and
•

Sinkit g rund.)

Rapidan, Mangum, New York—mdoe to
*

all, Boston for East-

Barque Bolivai, Garolinlch, Heyeres, Fr, 42 ds
and Gibraltar 2« ds—salt to Emery St Furbish. Ves-

B.rque Slorjohann, (Nor) Elllngseu, Havana 10
to
days, with suaar to Phinuey & Jackson. Vessel
Chase, Leavitt & Co.
>ch Governor Hall, Kane, Cardenas-sugar to
Phinney & Jacksh.
Sib Lucy J Warren,-, Boston—whiting to C M
Bailey.
Sch Sarah Bruen, Plummer, Portsmouth.
Sch Mabel, Strout, Millbridge—cedar posts to J H
Blake.

New

Sch N J Miller, Lewis, Boothbay,
York.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Chase, Machias fox Staten
to load for

IfSclf(Jef|YD
Sch A

Perry, Flynn, Machias for New York.
MoNichols, Flynn, Machias for Vlnoyard-

Haven.
Sch May Queen. Joy. Sullivan for Boston.
Sch Cinderella, Webber. Round Pond.
Cleared.
Steamship Peruvian, (Br) Ritchie, Liverpool via
Halifax—H & A Allan.
Henry
steamer Rapidan, Mangum, New York
—

Fox.

Sch Samuel McManemy, Baker. Havana-Phmneyde Jackson
Sch Golden Belt, (Br) Swain, Halifax, NS-Burnbam & Morrell.
Sch Cxar. Davis, St John, NB—.J Nickerson & Son
Soh S S Kendall, Kendall, Bluehill-Collins Uran-

Sch Maria Theresa,
Taoor.
Sch Ralph K Grant,

Kellocb, Belfast—Kensell &
Gaant, Ellsworth-master.

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.!
Sid fm Liveipool 4th Inst, ships Northampton,
Murphy. Bath; 6th, El Oapttau, Lincoln. Philadelphia; Rosie Welt, Welt, New York; barque Gen
Fairchild, Kelley, for Wilmington, Cal.
Ar at Queenstown 6th iust, ship Carondelet, Stet-

H. M. PAYSOUf & CO.
32 Exdmnse Street,
POBTMND.

ap3
SPECIE

eodtf

QUOTATIONS FRO.H

We arc now payiug for
Victoria Sovereigns
.$4.85
Spanish Doubloons.15.50
Mexican & So. Amr. Doubloons....16.45
German Twenty Mark. 4.70
Canada Notes..99Vi
N. B. A N. S. Notes.99
American Silver 14 and V2 Dollars....
.99Va
.96
’auutia Silver.
English S'tver, per £. 4.76
Trade l ollars.98
Mexican
.87
Prince Edward Island notes....98
..

1

Letters of Credit Issued and Bills drawn available
in any of the principal Cities on the Continent of

Europe.

for Sterling Bills on London.
Government Bonds and good Local Securities
bought and sold director on commission, at the most
marl7eodtf
favorable rates.

Highest price paid

INVESTMENTS.
Evansville, Indiana.6s

Hartford, Conn,,
recognizing

continuance

possible

the

and

Stocks bought and sold at New York, PhiladelBoston Stock Exchanges. Members of
Boston Stock Exchange.

phia and

& Moulton
Woodbury Exchange
Sts.,
Cor. Middle &
dec31

eodtf

6s

...

Cincinnati,.5#
Cincinnati,
C x»k

--

--

6s

--

County.7s

Evansville Ind.,

7s
--7s
7s
6s
6s

-.-

Chicago,

--

--

Central R. R. Consol,
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and
Maine

SWAN &

SALE

Coupon,

BY-

BARRETT,

than two generations, because of the impossibility of changing tneir basis in the future
as to business then existing should the assnmmore

ed rate of interest fail to be realized; and that
in a business dependent on future contingencies nothing is certainly safe that is not
in order
not more than apparently safe;
to provide
absolutely safety in the basis
of
its business and to hare the largest

liberty in the future selection of investments,
will compute the net premiums and reserves upon future policies on the assumption of earning

long investments
instead of four per cent, which is now and will
remain the basis of business now existing.
As a further basis it assumes the rate of mortality shown by the American Experience TaU per cent interest on the best

Special Notice.
We
or*’

would call special attention to the A»»ea**
ikoiic

,

which appears in our columns to-day
Taxes, that all persons interesed

with reference to

may comply with the teuor of snch notice, particularly the last clause with reference to the U. S.
Government Bonds, and Deposits in Savings Banks,
and thus save hard thoughts and possibly hard
words, when too late.
mar31dtapl6sn

Cure

BY USING

SOHLOTTEEBECK’S

Com, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in eaeh bottle.

Portland Safe

York, 100 tons has
Gregory of Rockland,

iflEillO I1AK UA
Sch YoSemlte, from New York for Tampico, will*
railroad supplies, sprung aleak 1st oft Laposot VirA surginia, and pat into Norfolk 6ih for repairs.
vey has been ordered.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO— Cld 4th, ship Commodore,
Blanchard. Queenstown.
PORT DISCOVERY—Ar 27th. ship Cora, Coombs,
San Francisco, to load for Iquiquo.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 1st, ship Scioto, Dunbar,
TORT EADS— Ar 2d, barque Hattie G Dixon.
Yates, Cardenas.

Deposit Co.,

BT V CURE IS GUARA& TEED.^JBt
Price 25 cent*.

John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William G. Davis, H. ». Libby,
Jacob McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A
H‘.
M.
Noy*-s,
Payson, W. H. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. D. M Sweat ad of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson P. Morrill, Augusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

TURNER BROS.

of surplus interest.

larger

returns

The
while

premiums charged
providing a larger reserve
new

for

policies,

for future

premium life policies

annual

•

While most men never get beyond the need
for insurance, nearly all look forward to a time
when others will be no longer dependent npon
them and when they may with to have all the

remaining surplus
for personal ase.
policies for such

from
Honce

past labors available
endowment

they take

periods as they think will covthe need of insurance, and payable to themselves afterwards; to which there aro two esener

liave now open aud ready for

GARMENTS,
Consisting of

Jackets, Dolmans,
Talmas; Visiles,

objections: 1st, That in point of fact they
usually Deed the insurance after the term of
the policy has expired, but have then become

or can only get new insurance at
much higher premium because of advanced
age; 2d, That tho premiums for endowments
are so much higher than
for life policies that
men cannot usually afford
by this meaus to
carry as much insurance as their families need.

uninsurable,

In order to give a method by which one can
carry the largest possible amount to protect his
family just as long as they may need it and yet
make the payments, less the cost of insurance
had, available at once should the need of incease, we offer the following:
The Whole Life Policy at the ordinary annual premium, or with a limited camber of
premiums; all surplus credited upon the policy may be left with tho compauy to accumulate at such a rate of interest as may be determined by the Directors, to be paid with the

Fichus, Ulsters, &c.
IN

LACE, SILK RHADAMES,

maturity,

its

at

to

the person entitled

thereto.
At the end of each period of 10,15, 20, 25,
30, 35, etc., years from the issue of such policy,
the parties iu interest may surrender the same
for a cash value as therein agreed, together
with the amount of the surplus previously
credited and so accumulated.
Or paid-up insurance may then bo taken for
such amount as the cash value and surplus
credited will

buy as

Prices from $3.00 to $60.00.

New Styles

Should the policy lapse at any intervening
year of tho above periods, and after three
premiums have been paid, paid-up insurance
will be given, or surrender of the policy according to its terms, for such amount as the
reserve and surplus previously credited, less a
small surrender charge, will buy

as a

a

all

in

Styles.

TURNER^ BROS.
488 and 490
ap4

Rental of Safes in Vault, $10 to $75 per
ts at moderate rates.
For circulars or Information,

much the more valuable as an endowment.
We believe it, as we intend it to be, the
safest, most valuable, and most liberal contract
written.

BUCK SILKS
—JT-

$1.00 and $1.35.

CORSETS.
Before purchasing please examine our Triple Back Corset. It
is one of the best now in ilie market. !It affords both protection,
and SUPPORT TO THE BACK.
for tbe
W'e are sole agents
Bazar
“Celebrated
Harper’s
Patterns.”

Geo. A.

JACOB L. GREENE, President.

TAYLOR, Secretary.

W. G.

ABBOT,

Assist’t

Secretary.

Bonds

fl. I

FAIRBANKS,

bought
Daily telegraphio quotations
Stock Exchange.
on

margin.
from

New

York

SAMUEL HANSON,
octtt

ED EASTER CARDS.
CALL

x

¥ARLY.

FRANK B. CLARK,
GENERAL AGEAT FOR MAINE, 515 Congress Street.
dim

mar 9

MILLINERY SALE
21

Rain

Street,

M. E. & C. A.

HAZEN,

Would call the attention of the Ladies of Portland
to their

STO C K.S

194

EASTER 'IRK
PRANG’S and 1 L PORT-

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

carried

eoiltl

—

Railway
or

& Brown Sts.

received, a large and
elegant assorti ent of

MUNICIPAL
-AND

Congress

& Co.

Just

D. H. WELLS, Actuary.

year.

eodly

mar30

Gay

inch 1-1

JOHN M.

v

These
by far the Best Silks
for i he price we ever offered.
We also offer this week, a JOB
LOT of KII> GLOVES, two button, in Spring Shades, and all Perfect at »5 els., well worth Si ell.
are

Cor.

address

WILLIAM SWEAT, Sec’y nud Treas.,
87 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

andtf

as an en-

dowment if insurance becomes necessary. The
onger tho policy runs the greater its value,
both as an insurance and an endowment, and
the higher reserve required by the assumption
of 3 per cent, interest makes the policy just so

ever

Congress Street.

rSTBiSBir

promium.

ed, and also gives their entire effect

Received.

New Stock of laces Dress
Bnttons and Hosiery
the New and Desirable

Also

single

Each policy will have attached a table of cash
values growing out of the reserve, and the accumulation of surplus will be stated each year.
The accumulated surplus may bo used

being_Constantly

Trimmings,

single prem-

a

Cloth Materials.

Brocade and

Satin

surance

policy,

inspection

Ladies’, Misses'and Children’s

tial

Gould,

Special depos

by all Druggist*.

For ealc

al rate of interest remains above the assumed
rate, tho larger reserves invested will give the

Directors.

William E.

Callous,

Tn it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.
A «k (or Mcblotterbeck’* Corn and Wan
Solvent and take no ocher.
suds?
oov23

eodtf

Chattered in 1875 by the Legiiilature of
Maine for lh»> NAPE KEEPING of
VALUABLES, and the RENTAL
of 8AFK8 in it« FIRE and
BURGLAR PROOF
VAULTS.

Corns*

Your

ble, the entire safety of which, as an assumption for the future, has been fully proved.
Its contracts will tbu9 be more securely based
than any now written; and so long as the actu-

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

mch7

sntf

fu-

effect of the causes producing tlio recent
great cban.es in the rate of interest on the best
securities; and the necessity of basing all life
insurance calculations upon a rate certain to
be earned daring the possible continuance of
policies hereafter to be written, a period of

in case of necessity to pay current premiums.
This gives the greatest amount of insurance
tho premiums can buy while insurance is needPortland Water Co., 1st Mort.

St.

ture

ium.

Nortnem Pacific 1st Mort.6s
New York & New England 1st Mort.6s
Railroad Equipment Co
.6s
Maine Central R. R Co. Consol.7s

Congress

492 & 494
mar29

previously

Androscoggin & Kennebec 1st Mortgage..6s
Leeds & Farmington 1st vtort. 6s
Portland & Ogd nsburg 1st Mort.6s

son, San FranciBco.

Sob William Rice, or New
been purchased by Capt Geo
for the coasting business.

Children.

a

Bank Stocks Wanted.

now

Lisle, and Silk Hosiery
for Ladies, Misses and

OP

NEW features;

Arrived.
Steamer

COMPANY,

portant

City“of Chicago,

are

preto
show
a
pared
very
fine line of Cotton,

on the average
less than those heretofore charged.
Its new policies will contain som3 most im-

Investments.

HOSIERY.
We

something

FOR

sneodtf

LIFE IM1AACE

on

BONDS

every day at 10 ceuta per pair

jan23

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

Steamer New Brunswick,
port aud St John Nli.

Mutual

hid Gloves cleaneu

safety, will give the advantage of the company’s unrivaled economy in management; being

FINANCIAL.

-a—FOB

M-A.RI3STE

Lloyds,
fifteen

13
16
16

Furnessia.NewYork. .Glasgow.Apl
Prussian.Boston.Glasgow.Apl
Atlas. .Boston.Liverpool_Apl 15
Saratoga.NewYork Havana.Apl 15

water

Trt*

.New

7
8
8
8
8
8
10
11
12
13
13

Brooklyn.Portland.. .Liverpool. ...Apl
Clrcasaiai.Boston.Liverpool ....Apl
Leasing .New York..Hamburg-Apl 13

1.

& Co.

for

FROM

Alps.New York..Kingston.Apl
Ballio.New York..Liverpool.Apl
City of itci'ln.New York..Liverpool... .Apl
...New York..Liverpool. ...Apl
Helvetia-.
Newport.New York..Havana.Apl
Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Apl
Aooapulco.New Fork..Panama.Apl
.New York. -Liverpool.... A pi
Abyssin i«.

_

Brunswick for Fall River.
No date, lat 20 S. Ion 38 W. ship Portland
Hussey, from Portland for San Francisco,
days out.

J. B. Brown & Sons.

--——-;--

Early Rose, Sibnsk:Houlton.-1 00’||1 **5
00
@1 05
00@1 05
®85

SPOKEN.
March 5, lat 2 06. Ion 28 20. barque Benj F Hunt
from Boston for Melbourne, 28 days out.
March 21. Ion 32 07 N, Ion 72 22 W, ship Swallow, Duncan, from New Orleans for Reval.
April 3, lat 39 40. Ion 71 06, brig Ida. Smith, fm
St John, PR, for Portland.
April 4, of! Hatteraa. sch Mary J Cook, from

12 l-16c.

Orleans, April 6. -Cotton quiet Middling
uplauds 12c
mobile, April 6.— Cotton is quiet; Middling UpEnds ai ll%e.
Savannah, April 6.—Cotton is steady; Middling
uplands ll%o
Memphis, April 6.-Cotton quiet; Middling upland* at 11%
New

Potatoes.

Maine Central....1
Grand Trunk...1
**miiflcs. Eastern

At Surinam Mch 4. sch B F Farnham, Lowell, fm
Cedar Keys, ar Feb 28.
At St Pierre March 22d, brig St Elmo, Ryan, for
Portland 7 days.
Ar at Sagua 3d inst, sch J.M Riley, Robertson,
New York.
Cld at St John, NB, 6th inst, schs E M Sawyer,
Falkingh&m, New York; Emma K Smalley, Cousins,
aud Magnet, Fletcher, do.

Wheat

116.000

Mch 22, brig Afton, Johnson,

Pensacola

at 11 60
Buttrr is weak; State 2-@43c;Western
Cheese steady,
at 16@43c, Creamery at 46c.
State 7@12% poor to fancy.
Wheat
steam Id.
firmer;
to
Liverpool
Freights

sel to Chase. Leavitt St Co

Abandoned at Sea.
New York, April g.—Bark Sarah M. Smith
arrived today from Liverpool. She reports
Feb. 27th, lat. 45° 50' Ion. 1G° 22' fell in with
bark Normandy of Picton, Capt. Emerson,
Antwerp tor Galveston, in a sinking condition,
She
having five feet of water in her hold.
took from her the captain and nine men, but
to
the
of
her
blew
five
transferred
afterwards
bark Iuveresk bonnd to Queenstown, and
brought her captain and four meu to this port,

FORRVCm PORTS.
9, barque Mary G Reed, for
United States
Feb
fm
Sid
4, barque Matanzas, Simsourabaya
mons, Probolingo.
At Pernambuco 5th inst, brig Wauban, Covert,
Sid fm Batavia Feb

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE
PORTLAND, MAINE.

broke for New York.
Sailed, schs Albert

EASTPORT—Sid 3d, sch Swallow, Brewster, for
New York.

FOSTER’S

—

18 Treble Street,

NARRAGANSET-Sld 5th. schs Mary M Morse,
(from Hi rmon’s Harbor) for Philadelphia; Calvin S
Baker, Boothbay for do.
Remaining, schs Elizabeth D’Hart, Low, NYork
for Boston; Savannah. Atwood, do for Cambridge.
NEW BEDFORD -Sid 6th. schs Petrel, Knight,
and Maggie Todd, Norwood New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 4th. sebs Yreka. from
so Amboy for Boston; H S Rovnton, New York for
Bangor; Almira Wooley, Elizabetbport for Augusta
l.bokout, Wareham for Pembroke; A Tirrell. Pem-

for Boston.

AJfD

—

Gentlemen

dout for do.

1

trifling

•

Eaton, New York.
WICKFOUD—Sid 6th, sch Star, Brav, for New
York
NEWPORT—Ar 4tb, schs Pusbaw. Wall, Sou’ll
Amboy for Boston; Heien Thompson, SteveDS, Ron-

|

Tailoi'a
a

and expressed C.O.D.

Ladies

CONNECTICUT

Perth Arabov.
Sid 5th sell Freddie

{

Cleansed

or

1 Preitked by
l*i xwmm, at

an

expense,

Calais
PROVIDENCE—Ar 5lb, sch War Steed, Gookin,

Dailey Red Rover. Joseph M
Hayes, Mentor, Frances Coffin, Lookout, and H S
Boynton.
BOSTON—Ar 6th, schs B D Prince, Greenlaw,
Camden; E Bailey,Smith, Kennebec for New York;
Mail, Merrill. Gardiner.
Cld 6th, barque John G Smith. Jones, New York;
brig Mary C Mariner, Jones Portland.
SALEM—Ar 6th, sch Albert Dailey, Goldthwaito,
South Amboy.
PORTSMOUTH- Below 6th. schs Cora Oliver.
Portland for New York; Cynosure Camden for BosHyena, do for
ton; Uncle Sam, Rockland for do;
Fall River; Granville, Rockland 'or Boston; Katie
RockD
New
R
Rhode
Bath
for
York;
Mitchell,
port for Boston; Edward Frank, Bristol for Boston;
Fred Gray, Portland for New York; Sarah Hotchkiss, Belfast for Boston; C II Spofford, an H Curtis, Calais for do; Yankee Maid, Rockland for do;
Chase, do for New York; Maria Louise, Wiscasset

Dyed

CLOTHES!

Saco; Olive Crosby. Hutchi' son, Barbadoes.
Sid 6th. steamer Hercules, Pendleton. Portland.
WILMINGTON—Ar 4th. schs Geo L Fepsenden,
Beebee, Belfast; Pocasset, Kackctt. do.
At Deepwater Point 4tb, ship Sea King for San
Francisco.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 4th inst, ech Grace
Bradley. Hupper, (from Cardenas) for New York;
DH Ingraham, ana KveaC Yates
NEW YORK—Ar 6th. schs II T Townsend, Smith,
St John. NB; M E F.ldridge Freeman, Kennebec:
Huntress Brown, Lubec; Fleetwing, Maddox and
Pennsylvania. Savage, Rockland das Ponder, Ryan
Belfast; H d Hoyt, Hearse. Boothbay.
Cld 6th. barque Maty C Hale. Higgins. Havana;
brigs Annie R Storer, Adams, and Elizabeth Winslow. IxHjke, Cardenas; seb* Georgia, Coffin, Cardenas; I H Horton, Fisk. Boothbay.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 4th, sch Pavilion, Gove, from

v*xs

Can be beautifully

YOU OLD

Boston.
Ar 6th. soh Geo

Moulton, from New York.
WILMINGTON, NO—Ar 3d, brig Cora Green,
York.
New
Philbrook,
Old 3d, seb Ellen H Drummond, Higgins, Boston
and Plymouth
NORFOLK—Ar 6th. sen YoSemite, Russell, New
York for Tampico, (see Mem.)
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 4th, sch Lizzie Wilson, Wilson. Washington, to load for Cuba.
BALTIMORE—Cld 6th, sch Kieotric Light, Case,
Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 4tb, sch Sallie W Kay,
Smith. Maine.
Ar 6tb. sebs Stephen Morgan, Rogers, Gun Point;
Ann S Conant, Baker North Boothbay.
Cld 5tb, brig *nt«lope. Curtis, for Cardenas; schs
Runie McKown, Wylie. Baracoa; W D Cargill, Low,

NOTICES._

_

CHARLESTON—Ar 4th, sch Jos Oakes, Eaton,
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FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

SPECIAL

INSURANCE

Barter. Bo-'on.

(By Telegraph.)
Fbancisoo. April 6 —The following

Dd«nennr Uurhrto.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
An inquest into the death of Cornelius J.
Vanderbilt was begun in New York yesterday.
A St. Tonis despatch says an immense crowd
attended the funeral of Jesse James the outlaw

COUNT.

the
Abstract of tbe Bill Just Passed
Senate.
Washington, .April 0.—The
presidential
count bill which passed the Senate without
the
that
presidential
ameudment provides
eleciois of each state shall meet and give their
votes oo the second Monday in January next
following their appointment at such place
as each state
may direct; that each state
pursuant to its laws existing on the day fixed
for tho appointment of electors may determine
prior to the meeting of electors any controversy concerning tho appointment of all or any
of them; that such determination shall be conclusive evidence of their lgwful title and shall
govern in the count by Congress; that no electoral vote or votes from any state from which
but one return has been received shall be
rejected except by the affirmative vote of the
Houses; that if more than one return is
received from a state the votes of those electors who have heed appointed by the lawful
tribunal of tho state shall be counted, and in
the event of a question as to which of the two
tribunals in the lawful
or more of such state
tribunal tho votes of the electors appointed by
that tribunal which the two Houses aeting
separately shall decide to be the authorized
one shall be counted; that in case of an undetermined contest between two or more setsef
electors of a state those votes shall be counted
which the two Houses acting separately shall
decide to be the lawful electoral votes. The
bill also provides that if the counting of votes
shall not have been completed before the fifth
calendar day next after tbe first joint meeting
of the two Houses no recess shall be afterward
taken by either House until the couuting is
finished.

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 3d. Boh Leonora, Bcnsey,
New York, to load for do.
TYBEE—Ar 4tb, ech Helen Moutague, Sprague,
Boston.
POKT ROYAL, SC—Sid 5tb, sch June Bright,

Paul preferred...119%
Union Pacific stock. 113
Western Union Tel. Co. 86

St.

FOREIGN.

CABINET CHANGES.

THE PERUVIAN COMPANY-

Middle

Street.

eodtt

BANKING HOUSE

CLOSING OUT SALE
At cost

BANOOH,

W&F2t

ap5

CLOTHES VVRINCERS.
Prices reduced

18 NEW STRIET, NEW YORK.

KENDALL&WHITNEY
ap3<ltf

H. Gk HE WES’

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and BondB bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin.
Deposit* received.
A per cent, allowed on aHdaily balance*. Members
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of
janSleodtf
Trade. Prlvato wlro to Chicago.

for tho entire season, of

MILLINERY

GOODS,

Consisting of

Hats, Kibbons, Flowers, Laces,

&c.

591 CONGRESS STREET,

on

“UNIVERSAL,” “NOVELTY”
AND “EURFKA.”
Portland, April hi,

Henry Clews Sc Co.,

MB.

Up

Mtuim.
__

T.

Advertising

ap3eod2wt»

EVANS’
Agency and Printers’
C.

Warelionse,

BOSTON.
106 WASUimiTON Ml.,
Dealer In Wood and Metal Type, and all Had* of
Printer.1 Material*. Advertivemyut. Inverted In all
at pnblUheri*
paper In the I’nltod States or <;ana.Un
oweFt

prices

for »»i»tlTr»td»F.

8. K.

SILKS.

V

ART STORE.

Advertising Agent,

TELEPHONE 652.

BOSTON.
TREOIONT 1ST.,
Contracts for Advertisements in Kewspaperv in all
cities and tow ns of the United States anti the
British Provinces.

apr6

eodtf

TTIE

M. C. M. A.

PRESS.
ANNUAL

FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL 7.

ELECTION

AND

MEETING

OF OFFICERS.

:

THE! PRESS
the Periodical Depots of N. G
May be obtained
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei & Oo., Andrews, Arm
strong, Cor, Wentworth, llodsdon, A. T. Cleveland
Robert Costello, Boston & Maine Depot, am I
Chisholm Bros., -c all trains that run out of th
city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, F. Piereo.
Bangor, J. B. Babb & Co.
Bath, of J. L>. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddoford,
•*
Jellerson’8 Bookstore.
at

Bridgton.

Daniel Dickens.

Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Onmwrlaud Mills, P. A. Yerriil
Damartocotua. E. w. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, B. C. Harmon and Shirley & Lewlf,
Gardiner, Palmur & Co.
Gorham. J. IriaL.
Hallow ell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lawiston, Chandler & Estes.
Lisbon, C. K. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Milletfc.
Norway, A. O. Noyoe.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews.
B*battus. E. H. Johnson.
S«ccarax>na, at the Post Office.
garo, of L. Hodsdoo and H. B. Kendrick.
Tuoinasvon. S. Delano.
Vinaihaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Biles.
Watorville, J. M. Wall.
Wise asset. Gibbs & Randle*,
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Farmouth, O. E. Coombs.

$186.75

gress.

The committee were able to again resume tho
tuition in tree hand drawing ibis year. Mr.
John B. Hudson consenting to take the class at
He however left
the compensation offered.
for Florida early in the course, and his place
Annie
G.
was taken
Mrs.
Kimball, who
by
proved to be au excellent teacher, and under
her the pupils made good progress. In this
class were 38 scholars, and the average attendance was 31, which shows a decided interest throughout and indicates the value of
this branch.
The committee trust (bat the association
will ted warranted in Hill mure increasing the
appropriation, so that they can have an archiarchitectural class, and
tect lo teach ihe
While
restore the interest in that branch.
they consider Mr. Sprague amply qualified to
give all the instruction in that direction, that
may bo demanded in this school, tboy are
conaware that the public Will only place full
fidence iu an expert in each department. They
out
the
have endeavored to cheerfully cary
wishes of the Association so far as practicable
with the appropriation assigned them, but feel,
nevertheless, that a larger sum should be de-.
voted to this purpose.

Donham.

Wanted.

_

indigestion, malaria, or weakness, you can bo
cured bv Brown's Iron Bitters.
Should you tc

a

sufferer from

dyspepsia,

ap7eod&wlw

the Cheapest.
yourielf by the use of low-

The Beet
Do not poison

are

priced mixtures, but call for Toilet Waters,
Powders, Cosmetics, &c., made by J. & E. Ataprl-vw

kinson, London.

SECRETARY’S REPORT.
The recording secretary, Mr. 11. B. Swift,
reports twelve staled meetings held the past
year, five special and one adjourned, by the
There were twelve stated and
government.
two adjourned meetings of the association.
There have been four deaths reported, viz.: W.
C Beckett, William J. Cross, A. M. Kimball

Bright’s Disease of the Kidneys, Diabetes
No danger from there diseases if you use
Hop Bitters; besides, being the best family
medicine over made.

Trust

other.

no

aprl-eod&wtc
Dr. O. Fitzgerald.
the man who makes so many wonderful cures
will visit Portland, Falmouth hotel, Saturday
the 8th, for one day only, and will examine all
who may call

on

and J. A. Barbour. There have been fourteeu
new
members elected, viz.: E. G. Parsons,
William lioss, J. M. Brown, William Hennessey, Henry Humphreys, J. 0. Ward, Charles
L. Clark, John C. Perry, John A. Lidback,
Caleb Montgomery, Toussaint Arcbambeau,
A. J. Cummings, H. W. Pitted and Albert
Chase. All h ive signed the by-laws except
J M. Brown, E. G. Parsons and Albert Chase.
The total number of members at last report
was 375; the number electod was 11; lost by
death 4; making a total of 382 to date, an inOuo candidate was rejected.
crease of 7.
There have been collected for fees and dues
§159.00, all paid to the treasurer and his re-

hiua free of charge.
dlt

apr5

_

How Now? What Is It?
The great system renovator is Burdock
Blood Bitters.
Try it and bo convinced.
ap3dlw
Price Sl.OO; trial size 10 cents.
Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNE Y.
Thursday.—Augustus Keunison vs.

Hayes. Verdict
Cobb for plff.

for tho

plaintiff

puint t.n

September.

TREASURER’S

RECEIPTS.

Rents .$2,325 00
Use of rooms
Inteie-t.—..
Collections of members.

Membership.

Incidentals

Repairs.$
Lib ary.

School.
Salaries.

Printing,

etc.
Fuel and gas.

Coutinge cies.

Relief.
Imp ovements.

Insurance.
Other expenses.

High School

Cadets.
The Heiman Roesing has arrived here from
Millbridge for her boilers. She will be engaged in the sardine trade, and U owned by Wolff
& Reesiug of East port.
Austrian bark Bolivar arrived here yesterday
from Hyeresb, France, after a 42 days passage,
This is quick
and 56 days from Gibraltar.

traveling.
Allen & Co.’s new store was crowded with
visitors yesterday afternoon and last evening,
and all spoke in high praise of the establishment.
cele-

brated in the Episcopal ami Catholic churches
yesterday, according to programme, and today
“Good Friday” is the most solemn day of all.

..

at 1.15 p. m. yesterday, with 1 cabin
and 10 steerage passengers and a full cargo
She looked like a beauty in her new paint as
she sailed down the harbor.
A county convention of the Oxford County
W. C. T. U. will be held with the Fryeburs
Mrs. Pent, the
Union on Tuesday, April 11.
cornetist, with other Portland ladies, will be

Liverpool

present,
Burnside Post, G. A. R. of Auburn will make
a visit to BoBworth Post of this city this evenoi
ing. It is expected that some seventy-five
more will be present, aB quite a number of tin
o

Board of Trade.
At the close of the monthly meeting of the
managers yesterday morning a meeting of the
full Board of Trade was held.
Messrs, George L Kimball, Benj W. Jonei
and Wm. H. W. Beau were elected members
Mr. Walker of the firm of C. J. Walker &

Co., presented a petition very generally signet
by firms and business people of Portland ant
addressed to Mr. Hickson of the Grand Trunk
railroad upou the matter of providing somi
system of mileage tickets for commercia

travelers similar to some of the other roads
Mr. Walker thought that it tho board woult [
aid in a proper presentation of the matter t
Mr. Hickson or the right authorities that tin 1

request would he readily granted. All con
curred in the opinion that the officials of tin
Grand Trunk would do anything reasonable t(
accommodate and facilitate the business o
Portland if some individual or a committei
could represent the matter fully to head

quarters.

finally roferred to a com
mittee consisting of Hon. George P. Wescoti 1
Willard H. Woodbury and Charles J. Walkei
was

Maine Bible Society.
The annual meeting of the Maine Bible Sc
ciety was held at the Y. M. C. A. rooms yostei
tho following officers elected;
President—Samuel W. Larrabee.
Vice President—Mark P. Emery.
Treasurer—Rufus H. Hinkley.
Corresponding Secretary—Rev. Asa Dalton
Recording Secretary- H. W. Bhaylor.
Auditors—Edward Gould, Alfred Wooc

day and

as

follows:

5

1881. 4,655.20

Increase.$ 922 69
While a retrospective view of our work, in
the light of the above figures, is very satisfactory, it is very important that we should gathto guide
er at a time like the present, lessons
The history of this associans in the future.
tion, a3 a whole, for the past twenty-five years,
has been one of steady though slow growth in
strength, and of constant appreciation in the
min- s of the commuuify. Its work as an alleviator of the needs of its members has been
quiet and unostentatious, but effective of
much good. Its influence iu educating and
moulding the minds and character of hundreds
of the young men of our city has been farreaching, and tending only to the advancement of the best interests of all classes.
And
for ourselves, we know that jf iu no other way,
we have been gainers iu the friendships formed and deepened, in the sympathies broadened
and quickened, and in tbc knowledge that wc
have done what wo could to make our little
world happier and better. AH this has been
made possible V) ub by the wisdom of those
who went before us, in laying the foundations
for this superstructure so broad and deep that
we find, as will those who come after us,
ample room for our best endeavors in carrying forward their plans.
Opportunities for growth seem to be waiting
The material for a much enlarged
on us.
membership is around us on every hand, only
ntediug to be properly approached. Undoubtedly there is not a member of this association
but who could, with slight exertion, bring to
us during the coming year atleastone additional member. An energetic move in this direction would in a shot t time give us an added
strength which would vastly euchanco our
power for good in the community.
The natural growth of trade and commerce
is seeking for and rapidly finding for itseli accommodations in our immediate vicinity, giviug an added value to real estate of all kinds. I
believe that in the near future oiher arrangements may he made for the use of our property
which shall belter serve the interests of the association, and keep it more fully abreast with
the inarch of improvement iu our city.
In closing my official connection with this
association, 1 wish to renew my thanks for the
honors bestowed on me, and for the many acts
of kindness and assistance rei eivod at your
hands during the past yetr, trusting that in
your charity you will spreid over rnauy sins of
omission and commission the broad mantle of
oblivion.
I desire to tender my congratulation tes this
association on the wisdom displayed in the tclectiou of a presiding officer for the ensuing
year. Adding to many years of active and intelligent work for the association, a latgo experience and ripe judgment, he comes to the duties which you have imposed upou him well
fined to discharge them with honor to himself
and profit to us all.
Jlr. Lewis C. Smith, the incoming
addressod the society as follows:

Trustees—Rev. A. H. Wright, Rev. W. H
Fenn, S. T. Corser, Oliver Gerrish, F. A
Smith, John H. True, Rev. Thos. Hill, D. D
Rev. Charles J. Clark, Rev. Thos. D. Audersoi
Jr., Edmund S. Hoyt, Alfred Haskell, Perc
val Bonney.

r

president,

SMITH’S REMARKS.
In accepting the office of President of this
association I am not unmindful that I take
upon myself duties and responsibilities of no
trivial or unimportant character; my association for many years widi the gentlemen who
have preceded me m this office and my familiar.
ity with their services and successes; the recollection oi wtiat was accomplished by those
who in tiie former days oi this
organization
were its leaders and
directors, all reiniud me
that I cannot hope to attain to that degree oi
acceptable and profitable service it was theirs
to render and yours to receive; but I
may confideutly promise to bring to tills office my best
to
endeavors
faithfully discharge the duties
and responsibilities you have confided to my
tryst.
PRESIDENT

man.

Evergreen Cemetery.
At a meeting of the trustees held yesterda;
the board was organized for the ensuing yec
by the choice of Wm. M. Marks as chairmat
and the re-election of Wm. T. Small as seen
tary and treasurer.

96
86

..

machinery and repair shops.
The Peruvian of the Allan Line sailed foi

The subject

87
00
UO

Congressional Reference Library.3,475
199
Patrons of library year en <ing April, 1882—
Books taken out yetr ending April, 1882
.7,525
balance.
577.89
Cash
April, 1882.$5

of Mr. B. F. Haskell.
The Maine Central directors were in thecity
Wednesday, and with Superintendent Tucker,
looking over their recent purchase of land,
and laying out plans for the erection of theii

intention

00

Increase.
Bo ks in library April, 1882, exclusive of

to mention in our
account of Allen & Co.’s new store, that the
ready made clothing department is in charge

accidentally omitted

signified their

74
32
00
11

mr hamblen’s remarks.
The work of the year is completed. And
now, before we grapple with new cares and
responsibilities, it would, perhaps, be well,
like the careful business man, to take a look at
the facts of the past as well as the possibilities
and probabilities of the future.
You have heard, in the different reports
read this evening, a brief history of the work
of this Association during the pas' year. In
those reports we have all found much of interest, and much to encourage us to renewed
effort.
We are cheered by the knowledge
that, while, as ever, death has been busy iu
our ranks, still our rolls show a slight increase
in membership since our last annual meeting.
Our library has felt a new impetus, shown in
the increase of patrons and the larger number
of books taken out. These results are undoubtedly owing iu a marked degree to the
zeal and efficiency of the Library Committee
and Librarian. Needed repairs and improvements have been made to our building to the
extent of the appropriations for that purpose,
and the property is believed to be iu good condition.
In tabulated form the results of the last
year’s work are as follows:
Membership, April 1882...380
1881.375

the locomotive.
The Brotherhood cf Locomotive Firemen wil]
give their first annual assembly Tuesday evening, April 18th.
Invitations are out for the grand military
ball by tho Bath High School Cadets at Bath*

Lewiston Post have
joining in the visit.

75
75

President—Lewis B. Smith.
Vice President—Samuel it. Leavitt.
Treasurer—Augustus F G* rrisb.
Recording Secretary—Robert B. Swift.
Corresponding Secretary—Edward A. Jordan.
Trustees—Parmeuio W. Ne*l, Nathau E.
Red Ion, David G Driukwafer, Elisha Higgins,
Ali^itG Mitche i, Gilbert L. Bailey.
Relief Committee—Ward 1, Francis Higgins;
Ward 2, Horatio G. Griffin; Ward 3, Joel
Whitney; Ward 4, James R. Hawke?; Ward
6, Frank L. Brett; Ward 6, Charles H. Blake;
Ward 7. John B. Thorndike.
Mr. Hamblen ♦hen spoke as follows:

The noon train over tho Eastern was delayed
55 minutes yesterday from some trouble with

We

42

-$1,863

the result of the balloting was

There will be a social religious meeting this
evening in the smaller vesirv of the Second
Congregational church, Pearl strett.

appropriately

00
00
82

deposited. $860
At the close of the reports the anuual election took place with the following result:
The c’ection of officers for the cusuing year
Mr. Hamblen peremptoriwas next in order.
ly refused to permit his name to be used, and

east.

was

126
230
18(1
278
90
63
29
120
343
275
120

Balance

Brief Jotting's.
Bright and raw Yesterday. Mercury 24° at.
sunrise, 36° at noon, 32° at sunset; wind north-

“Holy Thursday”

00

00

$2,724 82

without a j ury. Decision reserved
Geo. Walker for defts.
J. S. Derby for plff.

the Portland

48
120
104
55
72

EXPENDITURES.

A

to

REPORT.

From the report of the treasurer, Mr. A. F.
Gerrish, we gather the following:

On the part of the defence it was shown that they
used all possible diligence in hunting up the trank;
that it was fo n l in Beverly. Mass., the last of August, when they found that, although the check corresponded with the number held by the plaintiff,
the trunk was marked in stencil “Newton Booth,
San Francisco, Cal..’’that they thereu. on notified
Mrs. McGowan, and asked for a description of the
trunk, which she gave, and on ■- he 8th of September
tin y shipped the truuk by express to New York.
The plaintiff laiuie to recover damages for the
delay of the trunk, the cost of changing her wardrobe over irom the fashion or style of 1881 to that
of 1882, the ex. eases incurred in the sear h of the
truuk, etc. The case was tried before the Court

complimentary

kAii.

Frank E.

eight dollars.
Perry for deft.

for

J. J
Eleanore McGowan vs. Portland, Bangor & Machine Steamboat Company.
This is an action of tort. The plaintiff, a resident
of Washington, D. C., in August, 1881, took pasline from Bar
sage on a steamer of the defendant's
and
Harbor, having purchast-d a ti ket of th*m, She
having her truuk checked for Old Orchard.
had on a travelling dress, and in her trunk was her
summer wardrobe and underwear of the value of
over one thousand dollars,which she intended to use
at Old Orchard. On her arrival the trunk was not delivered and was not found until sometime in September: she was obliged to give up her stay at Old
Sometime in September
Orchard and re urn home.
she received information from the company tint the
trank nail been fo jnd, and she notified tuem to deliver it to her at the Pennsylvania depot in New
York, and after some considerable trouble and delay it was found at tho office of the American Exof
press Company in New York about the middle

r

dent Hamblen and tho following reports wore
presented and accepted:

The committee were obPged, for lack of
means, to uuite the two classes iu mechanical
and architectural drafting under one teacher,
Mr. Wilson Sprague, who taught them so successfully last year. Iu the mechanical class,
16 entered and the average attendance was 10.
This class has made marked progress considering ihe age of tho pupils, many being quite
young.
The architectural class had ouly five pupils,
but those who attended made excellent pro-

ENTERT IN.ME NTS.
Portland Theatre—Mascot.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Farm 11 let- William M.Cushing.
Notice is hereb given.
Notice—Chase. I. aviit & Co.

The annual meeting of the Main} Charitable
Mechanics' Association was held last evening.
There was a large attendance.
The meeting was called to order by Presi-

SCHOOL COMMITTEE REPORT.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

Easter Hats—Merry.
To Let
Eor Sale—N. S. Gardiner.
Easter Cards—Hoyt, Fogg &

and Addresses De-

llvered-

The committee on drawing school through
Mr. Stephen Berry reported that the appropriation was §200. There was expendod:
For salaries .*..$150/ 0
9/0
Advertising.
19.75
Gas...
8/0
Fuel....

CiTY AND VICINITY.
NEW

Reports Presented

It may not be improper for me to improve this
a few moments, to bring to your
notice some topics deserving your consideraand
tion
possible future action.
I invite your attention to the consideration
of the question—whether or not we are accomplishing for tho industry we represent, securing from and for the mechanics of this
city a membership proportionate to its numbers and exercising an influence for the advancement of mechanical skill that so largely
characterized this association in former years.
Questions relating to the mechanical and
manufacturing interests of our city for the
repast few years have rarely, if at all, been
ferred to in our meetings; indeed, the attendance at the meetings has beou so small that it
has not been an uufrequnt occurrence for them
to be held with barely a quorum, or fail altoFormerly when quesgether for want of it.
tions of public interest were agitating and receiving the attention of our citizens, the discussions upon them by our members were as
entertaining and instructive as any participated in by other organizations and our meetA glance at the
ings were fully attended.
portraits that adorn these walls, I think, will
recall the days and remind you of the occasions when our meetings were full and the
interest in them sustained by the debates occupying so largely the time of our meetings
I think it
and the attention of our members.
a mistake to have given up these meetings for
debates and earnestly hope we may adopt early
measures to restore them.
We have now a membership of 382; it appears by the census of 1880 that there were in
our city
then, and it is Bafe to say there are
now, 8,000 persons engaged in mechanical and
manufacturing pursuits: deducting from this
number say 25 per cent, for females and minors
aud we have 0,000 persons eligible to memberHow many of tln-m
shin in this association.
have been or are now invited to come with us?
The number of members received the past year
is 11; 7 of these were proposed for membership
What in this direction have
by one person.
the rest of us done? Have auy questions touchy
iug the advancement of the mechanic arts in
our
city received any thought or attention
from us of late? It is true we have established
and mantained for some years during the winter months, what we term a drawing school,
grouped into throe classes (I speak of it only
as it has existed the past winter) the “Mechanical,” ‘-Architectural,” aud “Free-hand drawing,” it is possible til «t I may have misapprehended the purpose of those who were ilie immediate orgauizers of this school; that the attendants or pupils are just those whom it W4«s
intended should avail themselves of the ad vantages which the school offers; but I confess that
I was greatly surprised when on my visits to the
mechanical aud architectural classes, not loug
since, to find the seats occupied almost entirely
by youug lads whose choice of occupation for
the future cannot possibly have been formed or
determined, instead of by practical mechanic®
of our city and state who could not fail to derive benefit from instruction in these branches
o? education, if practict 1 y taught. There in y
be something attractive and «nt^rtaining in the
drawing of circles and semi-circles, of right
angles and triangles, of perpendicular aud parallel lines and the like; and there must be, otherwise these lads would not give attention and
attendance on the same work two terms of
school as 1 understand some of them have done,
but does it Dot seem reasonable that to the
practical mechanic a knowledge of how to produce these forms aud lines,and when and where j
to apply them, would be of such value as to bo j
eagerly and gladly sought for. I have no suggeslious to make, in the way of improvement;
in relation to the class in free hand drawing;
the commendable progress the pupils have
made as exhibited by tboir work during tho
term just closed, proves that they have a true
conception of the value and purposes of the study they have pursued, bringing to it an enthusiasm that ensured the success which at tho opening of the school, tho most sanguine friends
of the class anticipated for it. I hesitate not
to say that a matter of so much importance and
value to the artisans of this city and State,
should receive your careful attention with a
view of reorganizing a school on a more practi
cal b isis before the time arrives for the commencement of the next term.

I

j
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Messiah, given by

The club was asevening was well attended.
sisted by Miss Merrill aud Mrs. Pratt, with
Tho Schubert
Miss Fannie Jordan, pianist.
Quartette sang one selection and was eocored.
Miss Merrill aud Mr. Paine sang the duet,
Mrs.
“OnMossy Bank,” very acceptably.
Pratt sang “Bend of the River” and “Bird in
Hand,” with good taste and expression. Miss
Merrill aud Sirs. Pratt sang the duet, “I Know
a Bank” to great acceptance. Miss Merrill sang
two solos, “Down tho Shadow Lane She
Goed” aud “Forever and Forever,” very
L.
sweetly. A solo was sung by Mr. H.
Houghton and he received an encore. The
were
aud
numbers
Weber Club sang four
greeted with much applause. The Club tnake
Miss
the stage.
a very fine appearauce on
Fannie Jordan accompanied the singing with
her wonted ability.
BKNTZ-SANTLEY.

the Rentzbe given at
Portland Theatre to-night and to-morrow, and
The openthere will be full houses present
buring olio is said to be very good and the
lesque of Haze-L-Kirk” funuy in the extreme.
Tho tickets have sold

well

for

Santley burlesque performances

to

Not over

hundred tickets remain for the

a

Cary concert.
It is

reported

that Theodore Thomas will

give two concerts in City Hall this coming
fall, assisted by Miss Cary, Baerman, the great
pianist, and other talent.
At the second Cary concert, at Lewiston,
Miss Cary will be assisted by the Cecilia Club,
and Messrs. Stockbridge and Beckett.
There was a rehearsal last night by Bosworth Post of the drama of “61-65.”
Personal.

Judge Derby of Saco,

was

in

town

yester-

day.
Senator Frye lias acknowledged a copy
the resolutions passed by the I rish Land League
o

last Sunday.
Among the Raymond excursion party to
California, New Mexico and Colorado besides
Mr. aud Mrs. A. F. Cox of this city, are Mrs.
Phoebe Frye and Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Shaw of
this city. They left Boston to-day.
Mr. George A. Thomas, of this city, sang at
the late concert by the Brunswick Musical Association. The Herald says that Mr. Thomas
seemed to be a great favorite with tho audience, and was met with applause at his appear"
auce; aud was required to repeat his solo
“Man o' War’s Man.”
Among the arrivals in Jacksonville, at the
St James Hotel, on Sunday last, were R. M.
Richardsi u aud Mrs. Richardson, C. H. Haskell and Mrs. Haskell, C. O. Haskell, Mrs. J.
B. Can oil, Miss O. C. Carroll, J. W. Bailey,
Mrs. Bailey, and J. H. Bailey, all of Portland,
Mrs. General Duane, of New York, formerly of Portland.
Moses Haskell a well known citizen of Cumberland diod of kidney trouble, in that town

and

yesterd >y. He was about 70 years of age.
Tho Brunswick Herald says that Mayorelect Libby of Portland, who is counsel for the
students charged with making an assault upon
the son of S. C. Ktront, was in town on Saturin conference with them. Nathan Cleaves
of Portland has been returned by Mr. Strout,
and the case is set for trial at tho April term of

day

court which sits in Portland.
Dr. Calvin Seavey, weut to Brunswick on
Tuesday last for the purpose of arrangiug his
museum there, which he has presented to-Bow
doin College. This museum is the handiwork
c£ the doctor aud his late sou, Dr. Henry H.
Seavy, aud, as many of our citizens well know
is an exteubivo and most attractive collection,
and is said to be ono of the most valuable priNew England.—BaDgor
vate museums in

List; of Patents.
Weekly list of patents granted to resiRedents of Maine, dated April 4th, 1882.
ported for the Pukss by C. E. Foster,
F. street, Washington
Patent Solicitor, i'll
D. C.:
No. 255,922—Charles W. Bradford, Belfast,
Mo. Bag fastener.
No. 255,880—Rufus Moody, No. Monmouth,
Me. Millstone.
No. 255,818—William If. Rhodes, Portland,
Me. Lubricator.
No. 10,072—George F. Weymouth, Dresden,
Me. Ilay-kuile, (re-issue).
Card.
With many thanks the friends of the Maine
General Hospital would hereby acknowledge
the receipt of One Hundred dollars, proceeds
entertainment given by the Dickens
Club towards a fund for the support of tlie elevator, the use of which is a great comfort to
the patients, and inmates of the Hospital.
Portland, April 6, 1882.

of

an

some

time

previous to March,

1876.

Cumberland Mills.
An interesting lecturo was given by Mr.
John E. Warren Wednesday evening at Warren church on his “Experiences in Auderson-

ville Stockade.” Mr. Warren was a prisoner
nearly six months and he told the story of his
imprisonment with such zest and descriptive
power as to hold the attention of his large auFew of the 50,000 men
dience to the close.
who passed through that stockade remain todaj to rehearse the sad narrative and fewer still

could’tell

it

so

accurately and eloquently.

Easter Monday Ball.
The rush to tho ball of the Irish American
Relief Association next Monday evening, in
City Hall, promises to be larger than ever.
Chandler promises snmo extra fine music, both
The following
for the concert and dancing.
will bo the concert programme:
March—Down ia a Coal Mine.-. .Schacht
Tho itage iu Ireland.Beyer
Witch waltzes.Rosenfield

Patrol.Puerner
Schottische—Dancing in the Barn. .Molineux
Irish

EASTER
HATS
EASTER
HATS

baggage express office, an
greatly needed in this city.

railroad ticket and

accommodation
In almost all othor cities of Us size, an office
where ladies, as well as gentlemen,
procure all necessary information, obtain
tiokets, and arrange to have their baggage
checked and taken to the depot, and thns bo
saved mnch trouble and annoyance when they
is

kept

can

I

$1.00 to $3.00.

go to take the train.
If the six railroads centering here would
unite in this, it would be little expense to each
company, and afford great accommodation to
our

Merry, the Hatter.
Merry, the hatter, is always looking out for

novel for his customers, and he
offers the Easter hat with Easter gloves.
He keeps on hand the nobby Dunlap stiff, and
Knox’s silk hats, whicn all the “swell” young
Call and see
men call the “propah capab.”

$2.00 $2 50, $3.00.

IXrJSS'W !
NEW !

iSO3V£ES1“H13XTC3r

citizens.

SOMEJTHINGr

something
now

them.

SI'liCI VI. KNOX

SPECIAL AGENT

The State Fair Trustees

were

in

in

session

Celebrated Stiff

city Tuesday evening and Wednesday tore
noon. They partially revised the premium

this

lists.

A very liberal concession was

OF IVEW

$3.30

Hat,

YORK.

made to

EASTER
GLOVES
EASTER
GLOVES

aud $2.50.

$1.50, $2.00

STATE NEWS,

75 Cents

The arrears of pension awarded to Mr. Samuel R. Hodsdonof Auburn, by tho Pension
Department, amounts to $4,250.37. This is the
largest amount of back pay whioh any pensioner in that vicinity has ever received. Mr. Hodsdon is a worthy recipient, having lost the nse
of both legs and having to wheel himself about
in a chair.

is about completed. The work on the plans has
been in progress daring the past two months at
the office of Judge Danforth in Gardiner.

WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

There is a Mormon society at Jonesport who
Congreown a church half and half “with the
gatiooalists there. The town has a population
of about 1300 and nearly half of them are Mormons.
They are “Joseph Smith Mormons"
They
and not the “Brigham Young” type.
They believe in
don’t believe in polygamy.
our Bible, but put the Mormon Bible above it.
The two Bibles are often seen side by side on
the same parlor table. Many of them are wellto-do, intelligent people. They are the survivthe famous colony that
ors and successors of
went out some years ago to Palestine and had
to be brought back by the government.
YORK COUNTY.

Deputy Sheriff Goodwin of York, received
8180 mi account of the injuries sustained by
him when the train went through the bridge at
Cole’s Corner. Wells; Oliver L. Bracy of York,
The railroad
840 and Geo. W. Currier 825.
offered Oliver Winn 8800, but he declined to
settle on such terms. Thos. Hilton, another of
the sufferers, demands 815,000 as compensation
for liis injuries.

Dr. Frazier’s Root Bitters.
Frazier s Boot Bitters act strongly upon the
liver Hud kidneys, keep the bowels open and regular, make the weak strong, be.1 the lungs, bntld up
the nerves,and cleanse the blood and system of
every
For

Notice

Easter Cards, Easter Cards,

ISLAND, Portland Harbor, for

undersigned

EASTER CARDS.

a

term of years. For particulars apply to the
MACKEY’S
at the Preble House between 10 and
11 o’clock A.

ap7d2t

8(h inst., or by letter.
WILLIAM M. CUSHING.

M., Saturday

FOR SALE.

HOYT, FOGG k D0NHAWT8,
No. 191 Middle Street.

A CHOICE VARIETY, PRICES SATISFACTORY
ap7

notice.
hereby cautioned against hartrusting any of the crew of the
boring
Austrian Bark “Bolivar,” Cosulich master, from
be paid
Hyers, as no bills ot their contracting will
by captain or consignees.
CHAS. LEAVITT & CO.
persons

ALL

are

or

Story House and Ell, containing f. finished
rooms, one unfinished room, with stable connected with ell, 2 acres cf excellent garden land, besied
a number of acres of flats, water front; about 7<»
fruit trees in bearing; situated on the County
road, leading from Kuighlville to Turner’s Is and
In Cane Edzabeth, Vs n He from Portland Bridge.
WatJohn
For further particulars, apply to

IVi

son,

Agent,

Styles.

Spring

Having greatly increased our facilities
for do in,' business we are prepared to
show all the leading styles in line

IllOa

_apr7dtf

City.

^Tstew

Ladies’ French Mat. Kid top. low
quarter over and box toe. Nobby.
La<iies’ Donga Kid Button.
“
“
Cnr.coa “
“
“
«
«
$2 00.
“
1.50.
American Kid “
a
II
it
it
1.25.

Ma-

and

Hand

Gents’

to

Ro.t Sitters for Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Weakness
and Kidney Disease, and they did me more good
than the doctors and all the medicine 1 ever used. I
c insider your medicine one of the greatest of blessMrs. M. MARTIN, Cleveland, O.
ings.”

Dolmans,

William’s Indian Pile Ointment is the

Dr.

only sure

cure

for

St.

ladies’asd hisses’

GARMENTS
—

ox

6.

We shall exhibit a great
variety of Styles in Black
Cloth, Satin de Lyon, Rhadaincs and Silk Dolmans,
Talmas and Mantles, Light
Cloth Jackets, Ddlmans and
Ulsters, and the most complete line of

of
assortment
elegant
choice novelties for Easter Offerings which cannot
be found elsewhere in the

dot

ap4

lataed 0) ANNIE

have

ever

shown.

choice stock of flrstrolass

THURSTON,

for the neck in

OF

—

MOLASSES.
SS» PENS.
) Now landing
Irul Wh-trf,
24 'flEBCEN,
10 BBL8.
) “Allhea.”

nl
ex

—

FOK SALE.
800,000 ft. ary Hemlock Boards, Beady
for immediate delivery.
ADDRESS,

Alfred, Maine.
dti

large

than those

new

Leant

doing

that

__«Uf
IOOO BD8HELR SCOTCH

Champion

our

SMALL

IOOO

and yon will
what we say.

Congress & Elm Sts.

•°d“

CALL & TUTTLE,
FASHIONABLE

Are

now

exhibiting their

SPRING GOODS
-FOB-

GENTLEMEN and
DRESS SIITS A SPECIALTY.

GARMENTS

MADE TO ORDER.

453
mchU

Washington St., Boston.
_deodlm

ATTRACTION S
the storo ot

At

C. E.

JUST RECEIVED.
large lot of very

designs

c hoice

for

AT

MISS

Congress street,
nor ns "\5V

“.ESTHETIC”

CRETONNES.

New All Wool Spring Dress Goods.
New Half-wool Spring Dress Goods,

STAMPING,
—

540

BEAN,

Now Black French Lace Buntings.
New Fine Black French Cashmeres.

—

OCSHELS IRISH

Seed Potatoes, for sale by
Good
W. BEST,
MARTI
30 Eree Street, Portland, Me.
rab80d2w

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSIEO’S

prices

we mean

STUDLEY,

Potatoes,

Shamrock Potatoes,

Just Received at

LADIES’

ST.,

JUST ARRIVED

Summer

business under
mol to is

NEAR CITY HALL.
mar23

oetfldti

nXTETW

mar20

Good Goods and Low Prices,

dozen. A

156 EXCHANGE

Saturday,

Consignments solicited.

LADIES’ WEAR.

IOOO Fancy
Cards marked down.

NO.

LEM

General McrsA-aw
commencing at 10 o’oloe* a

and choiee

larger expanse. Onr
“QUICK SALES AND
PROFITS.”

a

Birthday Cards.

a

Regular sale of

XI

Furniture and

LOWER PRICES

Store.

Music

C. W.

O. BAILEY,

Cor.

—

Odd Cards 5 cts

JJj, Commercial Streep.,
DRY HEMLOCK BOARDS
C. JORDAN,
feb25

AT

Stockbridge’s

C!enMcbe.

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.,

a

EASTER CARDS

SEW CROP BARBADOES

Malearoom 18 Exrhaigf 81.
F.

DRESSGOODS

As we have a very low rent the
expense of running our store is
very small and we cau afford to
sell any of our goods at

ap3

—

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*

styles

dtf

eep29

“first arrivalT

On Tuesday. April 11, 1883,

Ladies, Gents

We have just opened as Hue a
line of new Buttons to match all
shades of Dress Goods aud Cloakings as has ever been offered in the

3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.

492 & 494 Congress St.

for

BUTTONS.

see

mass Manual.

SAMEL

AT AUCTION.

and Children,

GALL and SEE

Pianos,
Children’s Garments Decker Bros’LOUISE
CANY.
we

great variety

Lace Goods

Owen, Moore & Co.

CO., Auctioneer*.

apO___<t3t

SPRING HOSIERY Spring &

Our Cards are from the
best English, German and city.
We have just received
American makes and very assortment of made up
reasonable in prices.

Also a

Saturday, April 8tli, at 10.30 A. M.,
One Cow.
One Jump Seat Carriage.
One 2d hand Top Bugi$y.
S x New Harnesses.
F. O. BAILEY A

kinds with Trimmings to
match.
New

an

state.

—

Thursday, April

showing

are now

Carriage Mart,

Horse and

RUFUS RAND.
F. O BAILEY A UO.t Auctioneers.
dfit
ap6

Cloaking Material

in

-OF-

for

of novelties

Ornamental purposes, in Majolica, China,
Glass, &t\; full assortment of White Crockery
in l«»ts to suit; Roger and other make* of
sold
Ware,
Silver Plated Ware, Knives, Forks, Spoons, Ac.
1 his is one of tbe largest and finest stocks w*
have ever ottered, and mus- be sold without reserve.
Country and city dealers invited. Sold at private
sale between s*les at Auction prices.
Auctioneer*.
F. O. BAILEY A- tO
d3t
ap5

dise every

of all

EASTER GOODS

VERY day, commeuciug THURSDAY, April
Oth, at 1U a. m. and 2 p m., at rooms 18 Exand Toilet Set*,

general

In the above goods we are now
prepared to show as fine a line of
styles as can bo found in the city.
Aiso a nice assortnient of

Opposite Preble* House,

We

French and English China, Glass
and silver Plated Ware
BY AUCTION.

by

Ulsters.

WYE It GREENE, J. E. GREENE
deodtf
ap4

piles.

SALE

—

At 10 o’clock A. M., at my Sale Stable#, No.
81 Franklin Street. 1 shall sell about 40 horse#.
Have been used
Lumbermen, are young and
prac'ica ly sound. Ameng them are many pairs of
business.
well
adapted to
good horses,
They are a muoh better claas of horses than is us10 to
from
weigh
ually used in lumbering business;
14 hundred; same horses were sold last fall at from
me
on
to
Were
commission,
$ 125 to §250.
shipped
and must be sold without reserve as 1 have no room
for them.

and

W F

OPENING

-OF

m.

PHiLLIPS A; CO., Wholesale AgU
Portland Me.
mh31F&T&wly

SALES.

IMPORTANT

TALMAS

Call and be Convinced.

Congress

_dlw

AUCTION

£1

SPRING

Manufactured by Walker, Strong &
Carroll, Boston.
Gents’
Hart’s Hand Sewed Goods.
Enamel, Cloth Top Oxfords.

480

FREE

13

ap7

table and

chine Sewed Goods.

WYER GREENE & CO.,

TO LET.
furnished and

unfurnished,
KOO.VIS
STREET, opposite Blanchard House.

change stree elegant 'inner, Tea
together with a fine assortment

SACKS,
BOOTS and SHOES.
vainp,

indebted to said estate are called upon to
payment to
JOHN B. BLETHEN, of Portland, Administrator.
w3wl6*
Freeport, April 5th, 1882.

Wanted.
the season, at Old Orchard, a faithful, effieient girl, for general housework in a email
family. References required. Apply 88 Park St.,

~~

ap7d3t*

and
in the County of Cumberland, deceased,
given bonds as the law direct-*. All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all person*
make

GARDINER, R. E.
apr7dlm

the premi-es or N. S.
93 Exchange St, Citv.

near

impurity.

Dizziness, Rush of B ood to the Head, tendApoplexy, Dyspepsia, Fevor and Ague,
Dropsy, Pimules and Blotches, scrofulous Humors
and Sores, Tetter, Ringworm, Withe Swelling,
Fry ipelas, Sore Kyes or for young men suffering
from Weakness or Debility cause, from imorudence,
and for fem des in delicate health, Frazier’s Root
Bitters are especially recommended.*
Dr. Fr .zier: I have used two bottles of your

i.

in here by riven that tn*
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the
estate of
JOHN BLETHEN, late of Freeport,

FARM TO LET.

EASTER CARDS,

SOMERSET COURT X.

The Reporter says a largo deer made its appearance on the Plains at Skowhegan, Sunday
afternoon and disappeared in the big woods to
He came down Madison street,
the West.
very near to the residence of Frank Folsom,
when he was mot by Mr. Geo. Fairgrieves,
who was out riding.
Stopping a moment the
animal made a bound of 17 feet over a high
fence and disappeared from view.
The Augusta Journal says that Charles Farrin of Somerville, and Annie M. Holway of
the same town, were arraigned in court at
Skowhegan, Tuesday, for the larceny of a team
from John O. Haiue3 of Skowhegan. The girl
was discharged, and Farrin received a merely
nominal sentence of two years in the workshop
at Auburn. These parties were arrested ana
brought to Augusta in. January by Coroner
Mayo, and while at the'Cony House escaped by
leaping from the window upon the frozen
ground, 20 feet below.

^
_

_

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The committee of Bath citizens to whom was
referred tho matter of leasing the Knox & Lincoln railroad to the Maine Central, reported
April G. The rcoortcloses as follows:In view of
all the facts as they now exist, your committee
are of the opinion that no contract for the
lease or sale can now be negotiated, which
they as a committee would be willing to recommend for acceptance by our city.

GOLD HAT.

THE

COUNTY.

drafting of the plans for the route of the
proposed Maine Central extension;to Aroostook

WEEK.

HATTER,

ap7

The

and $3.00.

$2.00, $2.50

THE

SICrA OF

MIDDLE

stock.

to $1.75.

THE
MERRY,STREET,
237

new

Sizes.

ATTRACTIONS_FOR

SPECIAL

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

ing

Shades, All

All Colors, All

Journal._

AROOSTOOK

and w>Q,

$1, &JS

Entire

exchange.

and

exhibitors of all kind of cattle. The premiums
have been greatly increased, are now more liberal than ever before offered in this State, and
the exhibitors will not be charged the usual
per centage of the premium for entry of stock;
but the exhibitor will be simply required to
purchase a ticket and supply his own forage.

More liberal terms with the exhibitors of horses
will probably be made, too. The premiums on
farm and garden crops will be published this
mouth. No action has been taken in regard to
a building on
tho grounds. There is strong
talk of erecting one, and at another meeting to
be held iu this oit; next month, the question
will be decided. Tho Trustees will petition the
Lewiston City Council to build a road from College to Main streets, on the southerly side of
t.*>« grouugg, for a new entrance.—Lewiston

HAT

SILK

DUNLAP & CO.’S

The State Fair.

NOTES.

point

committee on lectures and the report of the
relief committee were submitted and accepted.

Company is approaching completion.
It is to be one of the best office bnildings in
the State. It has occurred to us that tho corner store is a remarkably good location for a
surance

CLUBThe “concert-foretoken” at tho Church of
the
the Weber Club last
WEBER

lectures tho past winter, our
mouthers and citizens have been favored with
I am snre have not
a course of lectures which
failed to entertain and instruct those who have
the
of
themselves
availed
privileges thus afforded. I think I but voice tbe sentiment entertained by those who attended the course,
Whig._
when I say that the lecturers demonstrated the
fact, that home talent in this particular is suffiAn Honest Man Vindicated.
cient for our needs, in that it is better than any
Great interest has been aroused in Boston in
been able to secure abroad
we have as yet
the case of G. C. Cunningham on a charge of
Whether you have given such attendance upon
them as the gentlemen who hav- delivered had
attempted blackmailing Harvey D. Parker, of
the right to expect, or the committee who arThe dotectives named the
the Parker House.
ranged for them hoped for, I leave you to detimes and places where the attempts were
termine.
made. Mr. Cunningham was arrested and the
I doubt not it will bo your pleasure to provide for a resumption of the lectures when the
detectives insisted he was the guilty party.
season for them shall again come around.
Mr. Cunningham is a hotel proprietor, a man of
The library, as appears by tho report of the
He clearly
means, with a family in society.
committee who have had the supervision of it
the nast year, is iu,good condition, and the opdisproved the evidonco of al! the detectives
portunity afforded our members and their farni- and yet a cruel wrong was done him. The deliesto supply themselves with entertaining and
tectives claimed that Cunningham, in Januinstructive literature, has been widely and inthe
A rctnrn to the former
ary 13th, 1882, was in Boston sending
creasingly improved.
practice of liberal appropriation in this behalf,. threatening letters. He proved he came to
I think, may now be safely resorted to.
Portland on January 11, stopping that night at
The prevailing disposition to accumulate
the Preble House. The next day he went to
wealth by individuals seems to have fouud a
lodgement wiih us; to aid in this purpose vte the City Hotel to see Mr. John K. Martin, the
have leaved our buildiug to an extent that has
An affidavit by Mr’
proprietor, ou business.
deprive! us of accommodations which v.e are Martin states that they had an interview lastsadly in need of; this library room is the only
the first floor for li01 e we have retained on
ing about two hours. Mr. Cuoniugham took
dinner at the house, and another interview
brary, nne iug and lecture purposes; oho small
ante-room on the second flour is all that can he
followed, beginning between 3 and 4 ooiock,
to
made available for ti e school. I invite you
In the evening
and lasting an hour or more.
consider whether or not our necessities, to say
Mr. Cuuuingbam took a room and ontered his
nothing of our com’ort, will not justify you in
retaining for our own uses tbe two upper halls name on the hotel register. The next mornwhen tbe presout leases for them expiie.
ing affiant and Mr Cunningham took a walk
I think the small attendance cu our meetill
the
intorest
and were together nntil noon, when they reof
and
lack
purgenerally
ings
to the
turned to the hotel. An interview took place
poses of our organization, is largely due
>ca
we
have
lv,
fact that for the past few years
in afflaut’s room, which lasted until 2.30 p. m.,
to use a technical phrase, been "out of a job”:
duriDg which Mr. Cunningham expressed a
satisfied with what we have attained in the
wish to return to Boston on the 3.30 p. in.
way of relieving ourselves from a debt which
for many years was burdensome; with membertrain. His intention was to return via the
to
rentals
from
with
receipts
ship sufficient,
Eas1 era Railroad, but finding that there was
meet promptly our liabilities as tlfey la^tuied
m. on the
a.
no train over that road until 2
and add yearly a generous amount to our capital, wo have not sought, to inciease our num- 14th, Mr. Cunningham decided to remain unbers or give prominence to the objects we
til 8 40 a m and he did so, affiant seeing him
were organized to advance; is it not possible
until late in the evening.
that we have arrived at the period when we
should heed ihe admonition of the poet:—
Death of Warren Phillips.
ills
a
to
prey.'
“ill fares the land,
hastening
IVlieie wealth accumulates audmeu decay,”
Mr. Warren Phillips, well known among free
A writer in one of our public journa
masons throughout the State died at his resiof the mechanical industries of Portland:
dence in North Yarmouth, Wednesday night
"There are few great masses of capital visibly
about 12 o’clock of apoplexy. He was in his
represented by high buildings; but hundreds at
usual health up to Wednesday noon when he
of unobtrusive little shops are full of ingenious
and industrious artisans, and their labor, in
was taken seriously ill and survived only a few
the aggregate forms an important part of the
His age was 68 years.
hours.
business of tho city.
Mr. Jrnimps xiau Deeu urrauu xjrici ui an
This statement
suggests the inquiry,
whether or not by enlisting the cc-operation of
grand masonic bodies since 1864, and also Sen.
“unobtrusive little
the managers of these
tinel or Tylor, of all tho subordinate lodges in
au
exautumn
shops” iu securing tbo coming
this city for many years. He was also a Past
but
their
of
not
manufactures,
hilmion,
only
also, so far .13 it may be possible to do so, the Master of Ancient Landmark lodge and Past
method by which they are prouuced, might
High Priest of Mt. Vernon Chapter. He was
not furnish us all with “ajob” that would be
Landmark lodge, Mt.
a member of Ancient
iuus
as
an
to
association,
bring
advantageous
Vernon Itoyal Arch Chapter, Portland Count> more promiueut notice these several industries and afford our citizens au opportunity
cil, St. Alban commandery, the Scottish Rite
to become belter acquainted with .1 class of
bodies and the Council of High Priesthood.
in
a
so
are
who
much,
though
doing
people
Mr. Phillips as Grand Tyler was well known
the
material
increase
to
prosperity
way,
quiet
to all masons who ever have occasion to visit
of our citv and state. That wo have in our
His
membership those who aro competent to or- Portland to attend the grand bodies.
ganize ai.d successfully conduct such au exhi- memoi'y*03 faces was remarkable.
After he
bition, and that it would receive a cordial and
once knew a man he seldom forgot him, and
generous support from our citizsus, induces
meti urge you to enter upon the considerawas alwaysreadv to vouch foreverybody whom
tion of ibis subject at au early day, to the end
bad ever seen in attendance at Masonic
ho
that, if it shall be deemed wise to enter upon
with Walter Corey &
the undertaking, it Bhall not fail for want of 'Hall, no was formerly
time to properly arrange for it.
Co., in tho furniture business.
He
The practice of continuing iu cilice by two
Mr. Phillips wa3 married three times.
successive elections the President of this assoa widow, two sons and a daughter.
leaves
ciation has now come to have the force of constitutional law; the expediency of changing
Loan Exhibition.
this practice and retiring this officer after a
which
exhibition is that
A ggsplendid
service of one term, is a question which I think
should receive consideration; the action Jof my the young ladies of High Street Circle offered
immediate predecessor iu declining a re-electo the inspection of visitors yesterday aftertion, which I am sure it would have been yonr
There were some admiranoon and evening.
pleasure to accord him, is suggestive to me
ble paintings in oils, silk and satin banners,
that the opportune time to inaugurate a
change iu this direction has come; by making and plaeqttes, all hand painted and a profusion
it; an opyortunity would be given to confer au
of fancy articles—table covers, silk screens,
honor upon a larger number of our members
toilet sets, sofa pillows, a lovely macrame manwho eminently deserve it, gratify a laudable
ambition entertained by not a few anu secure
tel, tidies and afghans. There was also a table
in the administration of our affairs a greater
of
beautiful Easter eggs and cards for tale.
diversity of talent. I am clearly of the opinthe curiosities were a screen 75 years
would
Among
of
the
association
interests
ion that the
If at
suffer no detriment by such a .change.
old, belonging to J. B. Libby, a Chinese dagthe close of the present year it shall appear to
from Shaughae, and an Indian war
ger
you that our former practice in this regard,
Besides
from the Sandwich Islands.
club
to
it
will
be
bs
abandoned,
should
my pleasure
cc-operate with you by relieving you of any those mentioned above there are a hundred
embarrassment that may thus seem to ha in the
and one gems which all desorve notice. Excel*
way of departing from the present unwritten
lent refreshments were also served.
matter.
this
to
rule relating
Thanking you for the confidence expressed
Boston and Maine.
in electing me to this position, and entering
James T. Furber, General Superintendent
an inspiration imparted
upon its duties under
of the Boston and Maine Railroad, in a recent
bv the unanimity by which it has been tendered, soliciting your co-operations in dis- letter to James E. Lothrop, President of the
incharging the obligations I have taken, and
Board of Trade of Dover, N. H., says that he
voking a forbearance which it will be my
stated last summer before the railway
in
extend
to
officer
(Furber)
as
your presiding
pleasure
the exercise of whatever authority this posicommittee of the Legislature that the corporawith
tion confers, I am now ready to proceed
tion which he represents had always been
any business it may be your pleasure to prewilling, and is now, to counect rails with the
sent, 01 to entertain any motion you may dePortsmouth and Dover road at the latter
sire to submit.
A vote of thanks was unanimously passed to
point. Mr. Furber further said that the Boston
the retiring president, and the meeting adand Maine Line is ready to co-operate with
the Eastern road in making Dover a hilling
journed.
from the West, as. it formerly was for
The report of the committee on library and

committee

MISCELLANEOUS

Railroad Ticket Office.
The building of the Union Mntnal Life In-

UltJBlC AND THE DRAMA

occasion, for

FAIRWEATHER’S,

New White Aprons.
New Damask Towels.

Now Quilts, &c.t Ac., Ac,

for

ISO. 8 ELM
mhSO

ST REET.

*f7“Our floito

rt'r

__

4
12l/a t#20e
New Spring Skirts and Skirting.
New Dress Prints and Cambilcs.
New Dress Buttons.
Now Laces and Collars.
New Throe Button Kid Gloves.
New Balbriggan Hose.
New Spring Gloves.
New Sp miph Tics.
New White Goods.

p'roni..”_«3

‘‘Quick

««•«!

Muiall

«j>6edd2w

|

POETRY.

11.

MAhOX.

Of my own bright home keapiDg dove,
The form of sprightfut grace,
The large, brave eves alight with love.
Brown Boa 1 and swecteit face.

glow,

They tell of sorrows she has flown,
And prate of her blest lot:
1 shrink with dread f om life alone,
And mourn the lime that’s mo’.
talk of saintly joys,
Their wondro is far off laud;
I want the thrill of her soft voice,
The touch of her warm hand!
I hate their

Might die the hope to be forgiv’n
Were w- not far apart!
For better ihau the hope of Heav’u,
The smile that warmed my heart!
Can’t Cook as Mother Did.
How many a young wife’s heart ia saddened
and happiness scattered because she cannot
“cook as mother did.” It is strange, sadly
and vet we all know it is true. How

strange,

many a time has the tender-hearted reporter
felt his soul bursting with grief as he told tbe
harrowing story of some poor suffering woman,
whose cheerful sunshine had turned to dismal
darkness just because she could not “cook as

mother did." And how it delights the heart
•f tbe reporter when he chances to hear of
•ne devoted young wife who is rescued from
the gloomy fate of so many, in a manner so
simple and easy that the only w onder is that
all are not saved. This one to whom he now
refers was led a blushing and blooming bride,
but a few short weeks ago, to the altar by one
of our most promising and prominent young
He promised to do everything in his
msn.
in an evil hour
power to make her happy, but
he made the dangerous discovery that she
He told her
oould not “cook as mother did.”
and from that hour tbe life-light of happiness began to die oat in her once radiant eyes.
Tbe bloom that put to shame the fancied perfection of the rose departed from her cheek,
the voice that welcomed him to a happy heart
end home grew Bilent as the grave, and the
so,

that something most bo
young husband
done soon. He asked the sorrowful wife why
she was so sad, and she told him because she
could not “cook os his mother did,” but if flbo
saw

Powder he could say so no
longer. Llks a sensible fe low, he ordereo a
dozen boxes at once, and now he says he is
afraid that his wife will raise the roof off the

had

Royal Baking

don't care, for

house some day, but be

happy-

she is

__

Slaves and squaw.
[Atlanta Constitution.1
couple of fresh things from Tlists

Tustenuggee

s

We bear a
nuggee, the chief of the few Seminoles remaining in the everglades of Florida. The old fellow emerges from the swamps, it is said, once
every year or so, gets on a colossal drank and
retires to his fastnesses. The other day he
oamo into civilization bringing with him a particularly weak-looking negro—one of the several slaves still owned by the Indians. He whs
told that all the slaves had been freed. He
replied: “Injnn’s niggers ain’t freed,” and
after getting comfortably drunk he melted into the swamps, carrying his negro with him.
Afewmontbs since a sewing machino man
entered Tustenuggee’s domains and sold him a
sewing machine. The old chief watched its
working carefully, and when he was satisfied
and
as to what it would do, deliberately arose
kicked his wife out of the door. “Need squaw
he
said.
no mo’!”

Wit and Wisdom—

A fowl in the hencoop is worth
baae-ball field.—Boston Transcript.

two in

the

“How I do wish I owned the Domestic.”
Ton can bay one at 12 Elm street.
"Amateur Gardener” want* to know th
easiest way to make a hot house. Leave a box
of parlor matches where the baby can play
with them.—Marathon Independent.
A fall feeling after moals, dyspepsia, heartburn, and general ill health relieved by
Brown’s Iron Bitters.
do you think of my new bonnet?’
Mid Mrs. Spicer. “Too much poke for a shilling,” said Seth; but he will change his mind
when the bill comes in.—Boston Commercial
“What

Bulletin.
From Emporium.
Geo. Dodge, Sr., a well known citizen of
Emporium, writes that one of his men (Sam

Lewis) whilst working i

the woods, so severely sprained his ankle that he could scarcely
get home, but after one or two applications of
Thomas’ Electbic Oil, he was able to go to
work next

n

day.

A lady In town painted a plaqnc in the most
exquisite manner, and expressed it to a friend
Soon after a note of acknowledgment came, in
which the lady stated that, “It is altogether too
nioe to use every day, so I only use it for a
bread plate when we have company.”—RochMter

Express.

_

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
doubtless ranks first as a curative agent in all
diseases of the procreative system, degeneration of the kidneys, irritation of the bladder,
urinary calculi, &o., &c. Send to Mrs. Lydia
Pinkham, 233 Western Avenue,
Man., for pamphlets.
B.

LynD,

A landlord expects two per cent, more rent
where the street is called an avenue.—Courier-

Journal.
Excessive

use

Wheat Bitters,

of alcoholic drinks cured by
prepared by solution and not

fermentation.
_

A small boy in this city, who was plajing
truant the other day, when asked if he would
not get a whipping when he got home, replied,
"What is a five minutes’ licking to fire hours
of fun?”—Lawrence American.

Langs convulsed by cough can be soothed
with Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
An Indian chief, while in Washington, was
taken to see a burlesque show. After the performance he remarked, through an interpreter,
that the Great Father was very kind to send
the poor Indians blankets when they were so
much needed at home.—Exchange.
Miss Sawyer's Salve as now
tbs world. 23 cents.

prepared

beats

as a

UUt

UIU

v__1.
uuuounuu Otvn

Lady—“Certaioly; but don’t you appear any
Actor—“No.”
more to-night?”
Lady—“Oh,
I am so glad. Pray sit down.”—Boston Advertiser.
A New Haven minister of the gospel told
one of his deacons that he was constantly
hearing a loud sound, which kept him awake
nights. Since using Dr. Benson's Celery and
Obamomile Pills, his bearing has become normal, and his nerves are steady and true.

“Well, my little man, aren't you barefoot
rather early this season?” said a benevolent
gentleman to a New Haven youngster this
morning. “Guess not; wuz born barefoot, I
wall” “X declare, so you was; so you was.
Wei), nature is unWhat a pity! what a pity!

kind to the poor, really,” and he gave the
youngster a dime to atone for the Deglect of the
“mother of us all."—New Haven Register.
Wheat Bitters have received the endorsements of medical men of the highest standng.
These can be shown.

Fashionable spring bonnots will be provided
with step ladders, so as to allow people to step
up to the roof and examine the flowers.—Philadelphia Chronicle-Herald.
Don’t be Alarmed

Bright's Disease, Diabetes, ot any disease of
the kidneys, liver or urinary organs, as Hop
Bitters will certainly and lastingly cure you,
at

ill.

Two styles of consolation: A man's—"Jost
what X expected.” A woman’s—“I told you
how it would be.”—The Judge.

Congress Yeast Powder contains no alum,
ammonia, terra alba, or any other injurious
is made from absolutely pure
Cream Tartar. It has the largest sale of any
baking powder in Portland.

Ingredient, but

POWDER
A marvel of purity,
varies.
More economical
wholesomeness.
strength
than the ordinary kinds, and canno* be sold in comlow
of
the
multitude
test, short weight,
petition with
alum or phosphate powders.
Powder Co.
Baking
Royal
Sold only in cans.
New York.fehl 8d&wly
This

powder never
and

■■■II III 111
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If it’s Liver Trouble, Constipation, Dyspep |
si a. Tiles, Night Sv/cata, Decline, Oonsump-|
tion, Palpitation, “Well Health Reseweb’V
wifi cure you. If lacking flesh, vital, brain orl
nervoforco,use “Wells’ Health Rexewer,’'!
greatest remedy on earth for Impotence.!
Leanness, bexual I'eiiiUly. Absolute cure foif

interpretations

of soil

on

IN

15c.

boxes clears out

lifiln!

the

as

Chapin’s Bcchu-Paiba.—A quick, complete
for Catarrh of the Bladder, Urinary,
Kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male or
female. Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Unne,
Milky and other deposits. Stricture, Stinging,
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation, Whites,
Impure or Diseased Discharges, Pains in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,
Ulcer3, Tumors, &c. $1, nt druggists,by express, prepaid, $1.25.
Chapin’3 Injection Fleur is to to usea
with Buehu-paiba, in cases of Impure or!
Diseased Discharges. With Syringe, Si, at!
prepaid, for $1.25.1
druggists, sent by express,on
receipt of $3.25.1
Both by express, prepaid,
E. S. WELLS-jdf£ggy
WF

Brun*wick.'r.(X>

ACrT., AUBURN.

§TATK

LEWIS

McLELLAN,
GORI1AM.

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,
PORTLAND
ACSKNTH,

UOI'AI.

49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

OFFICE:

eodtf

febl7

a. m.

From Halifax, #.15 a. ra., 2.45 p. in., St.
John, #.16 a. in., 9.00 p. m.; Hoialton, 9.(K
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.: stuck* port
a. m.;
6.30 a. m.. 5. p. m,, Bangor, 7.16 a. m., t7.4f
p. m.; Dexter, 7.05 a. m., 4.40 p. m.; 31 rlfast
6.35 a. m., 2.5u p. ns.; Sko« hegan, 8 20 a. m.
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22*.m. 1.65, tlO.Ui
p. m.; and 5.in a. m (Mondays only) Augu«ta.
6.00 a. m 10.10 a. m., 2.45 p.m., 110,66 p. m.
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m., 3.07 p. m
111.14 p. m t\pih, 6.66 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
p. m., Brunswick, 7.26 a. in., 11.4K a. n.
4.35 p. m., fl2.36 a. mM (night.) Rockland
8.20 a. ra., 1.35 p. m. Lewi«ion, 7.20 a. m
11.28 a. m., 4.16 p. m. Phillip*, 6.40 a. m
Farmiugzon, 8.20 a. m.; Winthrop 10.26
as
follows: Tht
a. m. >eiiig due in Portland
trains
from Angusta
and
Bath,
morning
8.40.
The day tralr»
8.36 a. m. Lewiston,
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
at
roads
1.00
and
1.05 p
connecting
trains from
The afternoon
m.
Vvaterville
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.4o
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1,54

T. T. Merry

s

ad

Jlonda), April
1'raiun
Pawcnger

tti'Ifr

LEA V i:

P

RTLAAD
m. 1.10
at
Boston ai
(Express.) and 3.30 p. in., arriving
1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, ieave Bos
ton at 8.30 a. in. (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.30 6.00, and 8.00
Portland for Mcorborou#b Hearb
p. ra.
and Pine Point, at 8.46 a. m. 3.30 and 6.30
p.m. (See Note.) F r Old Orchard Heach,
Naco, tfiitidctord nud Kennehank, at 8.45
a. m. l.lo, 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. For Well**,at 8.45
a. m. and 3.30 p. m.
(See note.) For North Herwi(k,gnlmoii Full*, fJieol Fnlln, Dover,
Farter, Haverhill, Lawraare and Lowell,
at S.45 a. ra. 1.10 and 3.30 p. in. For New
For
Tlarliet, at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m.
Boebcuier, noil Farmington, N. IS., at 8.46
1.10 and 3.80 p m.
a. in.
For tliou Hay,
at 8.45 a. ra.. and 3.30 p. in. For 'TSaachcMter
and Concord, N. 11., (via Lawrence,* at 8.46
a. m.; (via New \farkei .Junction) at 3 30 p. in.
Morning Train will leav* Keanebunk for
at 7.26.
Portion
(tp^NO'TF—The 1.10 p. in. train from Portnoi
land will
atop at Scarborough Bench, Pine
Point or Wells, except to take passengers for
Boston.
Parlor Cara on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. ra. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.45 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.
Parlor Cur **««t* vecnred in udvunce at
Depot Tickei Office.
Kgr-The 1.10 p. in. train from Portland connects
vltb Mound Line Steamer* for New York
andallraD lines for the West. Tbe 3.30 p. m.
New
.rain
oouncots with all Kail l ine* for
York nud the Mouth and Went.
MINDAV THAI NS Leave Portlaud for
So* ton
Hosiou and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
for Portlaud at 6.00 p. m.

BOSTON at 8.46 a.

on

Boston Sc Maine mad connect with

all

riming between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maohlas, Eastpcrt, Calais, St.

^earners

John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Centra)
and Portland Sc Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh
Portland
nents. First class Dining Rooms at
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
•ioui./; i'1 ay he had of DTI. £*. William*, Ticks1
Vgent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at (Jtalon
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JA8. T.
Oen. Supft.
«. H. STEVENS. Gen Agent. Portland.
dtf
dec2

CITY

to

Clerk

the

a

lit

A bond will be required. The
week.
the right to reject any bid.
COMMITTEE ON
Per order
April 5. 1882.

city

reserves

HEALTH.

ap6 dlw

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Assessors’

Notice.

Assessors of tho City of Portland hereby
give notice to all persons liable to taxation
iu said city that they will bw in session every
of
secular day from the first to the fifteenth
April next, inclusive, at fieir room in City Hall,
and
from ten to twelve o’clock in the forenoon,
from three to five o’clock in tho afternoon, for
the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and
estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to
make and bring 1o said Assessors true and perand estHtes, real and
fect lists of all their
personal, or held by them as guardian, executor,
administrator, trustee, or otherwise, on the first
day of April, 1882, and bo prepared to make oath
to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past >ear, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, administrator,
or other person interested, is hereby warned to
give notice of such change, and in default of
such no ice will bo held under the law to pay
ihc tax assessed although such estate has been
a
distributed and p id over.
with this
Anil anv person who neglects to
notice will be doomed to a tax according to the
laws of the State, and be barred of the right to
make application to the County Commissioners
for any abatement of his taxes, unless he shows
that ho w as unable to offer such lists within the
time hereby appointed.
j23p*In no < ase where the Assessors have been
put to the disagreeable necessity of making a
doom will the possession or Government bonds
or deposits in the Savings Hanks be allowed a3 a
plea in mitigation of such doom.
Stephen Marsh,
)
Assessors.
Cyrus K. Ladd,
George C. Burgess, )
Blank schedules will ho furnished at tho room
of the Assessors.
mar 31
dtAprlG

THE

polls

holly

comply

SCREW

FOR SALE.
fixtures and good will

OF SEW

a

No. 49Vfc
mw21dtf

citv.

Limited Ticket* fir*t and «ecoud c!a*m fo*
John and Halifax on *«!e at reduces
rates*

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.
dec2dtf

FOItli

AGAINST MARINE
INSURE
RISKS ONLY.

BREWER, Jr.,

on

morning.

Company will take risks at their office. New
< u
Veasels. Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water borne
This

CARD£.

WM.

The Great Healing Remedy.

M.

January

MARKS,

1881.$4,039,487 10

Premiums
1st

Book, Card, ill Job Printer
f

inters’

paid to B

SI 3,165,466.40.
Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 7,1882.

k and

Holders on
Dividend to Policy
Premiums Terminating in 1881

JOST A MORTON,

FRESCO PAINTERS,

40 PER CENT.

Hi mm ket Mqnare. Portland.
J'rioo.- reasonable and 8»tlBCactlos guaranteed.
te3
dl,

Losses
>

Job

47

ASSETS,”

rnThStfyl

STEPHEN

1,587,534

1881

Total Marine Premiums.$5,627,021 57

Eiue .fob Printing a Specialty.
Orders oymail or in person promptly auevued to
Particular attention

WOLFE’S

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.

Days

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice Presidenl
TV. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

BERRY,

166 FORE ST.

PORTLAND:

and (gaid

J. W.

is

general beverage end accessary

a

MUNGER,

Clinton,

For

Ayer

June.,

Fitchburg

Nashua, Cowell, Windham, and Ep>
plug at 7.30 a. m. and 1.03 p. n*.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, ai
1.03 p. m.
For Rochester, Kprimpvi&le, Alfred, Waf
erbore and Waco Rxver.7.3© a. m., 1.03
p. m.« And (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Retnrnin
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m. 11.24
a. m., and 3.35 p. m.: arriving at Portlanc
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For Gorham, ftaccarappa, Cumberland
WvKtbrMh
and
Woodford’s
Mills,
at 7.3© a. m.,
1.03, 6.4JO and (mixed
*6.30 p. ni.
The 1.03 p. m. tiain from Portland connects ai
4ye~ June, with Hooiar Tunnel Route for
1«West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
cw York via Norwich Cine, and all rail.

i.Mpringfle!d, also with N. Y. A N. E. R.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the

r

outh and with Boston A
8hia.
the West.

vegetable decomposition
as

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

other alcoholic preparation.

A

pnblic

trial of over SO years duration in every
section of oar country of Udoipho Wolfe’s

Schnapps, its

unsolicited endorsement by

the medical faculty and a sale

nneqnaled

by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the

rcpntatiou

of salnbrity

claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists

DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md.,
the course of his practice discovered what now
are renowned in medical practice, viz: acombina
tion of Celery and Chamomile in the shape of Pills,
They are used by the profession at large and constantly recommended by them.
It is not a patent medicine. It is the result of his
In

own

experience

in

They

practice.

a sure cure

are

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

and Grocers.

l

QCINCT, Boom 11, Primer.
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street*
A.

Me.

Cures

excellent toilet dressi g.
S )ld by all druggists. Price. 50 cents a box.
Depot lu6 North fcutaw St., Baltimore, Md. By

mail,

two

boxes for

$1. or

six

boxes for

$2.50,

to

EDUCATION At.

18 HEAVER STREET,
<ny

J. W.

or a

:F\AJEUE3,

low

NEW

eod&wly

marl

I SKIN
§

^
g

g
S

*

CURE g

dtt

3

Is Warranted to Cure

TETTERS, HUMORS,
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,

*

ROUCH SCALY ERUPTIONS,

5

ECZEMA,
ALL

g
*•

DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
and g
n SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES
a
TENDER ITCHINCS on all part, ot the
smooth;
body. It makes the skin white, soft and

and freckles, and is the BEST toilet
two
dressing in THE WOULD, Elegantly put up,
bottles in one package, consisting of both internal
and external treatment.
All first class druggists have it. Price $1. per package.

removes tan

CHAS. N. CRITTENTON, 115 Fulton St. New
York City, sole agent for Dr. C. W. Benson s remedies, to whom all orders should be addressed.
MWF lm
mchl7

CATARRH. Elys’ Cream Balm
I

Effectually
the nasal

passages of

Catarrhal virus, oans[,]<j healthy secretions,
a>lay9 inflammation,
C0LD ufin 1
1 protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
sores and restores the

taste and
smelljbeneficlal results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
Feeuro Catarrh, Hay

[ AFTER

of

&c. Unequaledfo
the head.
colds in
Agreeable to use Aplittle
the
Anger
ply by
-into the nostrils. On
For sale In Port
ver

HAY FEVER,

S. H. L ARM IN IE,
Chicago.

A. W.

JORDAN,
Portland, |Me

8. H. LARMINIE &
Comiuianion

receipt of 60c will mail a package.
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CltEAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.
d&wly48
uov24

Grain,

—

CO.,

Seeds,

Futures

skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Puritifcr on
PRICE, $1.00. TRIAL SITE, 10 Cents.

FOSTER, MILBURN A CO,, Prop’rs, Buffalo, N, Y.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

BAKERS

Burns and Scalds,
raJI Static*, Viefcaele,
“™

Steamship Company.

Serai-Weekly Vine to New York.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
every MONDAY aad THURSDAY, at «
fc.M„aad leave Pier 37. Eaet ttlvei. New York,
every MONDA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.

P-tland,

These steamers

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oilhasbeen removed. Ithaa three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore fur more economical.
It ii delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and

admirably adapted
well

as

Sold

W. BAKER &
feb24

for invalids

as

for persons in health.
bv Grocers everywhere.

CO., Dorchester,

Mass.

aF,M&W*»fcu

readv for *>eonpancy *n Portion** station, *t «.00
P m ami is attached to this train for Boston.
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready nntill 11
p. m.
At 8 45

a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Ke- nebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
kockport.
Newburyport, Salem. Gloucester,
Lyun, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1.10 p. n*. for Cape Elizabeth, scarboro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and West-

tisa

points.

Train* leave Kfoaton.
At 8.30 a. tn. and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 5.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Cara.
On trains
Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p. w. and trains leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
ThrougBt ticket* to nil pointw We**i and
Moult* may be had of J, M. Ft* nch. Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Meat* owd
Pullmau Car Ticket* Cor
Kcrtb* *el«9 at Depot Ticket Ofllce.

leaving

D. W.
dec 5

fitted up with due accommoda-

are

tions for passengers, making this a very convenient
knd comfortable route for travelers Nat woe t Nea
York and Maine
During the summer months these
reamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, Including
State Room, 85, meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once.

For further information

apply

to

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38. E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can he obtained at S»
Sxcnange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasloeFdtf
sengers a ill be taken by this line

Baltimore, Norfolk & Washington

vj-

Steamship Line,

,

iA. ill!-.:

will sail

one

of their first-class

WNm” ANE,

JOHN HOPKINS.
WV. LAWRENCE,
ALLEGHAN Y.

D. H. MILLER,
BJ-KKSHIKE.

Freight forwarded rrou N* folk to all parts of
CAKOLINAS,
TENNESSEE,
VIRGINIA,
ALiBAMA,
FLORIDA,
GEORGIA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
Bills of LaBy Vn„ T'enn A Ga Airl.inr
ding given by 0. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washst.
ington
By Allnntic Poasl Line and Mraboard Air
l.ine. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, N-*. 22- Washington st.
By Inland A Seaboard V on-ling C. and
H I o to W&shlugton, D. C., and
Hmooisc
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TtCKIits to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
t hrough T ickrla to all parts of the South and
Southwest for sale nl thrWbnrf anil 240 and
hare to Norfolk or Baltimore
30t> Washington St
$9 110 first class; 87.uO second class, including meals
and berths.
». tv iitlPkONi Urn. Agent, S3 Central
nov2-dtf
Wharf. Beaton

Calais, Jle„ St.
Me.,
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown. P E. 1.

Enstpori,

WINTER ABBANOEMENTS.
WEEK.

PER

TRIPS

TWO

AFTEB

-YIOKjxih. Nleum
Lint will
Ibis
of
Leave Railroad Wharf,

OK AND

DAl,NOV
rrN

evere
of
State
root
Monday,
stroet,
for Eastport and
at 6 p. ui.,
and Thursday,
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinstcn,
3t
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,

Grand
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Alonoton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Bathurst, Dalhensie, CharPicfcou, Shediao,
lottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the Ne^ Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western CounEdward Island Rail Roads,
ties. and Prinoe
and Stage Routes.
received
up to 4 p. m. and any InFreight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulaxs, with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
State Rooms and further information apply at
T. C. HJERCompany’s Office, 40 Exchange St..
nov24dtf
SEY, President, and Manager

Saturday.

Wharfanc.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger r.nd ‘f «caet Agent
Master
Trangpc nation,
Sanborn,
™

From Long Wharf Boston, 8 p
From Pine 8-reet Wharf
Philadelphia, at If a. m
Insurance cne-half the rate cf
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting linee,forwarded free of commission.
PaMNage Kiuhi Delian. Round Trip 913,
Meals and KooB included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
g. B. SAMP <«»*, Agent,
IO Lees Frhi»rf, BmIss
deSlt
m.

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO
FOR
Island*,

8

j

HORSES.

5^ One trial will prove its
Its ctfects are in
merits.

^^1

most cases

1

INSTANTANEOUS.
““
Every bottle warranted toB
g
■
give satisfaction. Send ad- 9
O SBsfSBaS dress for pamphlet, free, giv-B
B
i“g full directions for iliufl
treatment of above diseases. B
B
B Hb Price 25 cts. and 50 cts. perB
fl
,bottle. Sold everywhere.
8
Henry, Johnson & Lord, Froprictors, 0

NERVOUS

ts

below.

City of Para, Mar. 21 | 8. 8. Colon,... Mar. 30
Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
April 10.
For freight or passage
*tes and the fullest lofai
nation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
Cl. Id. HAKTI.8TT A C O.,
113 Mtaie Nfrevt, coi Bread At., BchUh.
or to W. D LITTLE A OU.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
taSSdtf

S. S.
3. 8

\ BOSTON

Cure

FARE $1.00.
Th» livorue Steamers Forest Oitf and John
iroohs will alternately le*ve FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 »*olock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
'toeton
at 7 o'clock p.
m. (Sunday* except*!).
Passenger* by thi* line are remirded chai they ee3 ire a comfortable night’* rest «\nd avoid the expense
a id inconvenience of arriving in Poston late at night
33F Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H,
Y^NO's 27? Middle street
Through Ticket* to New York, via the varioue
Rail and bound Line* for sale.
Freight taken a* usual.
J H. iOTLE, Jr., firueral Agrnf.
dtf

CLYDE'S
Phil:idelg>liisa A Yew

England
STEAMSHIP LINE

Guaranteed.

and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, ConvulMental
Nervous
Headache,
Depression, Loss
sions,
of Memory. Sperm atorrbera, Lmpotency, InvoluntaPremature
Old
overcaused
Emissions.
Age,
ry

by

ertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which loads
One
ox will cure
to misery, decay and death

onth’s treatrecent cares Each bo* contains ono
for five dolment. One dollar a b ix, or six box©
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West & Co., guiranie© six boxes
to cure any case. With each order received for
accorn aniod with fivo dollars, the proSix
prietors will send the purchaser their written guar
antce to return the money if the treatment does not
effect a cure.
Guarantees Issued through It. H.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents n Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.

boxes,

novlb

-/Steamers I

OEBILITY.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve

d&wly46

ana

The new aa
splendid steamers tall from New
on the 10th, 29th and 30th of each month
•.arrylng passengers and freight for San Francisco

<iin.w&f&wly46

novl7

(IVINA,
fcnlssii

York

Pains and Aches.

I9 jag

New

Ansiraiia.

Frosted Feet and

Galls, Strains, Scratches,
Sores, &C., on

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN,
Wawdrrlcb

It is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for

n

^

Lea yes each Fort Erery Wednesday and

Ears, and all other

| ^^aggS

leave Portland.

‘i a. n».
Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco.
Btddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portt?m« *m
Lvnn and Heston, arriving
Nowtraryport.
at ft.30a. m.
Especial Sleeping Oar wiii N

ern

,BmkM Goeaa.

FISTULA AND PILES.

feblO eodSm

eart.j.

W.F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.
M.W&Fly

and sold on C cago Market on
marSdtf
Correspondence invite

clock r. M.

CRAMPS,

ua^J Sprains, Bruises,

—

At

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Face Grubs,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scaid Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most

Portland, Me.

WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842,) and
ROBERT M. READ, (M- D., Harvard 1876) have
asso iated themselves together at 41 Somerset street,
Boston, and give e-pecial a teuton to the treatment
ot FI8TID A. Pit. N, AN© ALL ©119EArt*S «»F THE RECTUM, without detention from business.
Abundant
references given. Correspondence

=

I
Train*

122 La Salle St

o

ON

NEURALGIA,

9

bought

answered.
Office hours—12 to 6

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent 0. H. K. of N. J.

9

yj

Provisions,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

||^

25 MEGIiTOI,

I

Merchants.

157 Commercial St.,

Margins.

lien. Pas*.

Boston.

FAST.

_fu,S&wlyr49

nov29

ftaine

EXTERNAL

utl REMEDY

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5tli, 1881

cleanBes

wma wr'-'-.s w

sense

BRE 4 K

dtf

mchl8

THE BEST
gp
uSaa

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

COCOA

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural law!
which govern the operations of digestion and
a careful application of the tine
nutrition, and
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps baa pro
Tided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a c institution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to
<1 tsease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever t» *-re is a weak
point We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nou ished frame.”— Civil Service Gazette
Made simply w th boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins only (Va-fb and ibl, labeled.
J AMEN EPP* Ar
CO., Vlouicropathic
I.ondon, Englanti.

FNMM UUHKUT.

Eastern Jtailroad.

143 Pearl Street.

EPPS’S

{JSJSi, *4,oS

ENGLAND AOENCE,

Washington Street,

319

ohsedtt

COLCORD,

iai24

buy tickets (at any railroad or steam
England) Tie
BOUND BROOK ROUTE.

sure to

New Tcwk and Philadelphia

gkatkpcl-couporting.

w. BENSON’S

AND liKKEN STREETS,
AND THIliD AND BERKS STS.

boat office in New

any address.

DR.

STATION IN MEW WBK
host Central Station in Philadelphia
.Philadelphia Sc Reading K. R.

Be

State of the System.
I

pupils by the snbscribm

Nervous Affec-

accompanied by Debility

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to orlvat*

Dyspepsia,

Agent,

i|9 Exchange Street.

Direct Steamship Line.

Philadelphia.

[{press Trains, Double Track, Stone Baiiat

tions, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in a bad State of the Blood, or

Pattern and Model Maker.
BABVGB, 32 Cnw. 81., Portland

the following special diseases, and are worthy
They are preof a trial by all intelligent sufferers.
pared expressly to cure sick headache, nervous

IVo.

PHILADELPHIA

NINTH

for

headache, dyspeptic headache, neuralgia, paralysis
sleeplessness, dyspepsia and nervousness, and will
The Doctor’* great remedy for Skin
cure any case.
disease, called Dr. Benson’s Skin Cure is exceedingly
valuable and greatly sought after by all persons
An
wbo have skin diseases or bad complexion.

l

Boob Binders.

I.

J. L, FARMER,

—Aim—

4EW YORK.

<---

fTM.

rates of

Mo

New York, Trenton &
ap3dlw

Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
second Cabin, $4l> to $00, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $26 to $32. according to
ate *mer and port. Return tickets *#ry low.
tt>crlinig und Contmeniol exchange in
Also agent Morris European and
sums to suit.
American Express for packages and freight to all
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the gf.be.
Aciaia Coal by the cargo. Apply to
France,

Denmark,

lowest

Albany R. B. for

-BETWEENCO-PARTNERSHIP.

Portland, April 1st, 1882.

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Sto rage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and (Reamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, Sta e, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,

or other causes,

Bound Brook Route.

H. FLETCHER is this clay admitted to
FLETCHER & CO.

teuinf WmI,
onnects at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Co. from Ran got and River Landings for Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
nov23-dtf
Nov. 23. 1881.

iromatic Schnapps is superior to every

Close connections made at Westbrook Jane*
lion with through trains of Me. Central R. R., am;
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Hollins & Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
* Does
notstopat Woodford’s.
«J. W. PETEP.S, Gen, Ticke^ Agent.
GEO. P. WE'
T. Supt.
dec3dtf

COPARTNERSHIP.
GEORGE
firm.

-•

corrective of water rendered impure by

CORRESPONDENT.
feb4dlmteodllm*w6wC
Fob. 4,1882.

No. 37 Plum Street.

our

1

.Jp*ter.

INTERNATIONA!. STEAMSHIP VO.

ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Dec. 3,

Trains will ieav
at 7.3© a. m.,
an*
p. in., arriving at Worceste
m.
*t 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p.
Returning Ioav«
Onion Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a
tn., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p

a-

ai.

Kxohange,

Pamphlet Printing

Policies not marked off

January,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

111

8

on

“iB&iucr
The
LEWIUfON,
MasCHARLES DEERING.
will leave Railroad Wharf,
y.'rnwrw—.lifri■ ^ —V
Portland,
ever,
Friday
evening;.tu 1 f .f 5 o’clock,r«» ftoclilnnd, f anline, l>ee> !»!•’. >ie(lgwir|i So Weal Harbor, Bai Harbor, Millbiidge, Jonr-port
und Tluchiusport.
Kefuruing, leaves Machiasport every Mon
•lay Horning, at 4.30 o’clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland about midnight, oonneoting
with Pullman night train for Boston and the West.
Santoro t*. S.
at
Rockland with
Connects
Go. steamers for Belfast,
Bangor and River
for
Green’s
with
steamer
Landing,
Landings; also
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harber with
steamer for Lamoine ahd Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.
-»•

‘^.ICLk

■

WINTER

.jg-1.Qg

TBIP PER WEES.

0*E

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R
iSNl, Passenger

Marino Risks from 1st
1881, to 31st December,

on

IVovcuibcr 25lbi

t'ommeurinx

direct to Noriolk and Baltimors.

Portland and Worcester Line
_

Premiums

Arrangements.

Winter

every WEDNESDAY ami SATURDAY,
a. 3 o’clock, P. M., from Central W harf, Boston,

run aaily,
Snndavs inBoston and Maine Central R. R.

*

STKA.ilBOAT CO.

}

through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Doo
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, 8und»>

Mutual Insurance Co.

PRESSES and Dies for the manufacture
01 Corn Cans for sale.
Enquire of
mh20dtf
BERIVHAM A' flOKlllEE.

PASSAGE,

Portland, Bangor & Machias

day

t Runs

ATLANTIC

OF

PASSAGE TICKE1 OFFICE.

BIDS will be received

only.

Corn Packers !

AATE8

Cab h.$50.0" Gold.
.$9< .00 Gold.
Cabin return
For passage. &c.. apply to DAVID TORRANCK
General
& CO.,
Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec5 dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

ADVERTISEMENTS

a. m.

cluded, between

ONTARIO, Capt Williams.30th March.
BROOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.13th April.
DOMINION. 27th April.

General Ocean Steamer

by
City
until April 15jh, for the removal «f City tiflal.
SEALED
he
.do not less than three tinien

Removal

The steamer* of this Line will
-run (luring
the winter season
»&->V fortn ightl y between this port and
wljjgys'.g’^gTiai^^A Liverpool. The vessels are €1} de
bul t. ful1 powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers
Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Date* of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.... .19th March
Mir****
t

\.. ||lf

FtUBER,

REMOVAL OF CITY OFFAL.

Sleeping Cars attached,

t

Tattsville, VL, now occupied by the EmerFdge Tool Co. Possession g'ven Sept. 1st,
1882. For particulars address A. G. DEWEY,
Quechee, Vermont.
apSdlm

wly42

W,F&M eow&weowly

and

a. m.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON.

sou

BUSINESS

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

angBbdlyr

ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS
The $3,318,815 mature 1 endowments paid living
members have given insurance and p*id an average
of 43/a per cent, compound interest on the money
invested. For insurance apply to

York.

_

Congresi Bt.,

than for 1880.
There was an increase of over $500,000 of assets
—3,319 policies and $9,536,657 insurauce. The
new insmance amounted to $16 038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to policy holders have been $2,901,348 in excess of premiums
In 1878 payments were $1,104,215 more than
premiums received—yet the assets *nd surplus, one
year excepted, have steadily increased.

4 T

the

feb22

Portland

Shin,

THE SCYTHE SHOP

p^riioulars,
Exchange street,

as to tbe use of the Greek article
founded on the indications of the aucient
Greek grammarians, corrected and expanded
by that study of tbe language itself, and the
usage of its best writers, which has been ten
times more profound and thorough since the
days of Bentley than it ever was before. The
Mew Testament is written in Hellenistic Greek
that is. Greek as currently spoken after the
days of Alexander, even by those who were not
Greeks by birth. Now, not only lias our general knowledge of the Greek language become
far more accurate than it was at any previous
period, bnt the specialties of tbe Hellenistic
dialect have been thoroughly mastered by the
labors of many sue essive grammarians and
lexicographers. Writers, of course, differ from
each other in all matters which affect extreme
nicety of usage, since languages themse ves
differ so widely that some, liko the Latin, have
And yet, it was this very
no articles at all.
want of an article in Latin which caused some
of the defects of the Vulgate, and consequently led oar owu translators into an error. But
two axioms may be definitely laid down, and
acted,—the
ou both of them the revisers have
one, that in tbe vast majority of instances the
reason for the expression or omission of the
the New Testament writers is
ariicle by
easily ascertaiuab e; the other, that where
the reason is ascertainable, it is the simple
to
translator
the
of
represent
duty
the
of
original writer,
the
meaning
and not to abandon it for the sake of supposed
euphony, or because lie fancies that be can
improve upon the original. His duTy is not to
amend but to translate. “Alind est esse vatem,” says St. Jerome, “aliud esse interpretem.”

IS^Bold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 2JI
ttndlroun<j tf Stone, cor. Congres, and Green St,.

6,506,567.73

INTEREST RECEIPTS SINCE 1873 HAVE PAID
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
Premium receipts in 1881 were 300,000 more

FOR SAFE.

for

Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
^
Leave Lewiston at 1.57 p. m.
with Byron’ Mexico, Dlxdeld
connections
Stage
Porn. Livermore, We*t Sumner and Turner.

On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Pn**enget
Train* will run as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax and the Province*,
and all stations on E. A N. A. Railway,
12.55. and 111.15 p m.; St. Andrew*, St. ste
Fredericton, Aroostook
County
loosehead Lube, and all stations on E4. A
Pi*cataqui* H tt.. 111.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p
m., noon, and remain In Bangor over night); for
Bangor. Buckapert, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhcgan, 12.45 p. m., 12.55 p. m., £11.15 p
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.46 p. m,( 12.56
p. m., 11.16 p. in an«l 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only
Augu*ta, Klallowell, Gardiner, Richmond. and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.56 p.
m., 5.15 p. m.f fll.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.r5p. m., 6.16 p. m. and 11.15 p. ra. on
Saturdays only; Kockland, and Knox A
K.
B..
7.00 a. m.,
12.6b p
Lincoln
m.; Auburn and Lewimon, 12.45 p. m.,
6,05 p. m. Lewi«ton via Krnn*wick 7.0<
a. m., til.16 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillip*,
Bangeley Lake, .Honmouth. Winthrop
Keaddeld. We*« Waterville and IVortL
Abhou. 12.45 p. in..
Farmington via

from total payments to pol cy
holders and invested asse>s give
interest gain over all expenses
of.

fill *,|Iw8^UmL

Canton

Lewiston, 4.00 and ‘J.20

$46,138,353.20
..

1 have a farm situated in th<
Town of Yarmouth on the Free
rort Road-about V2 mile from the
Fal's containing 50 acres of land
'Til■» well divided into 1 illage. Paaturt
«ud Wooulauii with 2 acres of Marsh. 1 here is
young and thrifty orchard upon the place contain
ing 11<> trees, just beginning to bear. Good buildings, with a never failing supply of water. Gooc
eoil, easily worked, free from rocks, splendidly located and bandy to a g«x>d market.
This is one ol
the btst 'arms in the Town and very desirable tc
any one wishing a farm. I will sell or exchange
for real estate situated in Portland on fav-rable
terms. If not sold on or before April vth, 1 will be
prepared to “i,ease” for a term of years. Fetsoi
for selling—I have other business and cannot attend
to it. For terms Ac.adiress or apply to W.H
GiiEEN, No 34 Emery St, Portland Me.
feb21 dtf
February 20tb, 1882.

Leave

__

SIM CESTIUL RAILROAD.

holders and

]"**f

...Bff

RAII--HOAD.

Total.$27,278 894.24
.18,859,458.96

paid policy

it

Ram ford Falls & BucRiield

OITS HAY FORD Snpt.
dec3 dtf
Portland, Dec., 6th, 1881.

invested for them
46,1 **8,353.30
Received for premiums
39,631,785.47
Total premiums received deducted

of
first-class
ALL
restauraut, located in busines** part of the city.
call
J.

Tbe rules

u a ni»

JOSEPH HI0KS0N, General Maimgor.
'.V. J. SPICER SaiKJ’intendeut,
octl7dtf

6,811,479.76
dividends 8,620,039.28

Amount

for sale.

For

In Defense of Jthe Revised Version.
[Canon Farrar, In the Contemporary Review.]

IminB

3,318,815,64

Add pres, assets.

FOR SALK

|

1

Northwest, West and Southwest.

policies.

Paid for

fWTT'ifwh 112

cure

Sowing in the Shade.
Thomas Meehan, in his seed catalogue,
just published, says that most failures with
seed arise from not sowing in partial shade.
If the hot sun bursts upon the seed beds
while the seeds are swelling, and cold follows, many may rot before the plants reach
the surface. For large quantities, artificial
arbors, tall enough to work under, are employed. For smallerquantities, brushwood,
or the thiu shade of cornstalks, or of a skelLattice frames
eton frame, answers well
may be employed to exclude birds. Many
kinds of seeds, with experienced persons,
do not require shade; but for others, shade
is always recommended. Very early sowing
is important. With seeds which do not
grow till the second season, the ground
should be kept clean and shaded the summer
through. These hints will do to remember for next spring’s operations.

Ena
A

losses.$9,528,649.65

Paid for matured
endowments...
Paid for surrendered and lapsed

_d3w*

"farm

Flies, Ants, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs. Insects,!
Skunk, Weasel, Crows, Gophers, Chipmunks.^

incrusting the sand grains or aggregated
into bogore grains itexerts little or no influence, although analysis may show a high
percentage. On tha other hand, ferruginous
soils are the first liable to damage from Imperfect drainage, overflows and the like.

Great

Received for premiums.$39,631,785,47
for death

Paid

HIKAM LIBBY.

mar25

Rats, Mice, Roaches,!

appears to be an important ingredient,
valuable on account of its chemical qualities.
It has a highly absorptive power for gases,
and soils in which it occurs resist drought
better than others; and the universal preferlands shows
ence given by farmers to red
the results of experience in this respect.
The efficacy of the hydrate depends upon
the state of flue division; and when merely

The

Financial Record from Organization to January 1st, 1882.

the

es.

analysis in

fc
Seminal Weakne*
Impotoncy, and a
that
folia
Diseases
as a sequence of Set
Abuse; as Does c
Memory, Unryerw
lassitude. Pain i
the Back, Dimne*
r.f Vision, Prematui
Old Ago, and man
other Diseases tin
lead to Insanity c
TARIHfi.
and
BEFORE TAKIN8. Consumption
Premature Grave.
eo
uu»*ru
wnicn
£37“ Full particulars In our pampmct.
^
is
send free by mail to every one. Mr The Specific Medicine
Bold by all druggihts at |1 per package, or six packages for
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of tlie money, by
addresbing
THE QBAy MEDICINE CO..
No. 106 Main Street, Boftalo, N. Y.

on

Canada, Detroit, Chicago,Millwaukce
Cincinnati, Hi. Loui*, Omaha, Haginkw, Ml. Panl, Hall Lake City,
Denver, Han Fraocinco,
and all points in the

To

3,033.611*61

Heserve.

Hannaford road,
mile from the town house, consisting of twentyfive acres of land, pood buildi» gs. well watered and
cuts from twenty to twenty-five tons hay, and unde!
a good state of cultivation.
Enquire on the premia

correct the
principle that other things being equal, productiveness is or should be sensibly proportioned to the amount of available plant-food
within reach of the roots during the period
of the plant’s development, provided that
such supply does not exceed the maximum
of that which the plant can utilize when the
surplus supply remains inert. To find the
exact value of the soil from analysis it is necessary therefore not so much to discover the
actual amounts of the constituents in the
soil as to find the amounts which are accessible to and assimilated by the plants. The
problem becomes then to find a solvent that
shall as nearly as possible represent the action ef the plant itself.
Professor Hilgard’s method of analysis
starts from the observation of the productive
qualities of the soil as indicated by the native growth.
Next, he endeavors to ascertain the peculiarities of the soil that form
this sort of growth as distinguished from
Mechanical
other growths on other soils.
conditions, it appears, must always be taken
into account As a rule a soil exhibiting a
high percentage of plant-food is fertile, but
a soil having a low percentage is not, on the
other hand, necessarily poor. A loose soil,
by enlarging the sphere of expansion of the
roots, may enable them to reach as large
quantities of food more widely scattered as
they can find in a highly charged but more
compact and less penetrable soil.
The evidence from the analysis so far
ins'itu*ed is unquestionable in regard to the
present productiveness of a soil being mesurably dependent on the presence of certain
minimum
quantity of lime. After the
presence of lime the proportion of phosphoric acid appears to be the most important factor in the productiveness of soils.
A certain percentage of potash is required,
but it is present in most soils. Professor
Hilgard infers, as a rule, that potash manures are among the first to be sought for
after the soils have become exhausted. Iron
in the shape of ferric hydrate finely diffused

the Journal of Science, accepts

All other liabilities.
283,779.35
Total.. 15,836,847.35
HurpiuM Over 4 per cent.

Farm for Sale.
Cape Elizabeth,

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates

ac’ ua
Reserve,
ries, 4 perct.. .$15,663,068.09

ly

TOUCH-RATS'

-and-

18,859,458.9©

On

Trains

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

LIABILITIES.

for sale, pleasthe Gray road,
antly
Deering
about 4Ya miles or thirty minutes ride from Portland. The farm is supposed to contain about one
hundred acres. The buildlDg* consist of a good farmhouse, three barns, one stable, a new hen house
and yard, hogpens and sheds. Cuts about fifty;»i \
of hay and has a good pasture. A fine orchard newgrafted. The s il is loam with clay bottom, and
the farm is in a very high state of cult vation. it
also has a valuable lot of pine imber on it, which
will be reserved if desired by the purchaser. Terms
of payment made easy. Apply to EL BRIDGE GERRY, JOHN C. GERRY, 157 High St.
Portland, March 14th, 1882. marI5 d&wtfll

ASK FOR

Jood.—Farmer’s Wifo.

and

PURSUANT

undersigned offers his farm
fflHE
on
situated in
1.
Nervous Debility and Weakness of the Gen
erative Functions. Clears Cloudy Urine, stops
losses and escapes in same. The great Reliable Tonio for General Debility or Special
Weakness. A complete Rejuvenator for Exhaustion, Faintness, Excesses, Advancing
Age, Ague, Chilis, Femalt Weakness. &c.
fel at druggists, or by express, prepaid, on
receipt of $L35. £, S.WELLS, Jersey City, N, J,

PASSENGER OFFICES

Accrued

to an order issued by Hon. Joseph
W. Symonds, one of the Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court of Maiue, the undersigned will receive tenders for the purchase of the
“Cobb and Roberts Farm,”
so-called, situated in Deering, near Pride’s Bridge,
containing 92 acres, more oi less, divided into tillage, mowing and woodland, and cutti> g about 75
tons of hay. There has been much attention given
to bringing the land into a high state of cultivation
by dressing of various kinds and under-draining.
The bul dings, consisting of House with ten finished
rooms, Baru and Sheds, and a small tenement
House with She<i, are in good condition.
Title good Terms cash.
CHARLES B. MERRILL, Receiver.
mh24
dlaw3wF

irth,

74 EXCHANGE STREEI

in bank. 1,364,422.97
interest
and rent.......
295,964.01
288,468.53
All othe» assets
Total..

Limited,

TIME.

A88KT8.

bonds, (market
value). 2,486,491.66
Cash on hand and

versa*

J. WHY**LOW JO'EM & CO.9
la Equity.
8. J. C.

CHANGE" OF

after MONDAY, OCT.
IN8I, train* will run as follows:
aud

Loans on bonds
& mortgages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes.. 1,620,674.45
Real estate. 1,720,219.30
U. S and other

Total..3.891,385.90

RATH RONE BACON Et Al.

Railway of Canada.

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m.,
12.35 ami 5.15 p. m.
For Corhurn, 7.30 a. in., 1. 30 and 6.15 p. m.
For Oarboiu. 4 00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal <|ucbee nmi Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.
ARKIfALM.
From Cewintou and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30. 3,16 and 8.00 p. m.
From Osrhnio, 8.30, 0.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m
From Chicago, Montreal and
uehec.
12.30 p. m.

salaries, commissions to agents,
med'cal fees, advertising, postage,
expres^age and all
other expenses.... 620,270.88

FARM FOR SALE.

vj

110,908.25

Holders. 768,610.86

FARIII FOR SALE.

dec5dtf

DfcPARTUKFN:

Total.$2,271,016.02

For Sale-Farm in i.wrlinm.
.Jtmes Ptiinuoy farm, near Gorham village,
is lfered at a bargain. It c<m ains nearly one
huudred acres of land, with house and two barns.
Has a valuable orchard, aud wood au* timber on i
The place is very conveniently situated in reference
to churches, schools, post office, R. It. station, telegraph and teephone lines. Good markets near, at
Gorham,Saccarappa and Cumberland Mills villages,
JOHN A. WATERMAN.
Apply to
ap*dlw&w2wl4
Gorham, April 3, 1882.
WALTER

.nx.m»e

BtEEl

SKIMFY

times a week is six times too much.
So with every kind of cooking. Bake^ beans
are very nice once in a while, but to have
them for four ot five consecutive days would
iucline one to the belief that he is not very
fond of beans. Circumstance* alter cases,
but a liitle forethought will generally arrange matters so that the mistress of a family can vary the bill of fare, so as to have
her cooking enjoyed and appreciated. No
are needed, but a variety of
more kinds
kinds, and as variety is tei med the spice of
life, so isit the greatest appetizerfor our daily

objects

finished
perfect

THK

seven

Soil Analysis.
Professor B. W. Hilgard, writing

9

Dec. 3, 1881.

Grand Trunk

ON

575,030.41

Taxes,

Pure«

Absolutely

dishes, not for a variety at one meal alone,
b ut a change for every meal. It is just as
easy as the everlasting sameness that cloys
the appetites of a family. Hash for breakfast is very well once a week, but to have it

Remedy.
trade mark llsh
unfoiling care

v

i** **.

the

new
repair,
furnace,
Address
water, heating apparatus &c.
A B., Press Office.
mar31dtf

_:

w

DI8BIT R8EMENT8.
Death Losses.$816,435.50
EndowMatured
and
Lap ed Policies...
to
Policy
Dividends

HAMILTON. Sup't.

0.

Premiums....$2.179.5^2.36
Interest. 1,194,670.97
Total..$ 3,374,133.33

hot

healthy appetizer

£__

in

r -om

ARRIVING AT PORTLAHD:
I V .OO a. bu.—From Fhbyfcu's and Bartlett.
tf.OO p. in.-From Burlington and awanton.
Portland.

For
For

ments

Indeed, there is no kind of food that will
not tire one, and satiate the appetite if used
all the time. All kinds of poultry make a
very inviting meal occasionally, but one cannot relish them for many days in succession.
It is the same with pastry, a change is needful in order to have it well appreciated.
Bread is the only compound of which people
never get tired, and they enjoy that occasionally toasted, better than to always have
it set on the table in a stack of thin slices.
I know that some claim that it is of no account what you eat, if it is sweet aud wholesome, and will sustain nature; but it is not
Our happiness and bodily comfort
true.
both depend in a great measure upon the
food we eat aud the manner of cooking it.
Admitting this fact, it is an important
branch of science to understand cooking in
all its forms, and be able to make victuals as
tempting and palatable as they can be cooked.
I do not believe in too rich food, or extravagance, but light, wholesome, plain and
substantial food, and arranged on the table
so as to look nicely, and ta9te well besides.
.1

1st, 1882.

Surrendered
the

Statement, January

INCOME.

d&wtf

city.
pleasantest locality
and cellar. House in
bath
INrooms,
with modem improvement*,

4.4.* p. m.—For Fabyan’s ami intermediate *tfv
tions.

Annual

Twenty-Third

LEAVING PORTLAND
H.45 a. m.—For all stations, through to Burlington, NwoDtoD, Montreal und Ogdens

burg.

nan’Ai'HCE, win.

House For Sale!

diet.

t-

belonging to

aprl

are

Scene in the auditorium of a theatre: Ado?
(who has appeared in the first piece)—“Good
•rening! May I take the seat next you?”

and it is the only thing that

T1HE

to one’s meals. Apples and pears, if eaten
after meals, ,are a most wholesome luxury,
and one which all enjoy. Fish is another
pleasant change of diet, and is far better for
an occasional meal than for a reguiar summer

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

the late D. O. Small, very
pleasantly located on road leading from South
Windham to Windham Hill, one mile from Gambo
P O. R. U. Station, will be so d at a bargain. Sm dl
p ym^nt required, balance can stand with mortgage
on time.
S-id farm contains about 90 acres land,
divided iuto Wood, Timber, Pastuiir g and Mowing
lanes; th-' buildings are a good two story house wi b
ell, wood and carriage house with large barn, all in
will bo sold with farm, a good
good condition.
For further particulars,
stock of Farming Tools.
inquire of JOHN M. ALLEN, Saccarappa, Me.
Farm

Until further notice passenger train*
will nrn a* follows:

Mutual

FOB WALE.

FABU

is another good way to cook this vegetable.
In meats, too, different methods of cootring
One
are very desirable, as well as saving.
gets tired of fried meat; it is better occasionally to roast, bake or stew. There are
bo many dainty methods of preparing meats
for the’table that it really seems as if there
is little need of urging the necessity of
change in the method of cooking Still,
the
many families are in the habit of having
No wonder
same bill of fare all tbe week.
people who live in this style like to mate
visits so as to get a change of diet once in
a while.
Vegetables should form one item
of food at every dinner table. Perhaps farmers cannot obtain so great a variety of these
as if they lived next a market, but every man
who has even a garden patch can have cabbages, turnips, beets, par9ueps, onions, and
squeshes, all which form a most excellent

variety of food, as well

SBKING ARRANGEMENT.
CHANGE OF TIHE.
On aud after Monday, December 3il», 1MNI>

RUFUS WHITNEY.
apd eod2w

Gorbam, April 6, 188

potatoes continually. They
wholesome, but it is as easy to mash the
it
potatoes, add a little salt and milk,heat
in the oven and set the dish on the table
in a new form; or to cut the potatoes up,
when cold, in chips, and strew them in a
butter gravy till well scalded. It is delightful change, aud an economical one too, for
it saves the whole potato, which is quite an
item in many families at present prices.
Slicing and frying cold potatoes in drippings

It gleams on gib and pictures rare,
On bronze aun silk and lace,
On flowers, books, and all things fair,
But not on the saeet face.

The If vely face a year ago,
Ma le radiant all things here;
It gave all the fl- e's beartsoiue
And lent the sunny cheer.

A

good and

are

STEAMERS._
DOMINION LINE.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

FARM of thirty acres, with buildings fa good
repair, Bituatod in Gorham, near the North
1 hie property is to bo sold on
streot M. E. Church.
account of the ill health of ;the o wner. A very desirable pla«'e for a person looking for a small farm
in good condition. For particulars address by mall,
or enquire on the premises of

the same way, is extremely tiresome. It is
to have a variety,if one chooses to
as easy
manufacture it, out of the same materials.
For instance, one wearies of having boiled

I Bit within a illsmal room;
A cheery tire burns low,
And sends athwart the tender gloom,
A rosy, dull, soft glow.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ESTATE.

REAL

farm for Sale.

Variety in Food.
There is nothin'1 more acceptable to the
appetite than a change in diet. A long
continuation of the same food, prepared in

Reconciled.
KLLHS

I

MISCELLANEOUS

AGRICULTURAL.

BOSTON

FROM

COCONY BAIL
ROAlk.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER there connecting with the Clyde «ieaa*SATl RDAY
m, sailing every WEDNESDAY and
direct to
la

oanection with

PliiJ

OLD

adolpliia.

Lines to
Connecting tcere with hl.de Steam
and
CharlcHton. ,«t. C., Wa.hinslou, B.

Water Lines
liates and Bills Laoitig given
to Philadelphia.
point in New
For Kates and information apply ttc
1>. D. C. an »K, Agent,
*.

it.

m,

Through

15

feb20d

from any

England

Stato Street, Boston, Mass

